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TEN GELEIDE 

De membraan-bioreactor (MBR) vormt een belangrijke voomitgang voor de zuivering van 
huishoudelijk afvalwater. In vergelijking tot conventionele zuiveringstechnieken wordt op een 
aanzienlijk geringer oppervlak een betere effluentkwaliteit geproduceerd. Thans doet zich in 
Nederland de kans voor om deze technologie door te laten breken en verder te ontwikkelen tot 
een volwassen techniek. Daarvoor is binnen de branche een breed gedragen ontwikkelings- 
traject in gang gezet. Het ontwikkelingstraject bestaat uit de uitvoering van een vergelijkend 
ondeizoek op pilotschaal, de realisatie van een demonstratie-installatie en twee tot drie groot- 
schalige rwzi's. Het gaat hierbij om een opschaling die wereldwijd nog niet is gerealiseerd en 
een geweldige uitdaging betekent voor de betrokken waterbeheerders, adviseurs en leventn- 
ciers. 

Voorliggend eindrapport beschrijft de resultaten van het vergelijkend pilotiindemek dat op de 
rwzi Beverwijk door DHV Water is uitgevoerd. Dit onderzoek is begin 2000 gestart door het 
Hoogheemraadschap van Uitwaterende Sluizen en na een half jaar overgenomen door de 
STOWA om zorg te dragen voor voldoende representativiteit voor de Nederlandse waterbe- 
heerders. Onder de Nederlandse omstandigheden die spelen bij het zuiveren van huishoudelijk 
afvalwater, zijn viel membraaninstallaties (KubotaISolis, Mitsubishi/Grontmij, X-Flow/Nuon 
en ïenon) vergeleken op hun prestaties. In het onderzoek is onder meer aandacht besteed aan 
de membraanwerking in relatie tot de biologische zuivering en optredende vervuiling, de 
haalbare effluentkwaliteit, en bedrijfsvoaingsaspecten. In een aantal deelondenoeken is verder 
aandacht besteed aan de benodigde voorbehandeling, membraanvervuiling en -reiniging, 
energieverbmik, effluentkwaliteit en slibverwerking. 

Aan de totstandkoming van dit tussenrapport hebben veel organisaties meegewerkt, welke in 
bijlage 1 zijn weergegeven. De goede samenwerking tussen al deze organisaties ligt mede ten 
grondslag aan de gedegenheid waarmee dit hoog ambitieuze onderzoek is uitgevoerd. De heer 
H.F. van der Roest van DHV Water B.V. was in deze de centrale spil. Het DHV projectteam 
bestond verder uit D.P. Lawrence, A.G.N. van Bentem, P. van der Herberg en RM.W. Kraan. 
Voor de begeleiding van het project uit de STOWA zorgde een commissie bestaande uit ing. 
A.A.J.C. Schellen (voorzitter), ir AH. Dirkzwager, ir K.F. de Korte, dr. J. Kruithof, ir J.W. 
Mulder, ir P.J. Roeleveld, ir R.M.W. Schemen, ir P.F.T. Schyns, ing. J.G. Segers, ir P.I.M. 
Walet en ing. H.J. Ellenbroek. 

Naast de STOWA en Uitwaterende Sluizen hebben DWRIAGV, ZHEW, Regge en Dinkel en 
RIZA financieel bijgedragen aan het gehele onderzoekstraject op de rwzi Beverwijk. De 
STOWA is Uitwaterende Sluizen zeer erkentelijk voor het beschikbaar stellen van een onder- 
zoekslocatie. Bijzondere dank gaat uit naar de medewerkers van de rwzi Beverwijk en de SDI 
Beverwijk voor hun gastvrijheid tijdens het onderzoek en de nodige excursies. 

Utrecht, m 2002 De directeur van de STOWA 

ir J.M.J. Leenen 





SAMENVATTING 

Het membraan-bioreactor (MBR) concept is een biologisch proces gecombineerd met mem- 
braanfiltratie. Recente technologische ontwikkelingen en een significante daling van de mem- 
braanprijs heeft de Uizetbaarheid van MBR-technologie vwr de behandeling van huishoudelijk 
afvalwater aanzienlijk vergroot. Met name in Nederland, waar stedelijke en industriële gebie- 
den vaak zijn gelegen nabij gevoelige oppervlaktewateren, toont MBR-technologie meerdere 
voordelen ten opzichte van het conventionele actiefslib proces, wak de hoge effluentkwaliteit, 
het beperkte mimtegebmik en de mogelijkheid voor een flexibele en gefaseerde uitbreiding van 
bestaande rioolwaterzuiveringsinstallaties (nvzi's). 

In het kader van de ontwikkeling van MBR-technologie op mondiaal niveau, zijn meerdere 
haalbaarheidsstudies verricht naar de toepasbaarheid van het MBR-caicept op nvzi's in Neder- 
land. De hieruit voortvloeiende positieve conclusies zijn voorgelegd aan de Nederlandse 
waterbeheerden, op basis waarvan vorm is gegeven aan een onderzoekspropmma naar de 
toepassing van het MBR-concept onder typisch Nederlandse omstandigheden wat betreft 
influentkwaliteit en debietvariaties. In eente instantie in opdmcht van het Hoogheemraadschap 
USHN en vervolgens van de STOWA, is een grootschalig pilotondenoek uitgevoerd. 

Het doel van het pilotonderzoek was voornamelijk de ontwikkeling van MBR-technologie. 
Tevens was de technische ontwikkeling en opschaling van het MBR-concept van grote impor- 
tantie. Het kader van het pilotonderzoek was als volgt gedefmieerd: 

een vergelijking van verschillende membraansystemen; 
het samenwerken met membraanleveranciers; 
het verzamelen van de mondiaal aanwezige kennis; 
uitvoeren van een ondenoek representatief voor de Nederlandse omstandigheden; 
uitvoeren van een ondenoek op relevante schaal. 

4, basis van dit kader zijn de volgende ondenoeksdoelen gedefmieerd: 
ondenoek naar de technische haalbaarheid van het MBR-systeem voor de Nederlandse 
situatie; 
vergelijken van verschillende beschikbare membraansystemen; 

e vergelijken van het MBRconcept en een conventioneel systeem met betrekking tot ont- 
werpaspecten, kosten, energieverbruik en eftluentkwaliteit; 
verder ontwikkelen van MBR-technologie en het elimineren van onzekerheidsfactoren; 
ondenoeken van de effecten van verschillende voorbehandelingsmetboden en verschillen in 
afvalwatersamemtelling op de membraanwerkimg; 
ondemeken van langetemijneffecten; 
intepreren van bestaande kennis van actiefslibtechnologie met membraantechnologie; 
onderzoeken van de effecten van lage temperaturen op de membraanwerking. 

Gebaseerd op de mondiale MBR-markt en relevante ervaringen met MBR-technologie zijn vier 
membraanleveranciers geselecteerd om binnen het pilotonderzoek op de rwzi Bevenvijk te 
participeren. De leveranciers zijn: Kubota (Japan), Mitsubishi (Japan), X-Flow (Nederland) en 
Zenon (Canada). Per leverancier is op het terrein van de nvzi Bevenvijk een pitotinstallatie 
geplaatst die representatief dient te zijn voor opschaling naar een full-sealt installatie. Deze 
pilotinstallaties zijn bedreven en geoptimaliseerd in de loop van het onderzoek om de beste 
proeesvoering onder vier verschillende procesregimes te bereiken voor de lozingseisen: N- 
en Pt& van respectievelijk <l0 mgil en <l mgil. 
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In fase 1 van het onderzoek heeft pre-pmipitatie in de voorbezinktanks plaats gevonden om de 
hoeveelheid aan colloïdaal materiaal in afvalwater te reduceren welke nadelig kan zijn voor de i 
membraanwerking. In fase 2 is voorbezinking in combinatie met simultane fosfaatverwijdering 
toegepast en in fase 3 is overgegaan naar ruw influent (na een microzeef) gevolgd door simul- 
tane fosfaatverwijdering. In fase 4 is de chemicaliëndosering gestopt en is de mogelijkheid van 
mw influent in combinatie met biologische fosfaatverwijdering onderzocht. In alle fases zijn de 
pilotinstaliaties onderworpen aan normale proportionele debietsvariaties zoals die zich op 
Nederlandse rwzi's voordoen. 

Van hef initiële concept dat membranen en bioreactoren als twee onafhankelijk van elkaar 
opererende systemen worden g a e n ,  is snel afgestapt. De beide procesonderdelen blijken in die 
mate interactief dat het hele MBR-proces als &n integraal systeem dient te worden beschouwd. 
Vanuit dit oogpunt zijn verschillende relevante deelstudies uitgevoerd ter optimalisatie van 
parameters en randvoorwaarden die het MBR-proces beïnvloeden. Deze deelstudies zijn: 
voorbehandeling, membraanreiniging, a-facîor en energieverbmik. effluentkwaliteit en s l ib  
vetwerking. 

De biologische prestatie van de vier systemen was afhankelijk van de influentkwaliteit in fase 
l,?, 3 en 4 en de biologische slibbelasting. Nadat de biologische werking van elke pilotinstalla- 
tie in kaart was gebracht, bleek dat de biologische pnstaties van de MBR-systemen vergelijk- 
baar zijn met die van een conventioneel actiefslibsysteem bij eenzelfde belasting en debietva- 
naties. Veel van de uitgangspunten en ervaringen opgedaan met conventionele technieken 
blijken toegepast te kunnen worden op het MBR-aetiefslibsysteem. 

De membraanwerking is afhankelijk van de biologische prestatie en andersom. De actiefslibel- 
genschappen bepalen voor een groot deel de membraanwerking. Elk membraansysteem is 
tijdens het onderzoek geoptimaliseerd hetgeen voor elk systeem een gedefinieerd werkingsge- 
bied heeft voortgebraeht. De werkingsgebieden zijn opmerkelijk verschillend voor de verschil- 
lende systemen, maar elk systeem kon met goede resultaten worden toegepast. 

De vooraf gestelde doelen met betrekking tot het pilotonderzoek op de rwzi Beverwijk zijn 
meer dan bereikt. Na bijna twee jaar intensief onderzoek en verdere ontwikkeling van de 
technologische haalbaarheid van de MBR voor de Nederlandse situatie, is het nu mogelijk de 
stap naar een demonstratie-installatie te zetten. De stap van pilotschaal naar toepassing kan 
worden gemaakt, waarbij verdere technologische optimalisaties mogelijk blijven. 

Een vergelijking tussen de vier pilotinstallaties wordt gedetailleerd weergegeven in de evaluatie 
van dit rapport. Het is duidelijk dat de vier installaties op het gebied van biologische- en mem- 
braanwerking verschillen. Tijdens het onderzoek opereerden Kubota en Zenon overwegend op 
aen proportioneel debiet, tenvijl Mitsubishi ea X-Flow hoofdzakelijk op constant debiet draai- 
den. Daardoor is een vergelijking tussen de systemen omtrent piekflux en continue flux moei- 
lijk te maken. De bedrijfsvoering van elk systeem was omschreven binnen bepaalde grenzen 
met betrekking tot de sturing en het ontwerp. Birtnen deze grenzen bleken alle systemen goed 
en consistent te presteren. 

Veel van de onzekerheden binnen de MBR-technologie zijn tijdens het pilotondaoek onder- 
zocht. Van belang is met name de vervuiling van de membraanmodules door bijvoorbeeld haren 
en grove bestanddelen, en het effect van chemische reiniging op de biologische prestatie van de 
systemen. Daarnaast is inzicht verkregen in het effect van lage procestemperaturen op de 
membraanwerking. Alle risico's die vooraf aan het onderzoek waren gedefinieerd zijn ondet- 
zocht en geëlimineerd of gereduceerd tot een acceptabel niveau. 



De voorbehandeling van het afvalwater heeîl de belangrijkste bijdrage geleverd aan de goede 
bedrijfsvoering en werking van de membraansystemen. De vereiste voorbehandeling is bedui- 
dend intensiever dan benodigd bij een conventioneel systeem. Onjuiste voorbehandeling van 
het afvalwater heeîl een negatieve invloed op het membraan. Met de juiste voorbehandeling kan 
verontreiniging van het membraan op macroniveau worden voorkomen, waarbij het membraan 
beter zal presteren. Het ontwerp van de voorbehandeling was gedefinieerd als &n van de meest 
kritische ontwerpaspecten voor een MBR-installatie. 

Zowel de langetemijneffecten van de biologische processen als van de benodigde reinigings- 
procedures ten behoeve van het onderhouden van de membranen, zijn ondenocht. Deze onder- 
zoeken hebben weinig inzicht verschaft in de verwachtte levensduur van membranen. Wel 
bleken de wijze en frequentie van chemische reiniging en de toegepaste concentraties kritische 
factoren te zijn. Indien werd afgeweken van de standaard membraanspecificaties leidde dit tot 
serieuze verslechtering van de membraanlevensduur. Daarom zijn gedurende het onderzoek de 
intensieve reinigingsprocedures omgezet in frequentere maar aanzienlijk minder geconcentreer- 
de onderhoudsprocedures. 

Op dit moment zijn Kubota en Zenon goed ontwikkeld en kunnen zij binnen een gedefinieerd 
werkingsgebied betrouwbaar worden toegepast voor de behandeling van huishoudelijk afvalwa- 
ter. Ook de systemen van Mitsubishi en X-Flow hebben een aanzieniijke progressie doorge- 
maakt. Uitgaande van de verkregen resuliaten is de verwachting dat bij constante pemieaatont- 
trekking en optimale procesvoering en reinigingsprocedures, ook voor deze systemen betrouw- 
bare installaties kunnen worden gerealiseerd, ofschoon verder onderzoek modzakelijk wordt 
geacht om deze verwachtingen te kunnen onderbouwen. 

De mondiaal aanwezige kennis op het vlak van huishoudelijke MBR-technologie was uitermate 
summier te noemen en vaak gericht op specifieke, voor een bepaald land geldende, soorten 
afvalwater en aanvoerkarakteristiekeu De geteste procescondities aangaande de Nederlandse 
situatie zijn uniek in vergelijking tot andere onderzoeken en hebben geleid tat nieuwe inzichten 
en methodes voor de aptimalisatie van MBR-systemen. Het ondenoek op de rwzi Bevenvíjk 
was 'state of the art' en een uitbreiding van de reeds beschikbare kennis verkregen uit onder- 
zoek in andere landen. 

De ontwikkeling van MBR-technologie kan alleen doorgaan wanneer de financiële haalbaar- 
heid wordt gewaarborgd. Gebaseerd op het pilotonderzoek en de haalbaarheidsstudies Iran 
worden geconcludeerd dat een MBR-installatie op dit moment al financieel haalbaar is als 
specifieke effluenteisen worden gesteld Naar verwachting zal de markt voor de toepassing van 
MBR-installaties in Nederland en daarbuiten snel groeien. In de nabije toekomst zal, in aanwa 
zigheid van een volwassen membraanmarkt, voor veel nvzi's het MBRconcept een haalbaar 
alternatief zijn met een duidelijke toegevoegde waarde. 





PREFACE 

The membrane bioreactor (MBR) foms an important advancement in the treatment of munici- 
pal wastewaters. h companson to conventional treatment techniques the MBR is extremely 
compact and produces a better effluent quality. Premtly in the Netherlands there exists the 
chance for this technology to breakthrough and develop further into a mature technique, t h w  
fore within the sector a broad and comprehensive development plan has been initiated. The 
development plan constituted the execution of a comparable research programme at pilot scale, 
the realisation of a demonstration installation and two or three large scale WWTP's. The latter 
proliferated a soale up critena as yet not envisaged or realised, this supplied a great challenge to 
al1 parties involved, the water boards, advisors, and suppliers. 

The following report describes the results from the wmparative pilot research carried out by 
DHV Water on location at WWTP Beverwijk. This research was initiated begin 2000 by the 
Water board Uitwaterende Sluizen and after six months was taken over by the STOWA who 
representecl the interests of al1 the Dutch Water boards. Under typical Dutch municipal waste- 
water conditions four membrane bioreactor installations were mmparei, KubotaISolis, Mitsu- 
bishVGmmiij, X-Flow/Nuon and h m .  The research was amongst others directed towards 
the functionality of the membrane, the biologica1 treatment, membrane fouling, achieved 
effluent quality, and system operability. In a number of side studies the required pre-treatment, 
membrane fouling/cleaning, energy usage, effluent quality and sludge processing WW also 
addressed. 

This fmal report was made posdble via the cwoperation of many organisations and individuals. 
The excellent co-operation between al1 parties was built upon a solid foundation of profession- 
alism through which this highly ambitieus research could pmgress. HP. van der Roest of DHV 
Water was the axle in the programme, and supported in the execution by D.P. Lawrence, A van 
Bentem, P. van der Herberg and RM.W. Kraan. The direction of the project came from the 
STOWA and consisted of the following individuals: A.A.J.C. Schellen (Chainnan), A.H. 
Dirkzwager, K.F. de Korte, J. Kruithof, J.W. Mulder, P.J. Roeleveld, R.M.W. Schemen, P.F.T. 
Schyns, J.G. Segers, P.I.M. Walet and H.J. Ellenbraek. 

Almgside the STOWA and Uitwaterende Sluizen; DWWAGV, ZHEW, Regge en Dinkel and 
RIZA have contributed to the financial feasibility of the research plan at WWTP Beverwijk. 
The STOWA is extremely grateful to Uitwaterende Sluizen for the availability of the research 
site, and special thanks must bc extended to the personnel of the WWTP and SDI Beverwijk for 
their cooperation, partieipation and knowledge during the research programme anti the neces- 
sary site visitu. 

Utrecht, March 2902 The director of STOWA 

ir. J.M.J. Leeoen 





The term membrane bioreactor (MBR) defines a combination of a biological process and 
membrane separation. h e  to recent technica1 innovations and significant cost reductions, the 
applicability for the MBR technology in municipal wastewater treatment has sharply increased. 
Especially in the Netherlands where urban and industrialised areas are frequently located near 
sensitive surface waters, the MBR technology displays several advantages compared to the 
traditional activated sludge pracesses, such as high effluent quality, limited space requirement 
and possibilities for a flexible and phased extension of existing waste water matment plants. 

In light of the developing MBR technology throughout the world a number of feasibility studies 
were camed out for the applicability of MBR for full scale municipal wastewater treatment 
plants in The Netherlands. 'ik positive conclusions of these studies were relayed to the Dutch 
municipal authonties and a research programme was drawn up to represent the Dutch wastewa- 
ter oharacteristic in tenns of quality and flow pattem. Firstly under the direction of the Water- 
board USHN, followed by STOWA, a large scale pilot study was executed. 

The aim of the pilot research was chiefly to develop the MBR technology. The technica1 
development and scaling up of the MBR concept was alm of tantamount importante. A p r e  
requisition for the execution of the pilot study at the Beverwijk WWTP was as follows: 

companson of different membrane systems; 
co-operation with manufacturers; 
inclusion of international know-how; 
representation for the Netherlands; 

i execution of the research at suitable scale. 

The above pre-requisitions defined the trials objectives as follows: 
to research the technica1 feasibility of the MBR system for the Netherlands, 
to make a comparison behveen the vanous membrane systems available; 
to make a comparison between tbe MBR and a conventional system conceming: design 
aspects, costs, energy consumption and effluent quality; 

e to further develop the MBR technology and eliminate uncertainties; 
to investigate the effects of different types of pre-treatment and consequently different 
wastewater compositions a the membrane perfomnce; 
to investigate the long-tem effects; 

e to integrate existing know how on activated sludge technology with membrane technology, 
to investigate the effects of low temperatures on the membrane performance. 

Based on the world wide MBR market and relevant experienees attained, four membrane 
suppliers were chosen to be represented at the Bevenvijk WWTP. The suppliers were Kubota 
(Japan), Mitsubishi (Japan), X-Flow (The Netherlands) and Zenon (Canada). Each supplier 
provided a pilot to represent a suitable scale up to full scale. These pilots were operated and 
optimised in the course of the research programme to achieve the best operating window under 
fbur separate operating regimes for a set discharge criteria of Nm.i < 10 mg!l and PM <l mg/l. 
Phase 1 was pre-precipitation on the primary clarifier to eliminate colloidal material fmm the 
wastewater stream which could be detrimental for membrane performance, phase 2 was p r e  
clarification followed by simultaneous P removal. Phase 3 used screened raw influent followed 
by simultaneous P removal and in phase 4 the chemica1 dosing was stopped and the wmbina- 
tion of raw influent with biologica1 phosphorus removal was investigaîed. In al1 phases the 
pilots were subjected to the normal proportional flow pattem seen in typical Dutch WWTPs. 



The initia1 concept of membranes and bioreactor as two separate unit operations was quickly 
revised during the fint month of the trial. The process operations were so interactive that the 
entire MBR process was cbnsidered as a single integral process. From thii basis a nwmber of 
relevant side studies were carried out to optimise the peripheral parameters and conditions 
effecting the MBR pmess. These included, pre-treatment, membrane cleaning, a-factor and 
energy consumption, effluent quality and dudge handling. 

The biological performance of the four systems was dependent on the influent quality accord- 
ing to phase 1, 2, 3 or 4 and the flow to treatment Once the biological operating windows of 
each pilot was defined the biological performance achieved was comparable to that of a con- 
ventional activated sludge system fot the same loading and flow regime. Many of the conven- 
tional treatment techniques and practises could be applied to the MBR biology. 

The membrane performance was dependent on the biological performance and visa versa. The 
nature of the activated sludge ofim dictated the membrane perfomance. Each membrane 
system was optimismi during the study and each yielded a defined operating window. The 
operating criteria wete remarhbly different for the variws suppliers, but al1 could be qmated 
~ 4 t h  good results. 

The objectives originally set for the pilot plant study at the Beverwijk WWTP were m m  than 
achieved. AAer almost two years of intensive research and further development of the techno- 
logica1 feasibility of the MBR fot the Netheriands, it is now possible to be extendad to demon- 
stration scale. The step from pilot scale to application can he made, with the potential for 
futther technological optimisations. 

A comparison of the four pilots has been made and is detailed in the report's evaluation. ft was 
clear that the four pilots generated d i f f m t  resul&, regarding biological and membrane per- 
formance. Kubota and Zenon were run at predomjnately proportional flow and Mitsubishi and 
X-Flow were run at ptedominately continuous flow. As a result eomparisons of peak flux and 
continuous operating flux could not adequately be made W e e n  the systems. Each system 
operation was defuied within certain limitations of process and design, and within these defined 
baundaries the sptem's al1 perfomed wrrectly and consistently. 

Many af the uncertainties involved with the MBR technology were considered and tested in the 
course of the pilot trial. The latter was of psrticular imporîance regarding the macro fouling of 
the modules due to hair a d  mame debris and the effcet of cleaning chemicals on the biological 
peifonnance, Also the effect of low operating temperatutes on the-membrane perfonnanceewas 
addressed. Al1 the risks addressed at the onset of the pilot trial were pin-pointed and eliminated 
where possible or significantly reduced to acceptable operaíing levels. 

The pre-treatment of the waste water was the most significant contributor CO the correct opera- 
tion and performance of %he mmbrane systems. The requued pre-treatment is significantly 
more intensive than fos a conventional treatment plant. Poor pre-treatment reflectd badly an a 
membrane, with the c o m  pre-treatment no macro fouling was seen during the trial. thus 
enhancing the membrane's availability and ability to perform. The design of the primeatment 
was defined as one of the critica1 design parameters of a MBR installation. 



The long tem effects of the biologica1 pmess as wel1 as the cleaning pmesses involved with 
membrane performance maintenance, were investigated. These assessments yielded very little 
in t e m  of a membrane life expectancy. What came to light as a critica1 issue however was the 
frequency of chemica1 cleaning and the concentrations used If the latter was taken out sight of 
standard module specifications senous deterioration in membrane integrity was determined. 
Therefore, during the study the intensive cleaning procedures were metamorphosed into more 
frequent but considerably less intensive maintenance cleaning procedures. 

At this moment both the Kubota and Zenon system are well-established and within a the de- 
fined operating window reliable for use in the municipal wastewater market. Also the Mitsubi- 
shi and X-Flow system have significantly propssed. From results obtained, it is expected that 
under constant pemeate extraction conditions, optimised process control and cleaning p m a  
dures, also for these systems reliable installations will be realised, although further test work 
has to be carried out to prove the expectations. 

The available world knowledge regarding municippl MBR was extremely limited and often 
very specific for a particular countnes wastewater and wastewater flow characteristic. The 
conditions set by the Dutch sihaation were the first of its kind and lead to new methods of MBR 
optimisation. The work carried out at Beverwijk WWTP was 'state of the art' and wuld be used 
to enhance the work camed out in other wuntries. 

The Dulch MBR development can only proceed if it remains financially feasible. Based on the 
pilot trial and feasibility studies it can be stated that a MBR installation is already feasible if 
specific effluent requirements are set. It is expected that the market for the application of MBR 
installations in the Netherlands and abroad will grow fast. In the neas future, with the existence 
of a mature membrane market, for many WWTPs the MBR concept will be a feasible altema- 
tive with additional valm. 





l l INTRODUCTION 

The membrane bioreactor (MBR) is a combination of an activated sludge proexss and mem- 
brane separation. h e  to further technical developmente and significant a s t  reductions, the 
interest in the MBR technology for municipal wastewate-r tnatment has shaiply i n d .  The 
technology for full d e  municipal wastewater treatment was developcd some ten yem ago 
most notably in Japan p ~ d  Canada. Compared to the traditional mbular membranes applied in 
the past, hollow-fibn and shkt membranes require much less energy, and therefore promote a 
progression to larger inatallations. 

Especially in the Netherlands where urban and industrialised areas are fresunitiy located near 
w i t i v e  surface waters, the MBR technology displays several advantages compared to the 
traditional activated sludge processes: 

high effluent quality; 
limited space requiinnents; 
poesibilities for a flexible and phased extension of existing waste water tnatment plants 
(WWTPs). 

Several feasibility studies have been canied out by the waterboards Hoogheemraadschap van 
Uitwaterende Sluizen in Hollands Noorderkwartier (USIIN), Zuiveringsichap Hollandse 
Eilanden en Waarden (ZHEW), Waterschap Rijn Bc IJssel 0 and Dienst Waterbchem en 
Riolering (DWR). The encouraging results of these studies has led to a full scale pilot study on 
MBR-technology in the Nbherlands. This pilot study has been executed by DHV Water. The 
pilot study, testing four different membme systems with a capacity of 2 - 10 m3h, can be seen 
world-wide as one the most extensive studies of its kind Besides the specific expertise of the 
membrane suppliera, the contribution of Dutch and Gcnnan univeraities as wel1 as engineering 
companies were involved, al1 having specific expertise in the area of MBR-technology applied 
in municipal wastewater tnatment. The above mentioncd wate-rboards and the Foundation of 
Applied Water Research (STOWA) w m  alm involved The STOWA initiates researcb activi- 
ties (as the MBR development) a d  is fuianced by the Dutch waterboards, provinces and the 
Directorate-ûeneral for Public Works and Water Management. 

As can be seen from Figure 1, the study started at the Beverwijk WWTP in the beginning of 
2000 and was the starting point of a development leading to the realisation of a demonstration 
plant (755 m3h) in the year 2002 and the expecteà u p d e  to fuU male MBR-plants with a 
capacity of 2,500 - 10,000 m3/h in the year 2003 - 2006. The pilot research wil1 be continucd in 
2002. 

The aim of the pilot research was to integrate the exisîing know-how on conventional technol- 
ogy with the membrane technology and to develop the MBR technology. The technica1 devel- 
opment, application and scaling up of the MBR concept will be the main goals of the demon- 
&ion &&ation In the last &se, the realisation offull-scale MBR ins&ations, the market 
will be further devel@ hie to larger MBR installations, the membrane surface mired will 
innwise and prices &l1 decresse. Äs a redt ,  the MBR technology can be applied without 
additional financial support. 
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Figure 1 - Development MBR technology in <he Netberlands 

Prerequisites for the execution of the pilot study at the Beverwijk WWTP were set as fellows: 
to compare different membrane systems; 

e to co-operate with manufacturers; 
to include international lmow-how; 
to be representative for the Netherlands, 
to execute the research at representative scale. 

The objectives set for the pilot plant study at the Bevawijk WWTP were as follows: 
e to do research into the technical feasibility of the MBR system for the Netherlands; 
e to make a comparison between the various membrane systems available; 

to make a comparison between the MBR and a conventional system concernkg: design 
aspects, costs, energy consumption and effluent quality; 
to fiuther develop the MBR technology and eliminate uncertainties; 
to investigate the effects of different types of pre-treatment and consequently different 
wastewater compositions on the membrane performance; 
to investigate the long-term effects; 
to integrate existing know how with membrane teehnology; 
to investigate the effects of low temperatures on the membrane performance. 

To promote competition and consequently îürther technical developments and price reduction, 
al1 parties involved undersigned a secrecy agreement. By publishing the intermediate report in 
May 2001 this agreement lost its validity. The intmediate report described the results from the 
period of March 2000 til1 March 2001. This Rnal report includes an integrated version of the 
intermediate report, a supplemtntary report with the appendices detailing the results of fiw 
additional research items, and a management summary. 



RfxlGkr 
The set up of this report is as follows. In chapter 2 the general principles and backgrounds of 
the MBR-teehnology are described and compared to the conventional activated sludge proces. 
In order to gain a better understanding and reahbility of this report, often used concepts are 
explained. An introduction to the state of art will be introduced by a summary of a literature 
review. As a logic continuation the representative research items and points for attention will be 
made clear. 

In chapter 3 the sd up and execution of the research project at the Beverwijk WWTP will be 
explained. Besides the organisational and technica1 set up, alm the planning and different 
phases wil1 be introduced. The measuring programtne and methodology will be bríefly illus- 
trated, but described in more detail in the supplementary report. 

During the whole research period the Bevenvijk WWTP has been used as a comparison. In 
chapter 4 the WWTP is described in terms of design, operation conditions and biological 
performance. To be able to make a simple comparison with the MBR pilot plants, in this report 
standard tables and graphs are used. In the chapters B until 9 the Same approach has been 
applied for the MBR pilot plants of Kubota, Mitsubishi, X-Flow and Zeoon. Besides the bio- 
logica1 performance als0 the membrane performance is dealt with in separate sectionr. Before 
this, the membrane systems and suppliers involved in the pilot mearch are shortly introduced 
in chapter 5. 

in chapter 10 a summary is given of the extra research items which were investigated in addi- 
tion to the main pilot plant research: 
l .  pre-treatment 
2. membrane fouling and cleaning 
3. a-factor and energy consumption 
4. effluent quality 
5. sludge treatment 

The reports on those side studies are added to the supplementary report. 

in chapter 11 the research at the Beverwijk WWTP wil1 be evaluated. The MBR systems are 
wmpared to each other and the results obtained are related to the goals set at the beginning of 
the project. Finally in chapter 12, the current staius of the MER technology wili be described 
and reeommenàations wil1 be made for further MBR development. 





2 MEMBRANE BIOREACTOR 

The membrane bioreactor concept is a combination of conventional biologid wastewater 
treatment and membrane fikration. The concept is technically similar to that of a traditional 
wastewater treatment plant, except for the separation of activated eludge and treatcd wastewa- 
ter. In a MBR installation tbis separation is nat c k e d  out by mauis of sedimentation in a 
seeimdary clarification tank, but by membrane filtration Technologidly and biologidly, the 
MBR system and the conventional system show gnat differenccs. In Figure. 2 a schematic 
p-tation of both the traditional wastewater treatment concept and t b  different configura- 
tions of the MBR concept are shown. 

Traditional wastewater treatment I 
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Flgure 2 - Cwventfond wastmater treitmeot systcm ind MBR 



The first genemtion MBR's consisted of cross-flow 0perate.d membranes, that were installed 
outside the activated sludge tank. The cross-flow principle with its associated high flow veloc- 
ity was used to prevent the build up of solids on the membrane surface, so called cake-layer 
fomiation. This method of cmss-flow operation required large amounts of energy to generate 
the sludge veloeity across the membrane surface, to maintain both the high cross-flow velocity 
far membrane cleaning and the required pressure drop necessary for permeation. h e  to the 
=gy quirements this concept was eonsidered as non-viable for the applicability in munici- 
pal wastewater treamimt. Furthemore the use of the eross flow recirculation pump with its 
assaciated high pressure and excessive shear was supposed to be detrimental to the floc size 
and stability within the system. 

An important development for membranes came when it was proposed ta submerge &e mem- 
brane in the aeration tank. To achieve pemieation the technique utilised a reduced pressure as 
opposed to an extemal installation in pressure tubes and the necessity for high over-pressure. 

This type of submerged membrane filtration in a biologica1 system was referred to as sub- 
merged MBR (SMBR). Energy consumption was significantly redueed. The reduced pressure 
applied in penneate extraction was considerably lower than that required for cross-flow per- 
meation. Furthennore an essential part of the cross-flow technique, the recirculation pump, 
was absent in the SMBR wnfiguration. Even in the SMBR wnfiguration the cmss-flow princi- 
ple for maintaining a clean membrane surface was incarporated but in another fwm. The 
mwhanism used to oreaie the cross-flow stream over the membrane surface was low pressure 
air diffusion, which could be considered part of the activated sludg process. î ñe  air diffusion 
faciiitates two processs: the cleaning of the membrane surface and the supply of oxygen to the 
biomass. The shear stress in the mixed liquor of the SMBR was much lower compared to that 
experienced in a cros&flow system, and as a result, sludge chracteristics w m  much better. 

2 3  Principle6 and backgrounds 

In this chapter basic temiinology and ptinciples are explained which enables the reader to gnisp 

the fundamentals being presented in this report. 

Filtratioe is defined as the separation of two ar more wmponents from a fluid stream. In 
eonventiaal usage, it usually refers to the separation of solid or insoluble particles from a 
liquid stream. Membrane filtration extends this application fiuther to include the separalion of 
dissolved solids in liquid streams and hence, membrane processes in water treatment are 
wmmonly used to remove vanous materials ranging from salts to micro-organisms. The most 
commonly employed membrane processes and the filtration ranges in which they opemte. are 
presented in Figure 3. 

Membrane processes can be categonsed in variom. related categones, thee of which are: heir 
p r e  size, their molecular weight cut-off, or !he pressure at which they operate. As the p r e  s k  
gets smaller or the molecular weight cut-off decreases, the pressure applieó to die membrane 
for separation of water from other material generally inereases. The water treatment objectives 
wil1 determine the basis on which a process is selected. 





in Japan the unit of flux is expressed as rn3t(m'.4 or &d, but in this report the European 
standarcl of V(m5.h) wil1 be used. 

The membranes are in process mode most of the time. Depending on the membrane m, a 
relaxation andbr a ba~k-~ulse mode is required for clcaningpurpo&. These procedureseffect 
theslet flux of the system, which is th&m h e r  than the gr9ss flux. 

During relaxation mode (EX) the m b r a n e s  m movered without extraction of penneate: 

Fn [Il(d.h)] = Fg [ll(mJ.h)] x l 
During back-puk mode permeate is pumped back through the membranes: 

Fn [Il(m2.h)] = Fg [I/(m2.h)] x t ( ~ ~ i s l x ~ , , [ l l s l )  - (~~[s lxQ, [ l l s l )  

(PR [SI + BP [SI) X Q,, v l SI 

rith: ~n net flux [Wm:.h)l 
Fg gross flux I V b  .W1 
PR process mode [s] 
RLX r e l d o n m o d e  Is] 
BP back-pul= mode [s] 
Qin process flow [US] 
Qep back-puk fl0w [VS] 

In genmting a flow through the membrane the liquid must have an assooiated dríving force, a 
pressure drop. The h t t h  &es nse to two pressure points, the static pressure at zero penneate 
flow and the dynamic piesmre with m e  flow. Fom these prasues the trans-membrane 
presswe (TMP) can be detemined: 

Tram - membrane pressure TMP[bar] = static pressure[bar] - dynamic pressure[bm] 

The flux and TMP aiom yield relatively l í l e  regading the performance of the membrane, but 
defillt: t& opemting mnge. íf V flux is d i v a  by &e W TUP theultmt is ?he specific &w 
rate through a specific surface area for a particular pressure drop. This is Imown as the perme- 
ability and is expmsed as Il(m2.h.bar). 

Penneabiíizy [I l (d. h. b r ) ]  = 
$u [l/(d.h)] 
ZIMP [&l (at rempemeursT["Cj) 

This p a m d e r  is used to assess Uìe petfoxmanoc of the opcating membrane system and must 
be related to the operating teqwatwe. During operation the membratie must prooess flow 
variatiom accorâing to the dry weather flbw [Dm) and raín weather flow ( R W )  uonditions. 
The penneabilíty at a given time defines t& condition of the membrane h operation Compari- 
sons can be dram h e e n  the operating penneability at diierent times and under different 
conditions. If the temperature is relatively constant, the efféct of peak loads can be directly seen 
on the membrane performance and the associated recovery. In the long tenn, penneability from 
different periods of time can be wm1ated via a standard temperature (lS°C) and the durability 
and longevity of the membme can be interpreted. Penrieability is also. u& to establiah the 
effeot of cleaning on the membrane, be it chemica1 based or timelprocess based. ïñrough the 
latter the membrane fiitration process can be optimised. Fora system operaring at constant flow 
(bonsuuit flux) the uermeabilitv is used to establish the onset of required cleaning. The biologi- 
cal process as wellas the pro&síng conditions alm reîlect on theheasured per&ability. The 
permeabiiity is a me~brane charactenstic and should not be confused with filterability which is 



The temperature of water also plays an important mle in the assessment of the membrane 
performance due to the changes in the viscosity of the permeate and concentrate (biomass in the 
MBR). The pres of the membrane are very smal1 and as the viscosity of water inrreases with 
decreasing temperature, the driving force or TMP needed to achieve the required flux will 
increase, thus reducing the permeability. To avoid the latter confusion of relating data at 
different temperatures, al1 data is corrected to a standard temprature of 15%. In most 0 t h  
membrane applications this corrected temperature is set at 20°C or 250C, but since the average 
yearly wastewater temperature at Beverwijk is 12OC with a slight inorease to 15OC average in 
the bioreactor system the standard.lSPC was chosen. 

It must be noted that the pemeability depicted in ail graphical repmmtations is the permeabil- 
ity at the operating process temperature at the time of the data sample, ie. not temperature 
corrected. Cwes  are maiie'that show the relationship between comcted and non-corrected 
permeability and show that the water viscosity plays a relatively minor mle. The more pro- 
nounced dccreases or increases in permeability are thercfore caused by other factors. 

A factor that has an effect on membrane perfomiance is fouling. The f d i g  consists of two 
main types: surface fouling (macro) and pore fouling (micro). Surface fouling c m  be a build up 
of soli& on the surface caused by a too high solids-flux toward the surface, thus bliiing the 
pores and reducing the available surface area for fíltration, or an inorganic d i n g  which f o m  
a rigid non pomus layer or scsle over the surface. in both cases this fouling cm lead to a 
substantial build-up of solid material around the membrane giving rise to the potential problem 
of sludging, i.e. the build up of biomass in between the membranes. 
Pore fouling on the other hand occurs at microscopic level and involves the bliiding of pores 
via soluble organic matesial such as aurfactants, sliie, extra-cellular polyoneric substances 
@PS) and soluble microbiological products (SMP). Scaling can also occur at microscopic pore 
level with the result that the scaling uses the pore as an active site for further, pmlonged pre- 
cipitation. in both cases the pose will be blockeû, thw eventually reducing the available surface 
area for filtration. in extreme cases the pore scaiiig can c a w  the membrane to become brittle. 

The method of extracting permeate from the bioreactor is r e f d  to as the 'process' mode, this 
mode is intmpted with in-situ cleaning modes which vary depending on the membrane 
manufacturer and the extent of the fouliig. During the pmess mode the manbranes are often 
aerateú with coarse bubbles to keep the solids from building up around the membrane. 
Some membnuies raquire a 'relaxation' mode to stabilise the snrfaoe solids flux before being 
rehuned to the process mode. This relaxation mode is a simple stop of the permeate flow fora 
short period of time, the membranes, which are basically elastic in nature, then rehun to their 
onginal relaxed state. During relaxation the ae-ration of the membranes o h  remaina on to 
assist the renewal of the biomass solids in the vicinity of the membrane mfáce, and alm bas 
the effect of muring the surface of the membrane thw remving any solids build up. ûther 
membranes utilise the so called 'back pulse' mode. After a process mode period of operation the 
penneate produced exits the system via Clean in Place (CP) tank. îñis tank storen enough 
permeate to allow the membrane to be flushed for a short petiod in the opposite direation of 
process ñitration. The latter has the effect of flushing the membrane surface of solids build up 
and fouling before being rehunai to pmess mode. The modes are swnmarised in Eigure 4. 
Some membranes are running at continuous p r w  (permeation) mode, others require a 
regular back flush and I or relaxation mode. 

Al1 the membrane systems installed have the capacity to be cleaned with chemicals. The chemi- 
cals o h  used are: sodium hypochloride (NaûCl), d i m  hydroxide (NaOH), citric acid, 



oxalic acid, hydrochloric acid (HCl), and detergents or combinations of these. The use of the 
chemicals depends strongly on the fouling and the type of membrane. 

The cleaning processes caü be 
split int0 two distinctive catego- 
nes: maintenance clean (MC) 
and intensive clean (IC). The MC 
is as suggested a preventative 
clean canied out with low 
chemica1 concentrations but at a 
higher cleaning frequency, thus 
prolonging the time between IC. 
The IC is simply a cleaning 
procedure established to return 
the membrane back to its original 

1 Ifneedsd permeability after a long period 
I 

in operation. The chemica1 
concentrations used and the 

I contact time are hieher and I " 

Fígure 4 - Fntratloci i a d  clnnfag modes 
I 

Jonger respectively, hence 
intensive. 

Al1 the above mentioned modes of operation are canied out automatically with the exception of 
the IC, where some manual supervision is needed. Under the wnditioos of a full-scale treatment 
it is expected that this also can be fully automated. The combiitions of the modes and the MC 
a d o r  IC vaty greatly depending on the membrane supplier, the feed flow conditions (RWF or 
DWF), tbe season (summer or winter) and more so the performance of the bioreactor. 

It should be noted once more that the membrane is not just a replacement of a secondary 
clarifier, but an integral part of the IMBR unit operation. 

Despite the high tech image of the MûR toàay the m t s  for this proces werc conceived from a 
humhle beginning in the late 1970's as a simple wncepí of filtering biomass, anaerobic or 
aerobic, utilising available filtration techniques at that time. The filters of that time however, 
proved unreliable due to fouling and breakage. In the 1980's the development of membranes 
progressed on three fronts, North AmericdCanada, Europe and Japan. After considerable M D  
the teclmiaues used in reverse osmosis (spiral) were extrapolated int0 simple tube membranes, - .  
requiring a high cross-flow velocity over the membrane surface to keep it clean of solids. Many 
of the manufactured membrane types became specific for various food processing application - - -  
before the step to biomass filtrati& was taken &d were ma& from eve6 conceivable matehl 
imaginable. The 1980's also saw numerous problems within the membrane world, as membrane 
reliability and module breakage yielded an overall bad impression for the membrane industry. 

The late 1980's early 1990's saw the evolution of more reliible membranes, the tube membrana 
were optimised into a robust mature product with vrry little in the way of mechanica1 problems, 
and the prices reduced, opening the doors to new markets other than high value food, or dnig 
processing. The filtration of biomass and the w e  concept of MBR was bom. 



Numerous small-scale industrial and munici- 
pal systems were built but the market re- 
mained limited to low volume, high concentra- 
tion wastewater streams. Operathg costs were 
high, with particular emphasis on membrane 
replacement and energy consumption. This 
too, also limited the competitiveness of the 
MBR and was often found to be compared on 
investment cost and exploitation cost to 
conventional treatment systems. The expected 
boom in MBR references at this time did not 
come to fruition, despite the cries of better 
effluent quality, reduced spar.., 'zero' sludge 
and water rsuse [ref. 1,2,3,4]. 

The realisation of the socalleù submerged membrane from Japan and Canada in the mid-1990's 
saw a new opening in the MBR market. The need for high cross-flow over the membrane to 
maintain a clean operating surface was eliminated, but the higher associated cross-flow fluxes 
were sanificed. However, more membrane surface could be built into a far smaller module 
footprint. The modules were cheaper to build and required far less energy in their operation. 
The tube baad MBR systems found it impossible to compete with the new low pressure sub- 
merged membranes and were pushed back to the high vahe end of the market to food, drug, 
juice and very difficult wastewater streams. 
By the end of the 1990's the cost of the submerged membrane had redm signifiwtly and 
therefore became a competitor in &e high flow, low concentration market - iarge-scale munici- 
pal wastewater. A number of feasibility studies were canied out for full-scale municipal treat- 
ment systems and SMBR was found to be competitive, particular in sensitive water areas. 

1 2.4.2 Current Status 

Presently, over 1,000 MBR's are in operation world-wide, with many more proposed or cur- 
rently under construction. MBR's have proliferated in Japan, which has approximately 66% of 
the world's total installations. The remainder can be found mainly in North America or Europe. 
Over 98% of the systems couple the membrane separation pmcess with an aerobic biologioal 
process rather than to an anaerobic bioreactor. Approximately 55% of the systems have the 
membranes submerged in the bionactor while the remainder have the membranes external to 
the biological process. 

The fmt applications of MBR technology in 
Japan (in 1990) concerned smal1 d e  installa- 
tions for domestic wastewater treatment and 
re-use and some industrial applications, 
mainly in the food and beverage industries 
where highly concentrated flows were com- 
mon. The domestic applications often eonsist 
of so-called Johkaso or septic tank treatment 
and in-building (office or domestic) wastewa- 
ter collection systems. The applications in 
Canada and Europe mainly focused on indus- 
trial appiicatim and treatment of landfill 
leachate (percolation water). 



There are a limited number of MBR's in operation in municipal wastewater treatment. These 
plants nonnally operate under different proces circumstances than those common to Dutch 
municipal wastewater treatment. The differences can be expressed as: constant feed flow, 
elevated p m s s  temperatures, low sludge productims due to extremely low biologica1 loading 
aad debris-&e infiuent. Fu&%more, it must be noted tbat the plants c ~ ~ ~ e n t l y  in operation are 
relatively smal1 in hydraulic capacity. Since the last few years a number of relatively large 
municipal MBR plants are in operation as shown in Figure 7 to Figure 10. The Swanage plant is 
in operation since the end of 2000 [ref. 51. 



TheMBRproccsshasbeenfoundtodepend 
on several inter-related parameters, and to 
undcrstruid the process and pin-point recmn- 
mcndations for research, it was nccesmy to 
divide these proeesses int0 several fundamen- 
tal categosies, which are &&bed in the 
following sections. 

P r e - m e n t  
Pre-treatment is essential to d u c e  foulmg and 
sludging on the membmes. Simple pre- 
screenllig is c d e d  out on almost every MBR 
application, this m m  often being in the fonn 
OF lmm SC-. However. nx&t exorrience 
has suggested that. d&ing w &e mem- 

o p t i o n  is inadequate, a d  can result in full 

I 
b m e  type, a one step presmenhg unit Eigun l 1  -MBRpUat hMlutoJipu(MhbbL9 

scale sludging. 

Screen6 that are appiied to membrane systems m generally rotating drums, step, screw, static 
(with primary clarifia) and fine screens. ïñere is no defined standarti method and d t s  and 
experiences are b a d  on shortcoming in this critical area. The lack of perfomumce data on 
any screni in this municipal application is sxiously lacking and as a result maintains a high 
priority [ref. 6 , l .  

In conventional WWïP's it is common practice to dose precipitation chemicals to the primary 
cl&fia to d u c e  phosphate. The main goal of pprecipitation in MBR systeme is not only 
phosphate removal, but als0 floeculation of wlloidal material to reduce the potential fouling 
load on the membranes. AIeording to references these has been iittle research in this tech- 
nique. Siuitaneous precipitation with Aiuminium or Fenic Chloride is the most oommon way 
of phosphate reduction but has not been linked to membrane performance. 
Conclusively it was recommendable to explm the potential advantages of pre-precipitation, 
me, to enable a wmparison with simultaneous precipitation, and secondly íhe effcct on the 
membrane performance. 

BioIogiuJ m e u t  
The specuic biological treatment in a MBR system is a very complex and inter-related process. 
The differente between sludge composition of a conventional system and a MBR is significant. 
Much research has been canied out on the bialopical performance of the MBR system as 
documented in al1 references listed* however, a detailed undcrstanding of the processes in- 
volved is lacking. The effect of sludge concentration on the alpha factor has been addressed 
[ref. 91 but not fully researched. It is thmrised that External Polymerie Substances ( P S )  and 
Soluble Microbial Products (SMP) may have an extended iníluence on the alpha factor value of 
MBR sludge and therefore recommended to investigate this influmm furtha [ref. 891. 

Other anas where much interest has been generated is the floc stnicture, its characteristics and 
potential effects on the performance of the membmm system, as wel1 as related aspects to the 
alpha factor. A Al1 understanding of the detailed biologica1 make up is needed to push the 
MBR pmcess to the next level. The influence of predators in MBR sludge bas been seldom 
analysed, especially regardmg the relation to membrane performance, this must als0 be ad- 
dressed[ref. 10,12, 13,14, IS, 161. 



The macro biological processes have been well documented [ref. 17,18,19] especially regarding 
nitrification and denitrification. However, the research canied out until now has been limited to 
industrial systems or municipal systems running at a relatively constant load. The Dutch situa- 
tion has nor been addressed and must be further investigated to realise the potential of the 
bi~logicai macro procesms. Total nitrogen concentnitions in the effluent of c10 mgli ara. 
common. in some areas <S mg/] and in very sensitive areas the so called MTR quality is re- 
quired with a totaI N of ~ 2 . 2  mg/l. 

Membrane separarion 
Al1 the refaences listed suggest various methods of mernbrane operation. However, the specifie 
operating windows of esch are not clearly defined. Each membrane system in combination with 
the biological process will have a different optimised opetating window. Thii operating win- 
dow relies stmngly on the membrane suppliers, but leaves mom for significant optimisation, 
The supplier$ suggest an optimum operating window for the modules themselves as well as for 
the cleaning. Little is related to the optimised biological operating window to promote longer 
membrane life, longer periods without cleaning and optimised energy usage. Rather than just a 
membrane and just a biology considered as two separate entities, the MBR must be considered 
as m e  unit operation with numerous interactions betwcen biology and membrane and visa 
versa. 

Ernuent quaiiw 
There is no question or doubt regarding the macro quality achieved from the permeate produced 
by MBR installations. Question do arise however, rcgarding micro pollutants, heavy metals, 
EOX, PAH, bacteria, colour and viruses. Only the surface bas been touched regardmg these 
items, but as the discharge criteria become more stringent, these micro pollutants will bocome a 
significant issue, and therefore must be addressed hem. 
Re-use of effluent may also require different regulations. For example effluent can be re-used 
as irrigation for farnllng, horticulture, public pa* or golf courses. Al1 these applications differ 
in the quality requirements of the effluent wed for thc specific inigation purposes [ref. 25, 26, 
271. irrigation water re-use is a smal1 step from proccss water for industry and a slightly &er 
step to drinking water. 

Sludge handling 
Extremely little wok has been canied out on this topic. The MBR concept is often related to 
extremely low loaded activated sludge systems with a very low sludge production. The latter is 
dated to the size of the current installations. In Gcmtany some larger normally loaded mwiici- 
pal MBR systems are in operation and the sludge production is comparable with conventional 
treatment plant. Also the thickening and dewatering mults are comparable. 
The various conventional handiing steps for primary and secondary sludge treatmat will be 
addressed regarding the treaúnent of MBR sludge. Digcstion must also be considered. 

Research &ms andpoinre for aíîention 
From the liuwature siudy summarised above and dismisions with manufacturers, universities 
and consultants, the research items and points for attention for tbe pilot research at Beverwijk 
WWTP were fonnulated. Table 1 shows the research items following the comparison betweed 
the current status of experienct and the possible f i  situation. 







PROGRAMME APPROACH 

in this chapter the programme set up and executiw is descnbed in section 3.2 al1 companies 
and organisations involved are mentioned, including a short description of their contribution. In 
section 3.3 the technica1 set up is presented and the execution of five side studies is further 
introduced. in section 3.4 the different research phases are described, while in section 3.5 the 
measuring programme and m e o d s  are shortly presented. The continuation of the project after 
May 2001 is desaibed in section 3.6. This chapter gives a global overview, for more teohnicai 
details chapters 4 and 6 t0 9 are re fde r red to .  

Based on the prerequisites and objectives mentioned in the introduction, many companies and 
organisations were involved in the pilot study. From the point of view of clicnt and parâicipants 
two periods can be distinguished as can be wem from Table 2. 

Mareb 2000 - September 2000 
W a t d o m i  USHN 
DHV Water BV 
Kuboh - Solis 

Mitsubishi - ûmnhnij 
X-Flow - NUON 

Zaion 
DHV Water BV 

Watabard USHN 
Univmity Aashen 
Barhold Gondcr 

S.A.G. 

Wataboard ZHEW 
w a m  oompany P W N  

STOWA 

L L 
Fm contact pasons and aààrcsa sec Appendix 1 

September 2000 - December 2001 
STOWA 

DHV Waia BV 
Kuboh - Solis 

Mitsubishi - Omnhnij 
X-Flav - NUON 

DHV Wster BV DHV Wpta  BV 
Wabbomd USHN 

DHV wam BV 

DHV WW BV 
Univmily b h a  

DHV w* BV 

W a t e x k d  WRIJ 
Wata60ard ZHEW 
watdomi USHN 

w* mmpny P W N  
STOWA 

W A  
GTD 
DWR 

Watabard WSRL 
WaterboardwRD 

The pre-selection for membrane suppliers was based on the foUowing criteria: 
a world-wide experience with (full scale) application of MBR technology; 
o expected technica1 suitability for application of the membranes in municipal wastewater 

treatmeat systems under Dutch circumstances; 
o future membrane production capacity and pricing; 
o liability of the companies involved. 



With the selected wmpanies the following fout different membrane systems were placed under 
investigation at the Beverwijk WWTP: 
e Plate membrane system from Kubota, represente. by Solis; 

Fibn membrane system from Mitsubishi, supportad technologically by Grontmij; 
e Tubular membrane system from X-Flow, in cosperation with NUON; 

k w e e d  membrane system from k o n .  

Between March and September 2000, the Universities of Aachen and Stuttgart (GUnder) and 
consulting company S.A.G. were involved, al1 having specific expertise in the area of MBR 
technology in municipal wastewater treatment in Gennany. They contributed their expertise 
through participation in a Project Gmup. Betwcen September 2000 and Jnne 2001 five side 
studies were defined and other scientific organisatioiw h m  the Netherlands participated. 

In the fint period the pilot sNdy was oveiseen by an Expert Chup acting independently of the 
Pmject Group and other study staff. in early September, the Expert Group presented its fmdings 
and positive reoommendations to the waterboard USHN and the STOWA, regarding the spe- 
cific application of MBR technology at Bevenvijk WWTP and its general application in The 
Netherlads. From the beginning of the saond Mod, tbe Expd Group was converted into the 
STOWA steering committce and was extended with more participants as s h o w  in Table 2. 

The four pilot plants were de- 
signed as full self-supporting and 
independent WWTPs. Al1 features 
necessary fot automatic operation 
were incorparated, including data 
collection and -processing. The 
size of the pilot plaats was ac- 
cording to the prerequisite of a 
representative scale and amounted 
to 2 - 10 m3/h. in chapter 6 to 9 
the technical design of the pilot 
plants is described in more detail. 
During research phase 1 and 2 
(see sectioe 3.4) the influent fot 
the pilot plants was taken h m  
one of the six existing primary 
clarificn (om  serve) of the 
Beverwijk Zaanstreek WWTP. 
The presettled wastewater h m  
this clarifier was separately 
pumped from the overflow wein 
to the four MBR pilot plants. In a 
latter p h e  the location of the 
MBR-influent was changed to the 
splitter-box just before the pn- 
mary clarifiers, to feed the MBR 
pilot plants with warse screened 
raw wastewater as is schemati- 
cally presented in Figure 12. Flgure 12 - Top v(ew of Bcvemljk W W T P  and louliw pilot p h b  



The pilot results, especially regarding the biological performance and (sludge-) characteristics, 
were wmpared to those of the existing Beverwijk W T P .  To obtain an optimised coniparison, 
the normal applied phosphorous-removal method i.e. simultaneous precipitation was changed to 
pre-preeipitation for two of the six waterlines during the first research phase. This is further 
cxplained in chapter 4. 

S i  the applicability of MBR technology can be sensitive to hak, debris and sand, and practi- 
cd  experience regarding the neoessary pre-treatment steps was not available at that time, it was 
chosen to incorporate different principles and techniques. The resuks and evaluation will be 
presented in the supplementary report and are summarised in paragraph 10.1 (side sîudy 1 -p re  
matment). 

The upscale of the MBR-technology consequently effcccts the procedures for membme clean- 
ing. The cumnt procedures applied to existing MBR installations are not longer applicable for 
capacities over a few hundred m3h. Also the effect of chemica] usage on membrane lifetime, 
wsts and effluent quality can not be n e g i d .  To get a complete overview of d l  important 
influencing factors, a separate study was undertalrea The results and evaluation wil1 be pre 
senred in the supplementary report and are summarised in paragraph 10.2 (side study 2 - mem- 
brane fouling and cleaning). 

One of the mmiin investigated topics was the energy wnsumption of a MBR installation. Beeides 
the energy used for wam air in Leeping the membrane modules clean, the reduction of the a- 
factor increases the energy consumption of the biological processes. The a-Eactom for the 
different MER-installations and the referencc waterlines were measured regularly and sup 
ported by a separate study to investigate a-factor and relationships with biological and physical 
parametCrS. The results and evaluation will be presented in the supplementary report and are 
summarised in paragraph 10.3 (side study 3 - energy mumption / a-factor]. 

An advantage of applying MBR technology is the effluent quality, which is superior compand 
to îhe quality achievablc with traditional technologies. in a mestep treatment not only sus- 
pended soli& are 100 % retained, but membnuie separation als0 influences bactcri010gical and 
virological quality, as wel1 as concenhatiau, of heavy metals and organic micro pollutants. 
Fwthermore it is possible to operate MBR systems at higher sludge C O I U ? C I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ S ,  a l l h g  
high drogen anti phosphomus removal efficiencies. The results and evaluation wil1 be pre- 
sented in the supplementary report and are summarised in paragraph 10.4 (side study 4 - cfflu- 
ent quality). 

F i y  MBR sludge characteristics have been investigated, not only at laboratory a l e  but also 
at semi Ml d e .  Due to the i i i t ed  sludge production of the pilot plants, tests at semi Ml 
d e  wuld not be performed continuously. The resuits and evaluation will be present4 in the 
supplementary report and are summarised in paragraph 10.5 (side study 5 - sludge Ircatment). 

Research phoser 

The research programme was split into four phases in which the nature of the pretreatment, 
and as a co~~scq~cnce the composition of the influent, and the phosphonis rernoval principle 
was changed. in this way the research results wuld be seen as representative for the hitoh 
situation. The four research phases including approximate planning are listed in Figure 13. 

For the Kubota pilot the fourth phase started two months earlier, on March 12,2001. The pilot 
plant was rebuild and an anaerobic compaitment was incorporated, to improve the biological 
phosphom mnoval process. 



L 
Figun t3 - Pbicn pila resesrcb MBR developwnt 

For the Mitsubishi, X-Flow and Zenon system the fenic dosing was stopped around 11 May 
2001. Since hen the Mitsubishi and Zenon system are operated without any means of phospho- 
NS removal, except the n d  biologica1 phosphoms uptake. In the new X-Flow plant (see 
chapter 8) an anaerobic compattment was included. 
The chemical dosing fot the pre-precipitation process took place on 2 of the 6 full-scale prhar, 
sedimentation tanks. The chemical dosing fot simultâneous precipitation was introduced 
separately on al1 pilot plants. 

Regatding the research programme during phase 1 the following patts can be distinguished: 
to set up and test the systems and to execute clean water tests; 

e to seed the bioreactors allowing a quick start up; 
to establish a constant flow condition and evenmlly proportional flow related to the Bever- 
wijk WWTP influent flow variations; 

e to simulate RWF conditions and low pmess temperatures; 
e to petfom membrane cleaning procedwes. 

Based on the experiences in phase 1, dunng phases 2, 3 and 4 the pilot plants were more than 
once adapted for optimised operation and design. These adaptations are described in chapter 6 
to 9. Fot more detailed information, the research programma for phases 1,2 and 4 are added in 
the supplementay report. 

3.5 Measuring programme aod methods 

To control the overall performance of the MBR pilot plants and the referente water lines of the 
Bevenvijk WWTP an extended analytica1 and technica1 research program was incotporated. 

To determine the biologica1 performance i.e. COD, nitrogen and phosphorous removal of each 
pilot plant, influent and permeate samples were taken on a daily basis. 24 Hour composite 
samples were analysed with a photometric analyser on site and controlled with NEN-analyses 
canied out by the laboratory of waterboard USHN. 



The frequency of the analyses was based on the nsults acbieved and reduced at a later stage of 
the study. It should be noted that t b  feed samples were always taken behind the ~~cTo- - .  
The actual feed concentrations for COD and SS wil1 be somewhat lower, depending on the 
screen type (paragraph 10.1). 

With online analysers the N&-N, NOS-N and P042 comentfations in the penneate flow of al1 
pilots were measured until the end af Fe- 2001. The resdts of these analyses were used 
for daily operation. Several times a week the sludge concentration and Ulorganic part of the 
reactors was controlled to adapt the mplus sludge pumps and check the changes in sludge 
charactcnstics. 

On a regular basis additional analyses and tests were performed, intendcd to relate the different 
parameters to the overall performance of the MBR pilot plant. 

The CST (Capillary Suction Time) was measured to yield information on t b  îïlterabiity of the 
sludge. Bes ik  this "deadcnd" filtration maisurement also a dynamic flow test was c d  out 
to measure the dynamic viscosity, the so called Y-flow test. Also a standardised viscosity 
measurement using a laboratory viscosity meter was executed. 
The a-factor was measund using both a surface aerator and a bubble aerafor pilot system. Fm 
this measurement also the oxygen uptake rate of the sludge was measwd. Both a-factor and 
oxygen uptake rate were measured to yield infomation on thc sludge characteristic and the 
enagy requinment for the system. 

Micn>scopic sMge analyses were exccuted to gain information on the development of the 
sludge characteristics. Photographs were taken. The standard investigation for acîivaîed sludge, 
i.e. Eikelboom, is not fully applicable for the MBR sludge. Obviously the presence of filamni- 
tous organisms, protoma and other organicmur is monitored, but the floc stnicnire is difficult to 
demibe. In general the flws present in a MBR system are much smaller compared to a conven- 
tional system, loakuig more or less like pin flocs. 

Each pilot plant was designed with a number of critical analogue signals which were mdtored 
on a continww basis (10-15 s), like feed- and permuite flow, bioreactor oxygen concentration, 
pH-valut and temperahm. Als0 the pcmicatcsuction and static pressure were monitored t0 be 
able to calculate the TMP and in combination with the flux, the penneability of the systems. 

This report M b e s  the pilot results until Deeember 2001. However, Mitsubishi, Kubota and 
Zenon have decided to continue the research in 2002. The main goals of this continuation are: 

further p e s s  and cleaning optimisation; 
investigation of long-tem effects; 
investigation of cold temperature effects. 

In 2002 als0 two new MBR plot plants, belonging to two ather membrane suppliers, wil1 take 
part in the research progranune in Beverwijk. 

In May and November 2001 two 3 week MBR courses have taken place, on which in total 11 
operators and 6 process engineers of the Waterboards involved participated. The course con- 
tained a one week theoretical part, a two week practica1 part, and was ended with an exame. 
Since these courses most of the trained operators are wmking in shifts on the MBR pilots in 
Beverwijk, and are nsponsible for the daily operation. The operation was still under DHV 
supervision, in w-opnation with the suppliers. 





BEVERWIJK-ZAANSTREEK WWTP 

In this chapter the performance of the Beverwijk-Zaanstreek WWTP is desaibed in section 4.2 
the system configuration and design data are given, in &ion 4.3 the biologica1 performance is 
presented and summarised. 

The Beverwijk WWTP's are shown in Figure 14. In the photograph the waterline of the Bever- 
wijk-Zaanstreek WWTP and the Beveiwijk en Omstreken WWTP, the sludge treatment and the 
location of the MBR pilot plants are shown. 

Confipntion Beverwijk WWTP 

The Beverwijk-Zaanstreek WWTP is a medium loaded activated sludge system with primaiy 
cianfication. The design is based on a 20 mg N-1/i effluent requirement and the design sludge 
loading amounts 0.100 kg COD/(kg MLSS.d). The WWTP is overloaded; the current loading is 
317,ûûû p.e. (A 54 g BOD), the design loading 226,ûOû p.e. The hydraulic design loading 
amounts 8,050 m3h. 

The wastewater of the Beverwijk-Zaanstreek WWTP is transported by pressure mains from 
Casüicum and Assendelft. Besides this, a pari of the wastewater frorn the Beverwijk en Om- 
streken WWTP and the condemate of the sludge drying installation is also treated 

The configuration of the Beverwijk-Zaanstreek WWTP waterline and the main dimensim are 
schematically presented in Figure 15. 

The aeration control is based on a combination of oxygen control and time switches. Por 
pipi tat ion purposes PIX-I10 (EeCl$3O.i, 12.3 w.% Fe, 1.500 kg/m3) is used Phosphoms 
pipitat ion can take place in the primary clarifier (pre-precipitation) or in the aeration tank 
(simultanema precipitation). 



EB@! g m t i o i  <in- rnoed.nr*ritkr 
number 2 number b number 6 number 6 
width 6 m loding 3.4 dl(mz.h) volume e b  5.250 m' loading 0 84 m'/(m2 h) 

length 50 m N ofmaton I2  diameter 45 m 
mdth 8 m  capeoty each 170 &g O# rtdedcpth 2 O m 
depth 2 5  m 

Figure I5 - Bcverwijk-Za~nrtrcck WWTP wniiguntion of tbc witerllne 

4.3. I Process conditiom 
The influent flow during the research period is presented in Figure 16. 

igure 16 - k i n  ril1 rnd dilly flow on the Beverwijk WWTP 

The desiqn flow at DWF conditions of the Beverwijk-Zaanstreek WWTP is approximately 
40,000 m /d. The average influent flow during the research period varied strongly due to rain 
weather wnditions. The average flow during the h o l e  research period (incl. rain) amounted to 
54,000 m3/d. 

Two weekly flow patterns on the Beverwijk WWTP during DWF and RWF situations are 
presented in Figure 17. 

The main average process conditions during the pilot research are presented in Table 3. 



ResuIts 
The main biological parameters are presented graphicaily in Figure 18 to Figure 20. in Table 4 
the average feed and dnuent concentrations are presented. 

panmeter 
COD infhicntded 

effluent 
efnciency 

Nb infiuentdcd 
effluent 

NOrN etBuent 

Nld  efflucni 
efficiency 

PW in fh ieaded  
efflucni 
efficiency 





Nirrogen removal 
As the figures show, the raw influent TN is lower than the settled Muent TN. This is due to 
the fact that the nitrogen content of the reject water and the condensak. of the slndge drying 
installalion is monitored in the settled influent but not in the raw influent. 
The nitrogen effluent umcentration is relatively stable over the whole research period at a level 
mund I5 mg N,.,,& 

Phosphoms remval 
On the Beverwijk WWTP temporarily high phosphom loadings occur due to industrial dis- 
charges. As a reaction to this, the chemica1 dosing on the Beverwijk WWTP is manually 
adjusied. The response time is long and as a consequente high effluent concentrations are 
measured. 

Sludge eharactm'stics 
The main sludge charaderistics of the Beverwijk WWTP are presentcd in Table 5. In phase 4 
no additional messurements on the sludge charaderistics have been perfermed. 

The flocs are compact with a medium floc size. 
The floc srnicnin is both oompact and lom. The 
main structure consists of compact flocs, with 
decreashg compactness to the outside of the 
floc. In this area of the floc, occasionally floe 
bound Namentous organisms are present. 
During the fYst two p k  som red-brownish 
wloured scale amoebas were o b m e d  in each I 
af- 

microscopie sample. Since January no scale 
amcebas were present. Mono cultures m 
scarcely observed. Occasionally higher organ- 
ismS like mtifers and fCee swimming diates 

present in the samples. During wintertime 
wnditions their number decreased. 

wrrfaec aeration 
. bubbk aeratim 

- 
- 

na. 
0.72 

n.a. 
0.80 

0.72 

0.83 

ua 
ua 





MEMBRANE SUPPLIERS 

There are a multitude of membrane and membrane system suppliers in the world, from which 
many have developed their own MBR systems. A study was made of the most developed or 
matured products and the related experience in industrial and municipal wastewater treatment. 
Based on the prerequisites of maturity and experience four suppliers of membrane pro<fucts 
were chosen to represent the MBR study at Beverwijk STP. Zenon, a Canadian based company 
wielded 20 years of product development and membrane applicability, with some of the largeat 
refërence plants in municipal wastewater treatment and numerous industrial MBRs. Kubota, a 
Japanese based company, wielded two decades of expdence in MBR realisation on both the 
municipal and industrial side, they currently have the w e s t  working MBR at 13.000 m3/day. 
Mitsubishi, also a Japanese based corporation expresscd vast diversity in both smaü municipal 
and industrial installations and currently have the most referente plants. The fourth supplier X- 
Flow, a Netherlands based supplier, displayed limitcd municipal expexience but a wide Vanety 
of industrial systems of reasonable capacity. Four pilots were placed at Beverwijk STP and 
were al1 running by March 2000. Three from the four were of the submerged type, the X-Flow 
membranes were of the external (or side-strem) type. 

The Kubota futration surface is a flat-plate 0.4 p pore size (MF), strong polymerie membrane 
cast on the outside surface of a porous flat support medium. This flat surface is further mounted 
on a flat plastic plate with a spacer material. The plate is 1000 mm high, 490 mm wide and 6 
mm thick, the plate has a total surface of 0.8 m2 per plak In the Beverwijk case, one unit 
consias of 150 plates. The 150 plates are assembled in a glass fibre reinfowed plastic housing. 

Flgure 22 -Top view oftwoKuboti units 

Figure 22 shows the top view of the Kubota 
units as installed in the Beverwijk Kubota pilot 
plant. Figure 23 shows a single Kubota unit and 
units installed in a tank. The plates can be 
constructed in many combinations, but for full- 
scale purposes the caruidges will be wed in a 
single side by si& conñguration as shown in 
Figure 24, or as a Double Deck @D) system 
with two or more units above each other. The 
water being treated passes thmugh the mem- 
brane as clean filtrate (penneatc), while the 
contaminants are rejected by the membrane. 
The treated water is discharged to drain, while 
the concentrated reject remains in the tank for 
further treatment. 

The Kubota submerged micro-filtration system uses low-pressure air to maintain a turbulent 
cross flow pattem across the vertical membrane plates. This helps to keep the filtration surface 
clear of contaminant build-up, which would cause a reduction in the efficient operation of the 
unit. 



The filtrate (pernieate) is dram through the membrane from the bulk fluid by a partial vacum 
applieil w i e  the membrane plate matrix (gravity flow is alm possible), wiîh an outsi& to 
inside fittration proces& Thc plates can be washed from the inside at low presswe to facilitats 
chemical cleaning. 

Por the purpose of full d e  development the DD 
system m l d  be considered. This duces  the 
total membrane footprht required, reduces the 
biological volume c ~ w m e d  by the manbrane 
s- itaelf and duces  the operating cost 
asmiated with air injection te mainfain a clean 
membrme surface (the air is effectively iwed 
twiec in tbc DD ~o~guration).  

The DD dgura t ion  also yields a more mtrol- 
lable biologicai proeess and the possibility of 
short circuithg in the biologica1 proces is 
elimínated. 



The Mitsubishi filtration surface is a 0.4 p pore size (Mn polyeth- 
ylene self-supporting hollow fibre membranc (capillary). The water 
being treated passes thiough the membrane as clean filtrate (perme- 
ate), while the contaminants are rejected by the membrane. The 
treated water is discharged to drain, while the concentrated q'eot 
remaina in the tank for further treatment. 

The Mitsubishi submerged micro-fikration system uses low-pressure 
au to maintain a turbulent flow pattem across the horizontal mem- 
brane fibres. This helps to keep the filtration surface clear of con- 
taminant build-up, which would cause a reúuction in the efficient 
operation of the unit. The filtrate (permeate) is drawn thzough the 
membrane frmn the buk fluid by a partial vaouum applied within the 
membrane fibre. The membranes are relaxed as the main recovery 
process, but are periodically back-pulsed by pumping a fraction of 
the permeate back int0 the membrane fibres, forcing flow in the 
reverse direction to remove fouling m a t d  fiom the surface of the 
membrane 

membrane from Mitsu- -D- 
I 

bishi suitable for the M I ~ W ~ I  mrtildge 
wastewater market, but 
only the module d g w a t i o n  ha9 changed, not the 
fibre. The fibre is 540 p in diameter with a 360 
p holiow centre. The hollow fibres are built into 
an element of around 1000 mm x 400 mm with a 
double lefi and nght sided penmate header, which 
in turn is built into a cartndge. Esch element 
houses approximately 2000 flexible horizontal 
hollow fibres and can be built into almost any size 

The cassette of thm layers at Beverwijk 
consisted of 315 m* membrane surface with an 
outside to inside flitration proces.. Figure 26 
shows a top view of this cassette. 

The X-Flow filtration surface is a 0.03 p pore size (UP) PVDF membrane on a tubular sup- 
port. The water being treatcd passes thmgh the membrane as clean filtrate (pemieate), while 
the amtaminants are rejectcd by the membrane. The treated water is d i i g e d  to drain, while 
the concentrated reject is retiuned to the tank for fiuther treatment. 

The X-Flow external ultra-fíitration systcm uses low pressure au and low presgure sludge 
circulation to mamtain a hubulent flow pattern almg the vertical membrane mbes. This helps to 
keep the filtration surface clear of contaminant build-up, which would cause a reduction in the 
efficient operation of the unit. 



The filtrate (permate) is d m  
M@ the membrane fmm the 
bulk fluid by a partial vacuum 
applied on the outside of the tube 
bundle (space). Periodically, the 
membranes are backpulscd by 
pumping a fraetion of the permeate 
back through the membrane tubes, 
forcing îlow in the reverse diree- 
tion to remove fouling m a t 4  
from thc surface of the membrane. 
Relaxation is als0 used to reeover 
the permeability as tha module is 
removed kom 'operation' m&. 

The Compact Eiemeüt Type 38PKVR-4385 has been tested at Beverwijk with a surface area of 
29 m2 in the 3 m high, 8 inch tube bundie as shown in Figum 27. Each element houses ap- 
proximately 600 5.2 mm vertical tubes and the filtntion pmccss is from inside t0 atside. In ths 
mxnd pilot plant in Bevenwijk, four F4385 eiements with 5.2 mm tubes and four F-8385 
elements wi t i~  8.0 md tubes have been tested. 

The Zeeweed@ filtration surfacs is a neutral 0.035 p pare size (W), stmng poiymeric mem- 
brane cast 011 the outsi& surface of a porous hoilow suppart fihIe. Total d i  of a singtq 
fibrc amounts 2B mm. Eundies of films are assambled in a module, eight modules together 
fom a cassette as shown in Figure 28. The wata baing íreated passes through the membrane af+ 
clean filtrate (pennate), while the wntaminants m rejectcd by the membrane. The treated 
water is discharged to drain, while the wncentnted reject remains in the tank far ftuther 
treatment. 

The ZENON Zeeweedo submerged ultra filtrafion systcm as«, low pressure air fo maintain a 
turbulent flow pattem along the vertical membrme f i h .  Thi help to Leep the filtrati011 
&e cl= of mtaminant build-up, which would cause a nduction in the efficient opgation 
ofthe unit. 

Figm t 9  shows a schematic of a %weedm membnine fibre in operation. The filtrate (perme- 
atel is dmwn througb the membrane h m  the bulk fluid by a partial vacuum applied within the 
membrane fibre lm=, with an outside t0 inside filtration proces. Periodically, the mem- 
b m e s  are back-pulscd by pumphg a fniction of the pmneate back into the membme fibres, 
forcing flow in the reverse &@ion to remove faling m a t d  h m  the surface of the mem- 
brane, 

F@re 30 shows a top view of the Zenon membranc pilot installation (ZWSOOa) at Bevenvijlc. 



The ZWSOOa has been superskded by the 
ZWSOOc in 2001, but only the module eonfigura- 
tion has changed slightly. The fibre is approxi- 
mately 2,000 urn in diame& with a 1,000 urn 
hollok centre.'% hollow fibres are built inti an 
element of some 2,lSSmm x 820mm with a single 
top penmate header (ZWSOOc), which in turn is 
buiit into a cassette. Each element houses ap- 
proximately 1800 flexible verticai hollow fibres 
md 22 elements make up one cassette. The unit 
cassette (ZWSûOc) for large systems houses 440 
mZ of membrane surface. The ZWSOOc promotes 
a higher packing dcnsity of fibres, rhus more 
surface area in a set footprint. The air distribution 
has been improved to aliow a more intense 
bubble penatration int0 the fibre bundle prevent- 
ing the potential build up of sludge. Both the 
ZWSOOa and the ZWOOc modules are testeú in 

I 
Ftgiire 28 - Ztna C d  WO separate pilots. 

The ZW500c pilot is d to establish the non-sludging abiuty of the new module, wkas the 
originai pilot is used as the MBR. 
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in this chapter the performance of the Kubota 
pilot plant is desaibed. in section 6.2 the 
system d g u r a t i o n  and design figures are 
given. in section 6.3 and 6.4 respectively the 
biologica1 and membrane performance is 
presented Finally in section 6.5 the conclu- 
sions are summarised. 

The Kubota pilot plant was in operation since 
week 17 of the year 2000. in Table 6 the main 
activities for the Kubota plot plant research 
are summarised. 

System confipraäon 

The mfiguration and design figures for both the single mfiguration and the doubledeok 
wdguration are presented in Table 7. The configuration and process settings have changed 
during the research period. The main changes are desaibed in Table 7. The most important 
change was the rebuilding of the system from a single to a doubledeck wnfiguration, which 
was devetoped by Kubota in Japan for larger full-scale applications (see paragraph 5.2). 
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As a consequente of the system rebuilding the biological I membrane aemtion of the system 
was changed. In the single configuration system the membrane tank also functioned as a nitrifi- 
catiw tank. The c m  bubble aeration required h the membrane operation was als0 respon- 
sible for the oxygen input for the biological proces. The coarse bubble aeration capacity was 
based on the number of membrane modules in operation; 1 module in operation: 90 ~ m ' &  2 
modules: 180 ~ m ~ / h .  In the case that one module was in operation (nonmal operation) and the 
oxygen umcentration was below the required set point, the wond modules aeration would also 
be switched on (large aeration excess). 
h the doubledeck configuration there was a separate compressor for the aeration of the sludge 
in the compiumients N1 and N2 The aeration in mmpartment N1 could be shut down by the 
aeraion control. The aemtion control was based on the oxygen measurement in thc -d 
aenition compartment (N23. The. c m  bubble aeration m the membrane tanL depended on the 
mcmbrane settings (sae m i o n  6.4) and was set at a nxed flow. In week 11/2001 the system was 
rebuilt into a system with an anaerobic tauit. h the following period the feasibility of biological 
phosphms reinoval is investigated. The mixing in the anoxic tank (D) is executed by intermit- 
tent aeration (10 wonds ON, 10 minutes OFF). 

Process conditions 

The main proces conditions are presented graphicaily in Figure 32 to Figure 34. The overall 
process conditions dwing the phases of the pilot research are presented in Table S. 

During the fmt weeks after start-up the pilot was f d  with a constant flow. Since week 25 the 
f& to the pilot is related proportionally to Ihc feed of the full-scale Beverwijk WWTP. The. 
proportional settings were 1:1,000 and were maintained duríng the whole research period As a 
consequenoe the biological loading has increased sfep-wise in phase 2 and 3. The design flow at 
dry weather conditions amounts to 50 m3/d. The average iduent flow during the research 
period Vanes atrongly due to rain wcather conditions. 

# cnlculstion bascd on the anivated sludgc volume excl. a n d c  tank (29.3 mi) 



I 
lgUm 32 - Inflnmt snd permate flow &tbr Kubom pilot plant 



The dginal &-point for the sludge concentration was 12 kg M L S S I ~ ~ .  ia Ootober the set- 
point was i n d  to 15 kg M L S S I ~ ~  at Kubotak request. Dwing this period the membranes 
clogged with sludge due to the blocking of the cuacse. bubble aeration system. Ma the me- 
chanical cleaning on 30 October, the set-point was redwed to the origuial sludge concentration 
of 12 kg M L S S I ~ ~ .  To prevent cloggllig, a flushing system was installed. It should be stated 
that the blocking of tbe aeration sys& most probably was not a direct wnsequence of the 
sludge concentration inerease. A typical sludge concentration for Kubota systems under Japa- 
nese conditions is 15-20 kg M L S S I ~ ~ .  

in the original single configuration, the warse bubble aeration system of the Kubota mem- 
brane9 was also responsible for the complete oxygen input for the biological pcoom. As a 
consequeme* the control flexibility of the oxygai input ( f a  biological processes) was limited 
and the oxygen concentration iemained relatively high, espccially during the night at low 
organic loadings. Af& introdwing the doubledeck coofiguration this situation was grea!iy 
i m p r o d  

The pr- conditions dwing the research periods differ significantly as shown in Tablc 8. 
Besides the large influent flow variations alm the process tnnperatun and the biological 
loading had changed The fenic dosing ratio dwing the simultaneous precipitation period has 
been relatively low due to technical optimisation reasons. 

The main biologieal parameters are presentecl graphically in Figure 35 to Figure 37. ia Table 9 
the average feed and permeate concentrations an presented. 

COD mmwl  
The CODefnuent concentration was relatively low due to the f& that the non-mluble ûaction 
had been completely removed by the membranes. The COD effluent concentration in phase 2 
was only 21 n@, which was lower than the COIICCntration in phase 1,3 and 4. This is due to 
the düution effect during long rain weather conditions. 

Niirogen removal 
ia phase 1 the nitrate wncentration in the permeate was relatively high with an average concen- 
tration above 10 n@ due to the pre-precipitation process. The CODN ratio of the feed was 6 
which is relatively low. ia phase 2 this ratio increased to 8 and consequently nitrogen removal 
improved. in this respect also the R W  dilution effect must be taken into account. 





The nitrogen removal in phase 3, without primaty clarífication, pe-rformed well. The COD/N 
ratio was higher (around 10) and not limiting. in phase 4 effm of bringing the recirculatim 
flow from the membrane tank directly int0 the anoxic compartiment, was investigated. The 
effluent concentration did not improve in this period. The limiting factor for the denitrification 
process in phase 3 and 4 was the internal iecimilatim flow. This wil1 be further diacussad in 
chapter l l. 

Phosphonrs removal 
in phase 1 it was not possible to achieve a phosphoms effluent concentration 1 mg P d  at a 
MeiP dosing ratio of 1.2. Both the removal efficiency of the primary clarifiers and the sludge 
production were too low. in phase 2 and 3a the phosphorus removal was improved. The average 
effluent concentration amounted to 1.3 mg Pmdl at a relatively low dosing ratio. The chemical 
dosing was constant and not related to the influent flow or the phosphorus comentration. As a 
consequente, the pemeate phosphow c011~~11tration varies. 
in phase 4 the chemical dosing is stopped and biologica1 phosphms removal is intioduced. The 
hydraulic remtion time in the anaerobic tank was about 1 hour. The pumeate phosphorus 
wncentration deaeam to an extreme low level (< 0.1 mgtl) and remaina vexy stable even at 
high influent peak concentrations. Sínce September 2001 the  homh ho rus Dameate concentra- - - 
ti& inrreasedrreasedto an average concentration o; 1.5 mg P d .  

Sludge characreristics 
The main sludgc cbaracteristics are presented in Table 10. 

The DSVI was relatively stable at a level of 80-90 dg, whioh was rather low. This is related to 
a good floc stnicnire as described in the next seotion. Also the CST and the Y-flow were low. 
Both CST and Y-flow seemed to be related to the sludge concentratim. The viscosity of the 
MBR sludge was 8 mPa.s on average, which was relatively low for the applied sludge concen- 
trations. The viscosity of the MBR sludge was related to the sludge concentration. 

I unit I piuw l l phiw2 1 pbue3 I pbuc4 
slud~e c m - s  
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Y-flw 
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shar rate 
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sealing velocity 
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&3 
S 

S 

mPa.8 
11s 

- 
- 

cmIh 
% 

% 
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80 
50 

240 

7.8 
90 

0.52 
0.46 

6.0 
2.8 

7.3 
3.0 

90 
70 
540 

8.3 
130 

0.54 
na. 

4.0 
3.4 

5.8 
2.3 

90 
60 
na. 

8.9 
130 

0.50 
0.54 

5.0 
2.8 

10.4 
5.1 

90 
50 
100 

5.8 
60 

na. 
n.a. 

na. 
na 

n.a. 
na. 





P h e  l - Primmy settled wmtewater andpre-precipifarion 
SM up and definitions 
To achieve a stable biological start up the system was run at the 24 hour average daily flow rate 
of 42 m3/d. This flow was later increased to 55 m31d to increase the biological growth. The 
membranes followed the feed flow via a set level in the bioreactor and the modules switched in 
and out according on timen. 
Electrical problems during start up the membrane system caused the biomass to thicken to 25 
d, it was seen that the module 1 and module 2 were not aerated during penneate extraction and 
aerated only during relaxation. The latter caused the membrane penneability to drop rapidly to 
about 300 I/(m2.hr.bar) even at very low hydraulic loading, the membrane were sigificantly 
fouled. In pmctise such an accident would be prevented by interlocking the suction pump and 
the blower. 

The pilot displayed stable operation after six weeks with an acceptable sludge growth and the 
research prognunme p-ded to a proportional flow wntrol at a ratio of 1000:l to that of 
Beverwijk WWTP. The pemeability of the Kubota pilot plant steadily decreased in time from 
300 I/(m2.h.bar) to 275 l/(m2.h.bar). However, during the first real RWF onset, the permeability 
decreased to 175-200 1/(m2.h.bar), and at DWF flow the penneability stabilised at a level of 
200-250 I/(m2.h.bar). Limited recovery of penneability was seen. 

Peak tests without Relmation 
In July 2000 a peak tests was executed. During the peak test the influent pump was set on a 
constant flow, penneate re-circulation was used for increasing the hydraulic loading of the pilot 
plant but not the biological loading. The test was divided into two periods, which are described 
below. The penneability and the flux during and after the peak tests are presented in Figure 39. 

Finre 39 - Permability snd gros flux dwing ind after prak testiag 

Before the peak test started, the permeability varied from 200-275 I/(m2.h.bar), dependent on 
the flow variations of DWF. After starting the 32.5 1/(m2.h) peak test, the penneability rapidly 
decreased to 170 I/(m?h.bar) and subsequently slowly decreased to 130 I/(mz.h.bar). From the 
penneability curve it seemed that the permeability would have stabilised at a level > 100 



The 38.5 v(m2.h) peak test was started immediately after the previous peak test. As a result, the 
permeability steadily decreased to 100 l/(m2.h.bar) and would have decreased further if the test 
had not been stopped. The permeability was not stable, and the peak flux expectation of 42 
Il(m2.h) appeared unrealistic. 

On retuming to proportional DWF, the permeability recovered steadily to about 175, 
l/(m2.h.bar) within 24 hours. In the next days the permeability remained stable at this level, 
which was lower than the original permeability level before the peak test; further fouling had 
occurred. The above peak test without relaxation inferred that the Kubota membranes could not 
handle the 38.5 l/(m2.h) net peak flux under the circumstances described above. 

Cleaning procedure 
Since the start of the pilot research, one of the modules was partly fouled and thus had a large 
influence on the results, caused by a prior technica1 failure. During the whole research period 
until this point no chemicals were used. The fint official Kubota cleaning procedure was 
executed on 15/8/00. The cleaning procedure was a standard procedure from Kubota 
Corporation and consisted of 2 separate chemica1 treatments; first a cleaning with a 5,000 mgli 
NaOCI solution, followed a day later by a cleaning with a 1% oxalic acid solution, both steps 
were carried out in situ in biomass. 

I 

igure 40 - Permeibility and groaa flux during and i í îer cleaning iad pcik testing 

As a result of the NaOCI cleaning the permeability increased from 200 to 700 ll(m2.h.bar). This 
was equal to the clean process permeability as measured at the start of the project. The oxalic 
acid cleaning had linle additional effect on the permeability. The fouling was predominately 
biomass surface fouling or organic in nature. 



A& the membranes were satisfactorily cleaned, a peak test was executed at a peak flux of 41.7 
W(m2.h). The peak test lasted approxirnately 20 hours at a process temperature of 23-24°C. The 
permeability decreased catastrophically from 700 to 170 Il(mz/h.bar). The system was manually 
stop d and set to proportional flow. The penneability recovmd within 12 h o m  to 2400 P" I/(m .h.bar) and in one month it had eventually recovered to 700 I/(m2.h.bar), the original 
permeability just after cleaning. The rapid decline in permeability at high fluxes suggested that 
the tiltration prooess rapidly regres4  to cake filtration, and the subsequent recovery process 
indicated that relaxation was necessary to re-establish a clean membrane surface. 
From the peak tests it was concluded that the Kubota membranes could not handle a 38.5 or 
41.7 1/(m2.h) net p a k  flux, however, a 32.5 I/(mz.h) was possible under the circumstances 
described (T>20°C). It was wncluded that the Kubota plant must be optimised by introducing a 
relaxation period between process modes. 

Peuk test with relmation 
The introduction of relaxation resulted in an efficiency reduction to 80% and would have to be 
compensated in the peak flux (sofbare). A h  the introduction of the relaxation mode, a 100 
hour peak flux was executed. The permeability and the gross flux during and añer the peak 
tests are presented in Figure 4 1. During the p a k  test the process temperature r a n d  from 2 1 to 

I 
Figum 41 - Pamcibiiii ,  wou flux ind  procm temperature during and ifter pak tui with relasation 

Before the peak test started, the permeability varied from 650-950 1/(mz.h.bar), depending on 
the DWF variations, indicating a clean membrane. The peak test was started at 42 I/(mz.h) net 
or 52.5 W(mZ.h) gross, the permeability rapidly decreased to 550 I/(m5.h.bar) and subsequmtly 
slowly to 450 I/(m2.h.bar) in 48 hours. The permeability ñuther decreases to a minimum level 
of 360 I/(m2.h.bar). On stopping the peak test, the permeability recovered steadily to around 500 
1/(mz.h.bar) within 12-24 hours. The permeability remained stable at this level which was lower 
than the permeabiliíy before the peak test, but was still relatively high. 
It was wncluded that the Kubota membranes were able to handle the 42 I/(m2.h) peak flow 
under the circumstances described above. The relaxation seemed to have a most positive impact 
on the membme performance at peak flow. 



The above test defined the maximum operating net flux of the membrane and proved to be 
sustainable for several days. The argument however, was then directed to the operating 
temperature of the peak test, 22.5OC. Was the peak flux also sustainable at lower temperahtres 
as could be expected under winter conditions. 

Low temprature test 
From 26/09/00 to 10/10/00 a low temperature test was executed. Biomass was circulated 
through a heat exchanger to achieve an overall biomass temperature of 10°C. During the 
- h g  period the membranes ran continuously between 12 to 25 l/(m2.h) gross flux, but 
unfortunately due to the size of the pilot the feed flow had to be dropped further to reduce the 
heat sink. Eventually the 10-C was reached with a feed flow of 950 Uh, the cooling process 
lasted 14 days and finally achieved a temperature of 10°C which avoided excessive biomass 
deteriotation. At the end of the cooling period a 24 hout peak test was executed. During the 
peak test the peimeate flow was re-circulated and the p m s  temperature increased slightly to 
11.5'C due to additional feed heat sink and more e n e w  input. The result of the low 
temperature test and the p k  test is presented below in ~iguG42.  . 

Pigun 12 -Penncibili*; grma flux i a d  proeen temprriture diring iid *fier tbc iow temprriture t u i  

At low flux the decrease of the process temperature had a smal1 effect on the pemeability. At 
peak flux the pemeability decreased rapidly but steadily. Based on this peak test it can be 
wncluded that the system (with relaxation) was able ío handle a 24 hour peak flow at a process 
temperature of 10-1 loc. 

Mechanica1 and ckmical cleaning 
ARer the low temperature test, tbe sludge concentration was increased to 15g/l (Kubota 
requirement for better system performance), the pemeability however, decread  further and 
the oxygen concentration in the system remained low. The latter, combined with visual 
observations of the membrane tank surface. suggested that the aeration system was partially 
blocked. On 30/10/2000 the membrane system was mechanically cleaned. &hveen the 
membrane plates was a thickened sludge layer with a concentration up to 15%. The aeration 
system under both modules was partially blocked and there was a sludge build-up under the 
modules and secondary aeration system. This may partly be caused by the introduction of 
influent particles that could not be removed by the 2 mm prescreening. 



The membrane plates required mechanical cleaning and a chemica1 disinfection with a 150 mg/l 
NaOCI solution was also carried out. The aeration system would be. modified to inwrporate a 
flushing / vmturi system in the DD (Double Decker) wnfipration. After the mechanical 
cleaning the permeability recovered immediately to 600-800 l/(m2.h.bar) and membrane 
integrity was maintained. 

Phase 2 - Primmy sertled wasfawater m d  simuItmeous precipitation 
The simultaneous precipitation in the pilot was s t d  on 13/10/00 due to the prolonged 
cooling test. Atter the mechanica1 cleaning the system was set to proportional flow where it 
wntinued to operate until the rebuilding of the pilot to the so called DD wnfiguration. hiring 
this time the permeability remained above 400 l/(m2.hr.bar) suggesting a wrrecîly working 
membrane. All hydraulic peaks in this period were pmcessed without loss of overall 
pemeability and subsequently were always followed by a recovery. The membrane system was 
stable as can be seen from Figure 43. 

I 

Phare 3 - RBW injluent ds imdtmeaus  precipitation 
Between the 8th and 22nd December 2000 the pilot plant was rebuild to a so called DD 
wnfipration, in which the two existing modules were placed on top of each 0 t h .  Each 
module had ih own penneate pump and wntrol system. In this period Uw sludge was aerated 
wntinuously and fed at a very low rate to maintain the biomass as good as possible. The 
membranes were kept outside in the open air for one week and subsequently in a water filled 
tank with a low NaOCI concentration (disinfection) for a few days. 

Initially only the bottorn module was s t a d  up at low flux, continuous operation at 
approximately 10 I/(m2.h). As a wnsequence the permeability decreased to around 600 
I/(m2.h.bar) where it became stable. Eventually the top module was put into operation. 
Accanling to Kubota's experience, the top module could handle a higher flux than the bottom 
module, due to a better bubble distribution effect. Therefore, the flux from the two modules 
was not equal and depended on the feed flow. The operation of the modules is described blow 
and the settings were optimised during the research period that followed. 



The coarse bubble aeration in the membrane tank had a capacity of 90-1 80 Nm'h and could be 
adjusted. At the start of the DD operation, the aeration capacity was set at a constant level of 
115 Nm3/h. Unfortunately the bonom module was allowed to permeate without aeration fot up 
to 5 hours, this oaused a dramatic reduction in permeability. In the month that followed at 
reduced flux, the module recovered to 400 l/(m2.h.bar). The latter, as seen already in the pak 
testing without relaxation, was a rapid build up of sludge on the surface of the membrane, 
followed by cake filtration. The month of reduced flux and wntinuous aeration at 130 ~ m ~ / h  
loosened the cake fmm the surface until the entire surface was once again available for 
filtration - self recovery. The aeration was returned to normal at 1 15 ~ m ) / h ,  and once the DD 
configuration was fully esîablished and the biomass had recovered to normal running, the 
membranes were cleaned with the same intensive procedure as before. The cleaning procedure 
was again successful with a 100°? recovery seen on the top module and 95% recovery on the 
bottom module (due to cake build up). 

6.4.4 Phase 4 - Raw injuent with biologica1 phosphorus rernoval 
,Various ratios of flux were compared between the top and bottom modules, these ranged from 
60:40 to 50:50. The latter optimisation was requind due to the better seouring effect of the air 
on the top module as compared to the bottom module (bubbles expand as they gain height in the 
tank). It was concluded that 60:40 was the best ratio of flux operation, but only after the air 
locking in the top module was solved. The DD configuration, due to the lower static head on 
the top module, plus the increased air volume, caused excessive dissolved air extraction 
through the membrane, thus causing artificially low permeability (the air built up in the headers 
and plates and caused an extra pressure drop). The air locking was removed by venting the 
permeate piping during relaxation mode. Here, the static head of water above the module was 
suficient to purge the air out of the h d e m .  ïñe prrfomiance of  the DD configuration is 
shown below 'in &ure 44 up until3/7/0 1. 

Figure 44 - Permeabiliíy snd grw Rus lor top snd bottorn modrlr until3fl101 

Several intereding points can be seen regarding the DD configuration. The penneability of the 
top module is more erratic than that of the bottom module. This was most probably caused by 
excessive air entrainment during permeate extraction (top sees more air). The permeability of 
the top module remains parallel to that of the bonom module despite the higher flux according 
to the 60:40 split, this suggests that the two modules are in balance. 



The 5050 ratio until 4/3/01 proved detrimental to the performance of the bottom module, 
thereafter, at 60:40 ratio the bottom module recovered and the top module remained relatively 
unaffected. 

Partial blocking of the aeration system, around 25/5/01, promoting an ineficient air distribution 
over the two modules, caused a more dramatic impact on the top module than the bottom 
module. The aeration system was later fitted with a biomass-air flushing system designed in 
Japan. No further occumnces of preferential aeration occurred at a flushing fnquency of once 
per &y. The flushing system has also been tested at full a l e  on multiple cassette configura- 
tions. 

The most interesting point is depicted by the inversion point. Here, the pemeability increased 
as the flux increased. The Iatter was seen during a long period of extreme dry weather where 
the total flux barely reached 5 I/(m2.h) for the installation. At such low flux air in the plates 
may have caused air locking and thus restricted the passage of permeate to the headers, the 
latter suggested that the available filtration area was reduced or partially/temporally redundant. 
At the onset of a smal1 flux increase on 17/6/01 the restrictions in the modules w m  purged out, 
thw increasing the available surface area for filtration and resulting in an increased penneabiI- 
ity. In fact the permeability was always higher than suggested by the electrical data. The lattcr 
phenomena was included into the operators 'S stem Assessment', here the permeability was Y always carried out at a constant flux of 20 I/(m .h), thus avoiding partial permeation. The data 
generated h m  suggested a steady decreas in permeability for both modules, see Figure 45. 

I A . .  . . . . . . J 

The above tool is a method to assess the onset of cleaning requirements as mpared  to the 
actual 'mal' electtical data, however, it must be noted that at ñill a l e  with several 
compartments available for filtration, it would be highly unlikely that a single mmpartment 
would ran down to such low fluxes. Since the decrease in penneability is linear (Figure 45) for 
both modules, the cleaning frequency can be calculated. Considering a clean membrane at 700 - - 
~(m'.h.bar) and a di* membrane k200-300 v(m2.h.bar), this allowi a penneability decline of 
400-500 I/(m2.h.bar) in time. The gradient of the top and bottom modules w m  found to be 1.3 
and 0.84 I/(m2.h.bar.d) respeotivety. The latter suggested an intensive clean of the top module 
every 400 days (lx per year) and every 500 days (lx per 1.4 years) for the bottorn module. 
Overall, the intensive cleaning would be made for both modules at l x  year prior to the onset of 
winter. 



An important aspect of membrane filtration is the effect of temperature on the penneability. 
The Kubota membrane proved to be relatively insensitive to temperature variations and 
decreases in penneability were solely associated with increased flux requirements and the onset 
of cake filtration processes. 

The change from a simultaneous P removal process to a biological P removal p m s s  (BioP) 
had no detrimental effect on the membranes performance. 

The DD configuration was allowed to foul ñuíher and additional cleaning optimisation in a 
separate research programme was scheduled for January/Febniary 2002. This cleaning would 
attempt to reduce the high chemical concentrations used in the Intensive Cleaning procedure 
and reduce the associated biologica1 toxic shock and chemical handling problems. 

The biologica1 performance of the Kubota pilot system was in agreement with theoretica1 
design calculations. The COD removal was constant at high levels, nitrogen m o v a l  was as 
expecîed. Siultaneous phosphonis removal gave a bater effluent quality than pre-precipi- 
tation, even at x e y  low femc dosing ratios. Biological phosphonis removal resulted in a low 
and relatively stable pemeate concentration. 

The sludge concentration in the aeration tank was kept at a level of 12 kg ML SS/^', to optimise 
the oxygen transfer in relation with the a-factor. The a-factor was according to litexature 
values. The floc structure and the sludge characteristics were g o d  

A peak flux of 42 l/m2.h net was aohieved for the required operating @d of more than 3 &ys 
continwus (100 hours proven) with relaxation. At reduced temperature, 10T, the peak flux of 
42 l/m2.h net was achieved for the required operating @d of 24 hours continuous. 

For the h t c h  circumstances, with major flow variations and high peak fluxes, the membranes 
were found to be unreliable without aerated relaxation. Relaxation or variable relaxation was 
essential for full membrane availability and system performance. 

The suggested cleaning of the modules at twice per year was proven to be pessimistic. The DD 
configuration suggested that one intensive cleaaing per year would be sufficient. This cleaning 
should be planned in OctoberiNovember prior to the onset of the winter pdod. 

The DD configuration has proven to be reiiible, with careful attention to the aeration 
distribution and the penneate extraction ratio. The focus of the research has shiíted towards 
chemical cleaning and the optimisation of the cleaning procedures in regard to scale-up 
requirements. 
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7.1 Introduetion 

In this chaptez the performance of the 
Mitsubishi pilot plant is described. In 
section 7.2 the system wnfiguration and 
design figures are given. In section 7.3 anti 
7.4 mpectively the biological and mem- 
brane performance is presented. Finally in 
section 7.5 the conclusions are summa- 
rised. 

nie Mitsubishi pilot plant war in operation 
since week 17 of the year 2000. In Table 
12 the main aaivities for the Mitsub'i 
pilot plant research are summarised 



7.2 System eonfipmtion 

The oonfiguration and design figures are presented in Table 13. The contiguration and some of 
the process settings have been changed during the research period. The main changes are 
deaaibed in the tahle. 

prwen part 
innusnt prmip 

aeratim tank 

aeratim 
membraites 

ncirculation 
flows 

parameter unit vdue 

oapmity m3& 10 
R W  design flow m3h 6.4 9.6 ' 
design flow m31d I 32+48' 

type - p~i~bol ic  sieve 

4 x 3.9 (1.70) 

- oxic compattwi( (N2) 2 x 3.9 (1.70) 

0.24 - 0.38 

I D 4 j D l  m3h I 17-25 

1: the hydraulic design load is ininnred dwing phase I of the plot d 
2: the faric h i n g  is stopped at 11 May Z001 



Aeration of sludge in wmpartments N1 and N2 was achieved with one compressor. The aera- 
tion in wmpattment N2 wuld be shut down manuaily if required The m t i o n  wntrol was 
based on the oxygen measurement in the fust aeration wmpartment (NI). in practise the 
aeration was in operaîion for both compartments almost wntinwus1y. The coarse bubble 
aeration for the membrane module was mostly fíxed at a constant level, but wuld be linlred to 
the permeate flow. 

The origínal design flow of the Mitsubishi aeration tank was set at 34 m3/d. F m  week 21 it 
was deoided to increase the design flow to 48 m3/& to improre the sludge quaiity. 

On 3rd Ootober the chemica1 dosing for the preprecipitation process was stopped. The simul- 
taneous precipitatim was started on 15th November due to technica1 nasons (rebuild). The 
dosing was stopped on 21st December after the membrane chernical cleaning. To summariee, 
phase 2 (simultaneous precipitation period) only iasted from 15th November 2000 until 21 st 
December 2000. In phase 3 the simultaneow precipitation was in openition continuously, until 
the fust week of May 2001 when the f h c  dosing was stopped. in phase 4, phosphoms remwal 
was based on biological uptake only. No additional mtasura, were taken to improve the bio- 
Iogical phospho~s uptake. 

Biologierl performance 

Process conditions 
The main procesn conditions are presented graphically in Figure 47 to Figure 49. The average 
process wnditions dwing thc phases of the pilot rcsain:h, including peri& in which the 
installation was out of operation, are presented in Table 14. 

During the fust weeb after start-up the pilot was fcd with a constant flow. Since week 25 the 
feed to the pilot was related proportionaily to the ûed of the fuil-scale Beverwijk treatment 
plant. The average influent flow during the research m o d  Vaned stnmgíy due to rain watthee 
wnditions. ï öe  average flow during the whole research period (incl. min) amounted 40 ms/d, 
which is lower than the design flow. ThiP was caused by technica1 problems, rebuilding of the 
piiot, and software changes, as desaibed in &ion 7.4. The Mitsubishi pilot plant was locatcd 
outside. During the winter the feed îïlter h z e  or blocked under low flow loading this red& 
the pilots fee- supply and in hini also mvicted the pilot's permeate production. 





The set-point for the sludge concentration was 10 kg cgMLSm3. The process conditions dwing 
the research periods differed significantly as shown in Table 15. Bedes the influnit flow 
variations, the process lemperahire also changed. The fenic dosing ratio dwing phase 2 of the 
simultaneous precipitation peri4 was relatively low. The average biologica1 loading was 
stable. 

Resul& 
The maín biological parameters are presented graphicaliy in Figure 50 to Figure 52. In Table 15 
the average feed and pcrmeate concentrations are presented. 

ïñe COD-pameate concentration was relatively low due to the fact that the non-soluble h 
tion was completely remwed by the membrane filtration. ïñe COD pemeate concentration in 
phase 2 measured only 25 mgtl, which was lowa than the concentration in phase 1,3 and 4. 
This was due to the dilution effect caused by long pniods of rain weather. 

Nitrogen r e d  
In phase l the nitrate ~011~~11tration in the pemicate was relatively high with an average umcen- 
tration above 10 mg11 due to the pre-pncipitation process. The CODM ratio of the feed was 6 
which was mlatively low. In phase 2 this ratio inmased to 8 and wnsequnitly nitrogen n- 
moval improved. In this respect also the dilution effect must be taken into ~ccount. 
The nitrogen removal in phase 3, without prImary claritication, p e r f o d  worse in the begin- 
ning of this period. This ie mainly a cansequence of the technica1 failures of the systcm in that 
period. Since the end of March 2001 the nitrogen removal perfonned wel1 at a pennate con- 
centration < 10 mg Nmd. 

Phosphoms removal 
h phase 1 it was not possible to acbieve a phosphonis penneate -trstion < 1 mg P d  at 
a MeiP dosing ratio of 1.2. Both the removal efficiency of the primary clruifia and the sludge 
pmduction were t00 low. For phase 3 the same problems as with the uitrogen removal occumd 
at thc beginning of this @d. With a relatively high chemica1 h i n g  (mmpared to the other 
pilot systems), the permeate concentnition rnoaintd > 1 mg P d .  S i m  March 2001 the 
phosphonu, removal bas improved significantly to a permeate concentration < 1 mg P d .  h 
phase 4, without any additional measures for phosphom removal, the -val efficiency is 
90%. This indicates that enhanccd biologica1 phosphoms removal is oocuning. 





Sludge characteristics 
The main sludge charactenstics are presented in Table 16. The DSVI was relatively stable at a 
level of 100-140 d g .  Both the CST and the Y-flow can be related to the sludge concentration. 
The viscosity of the MBR sludge varied from 6-13 mPa.s, which was relatively low for the 
applied sludge concentrations. The sludge viscosity appeared to be related to the sludge concen- 
tration. The first week of November 2000 amtion tank mixers were changed from high turbu- 
lent pumps to low turbulent mixers. As a consequnice the sludge characteristics improved. 

unit I ~ h i s e  1 I ~ h i s e 2  1 ~ i m s e 3  1 o h s e  4 
SludPr cIiraperrr*aes 

DSVI d g  130 140 120 100 

CST S 130 130 120 80 
Y-fl0w 8 320 690 U k  130 

&ìacrOr 

surfacc m t i o n  - 0.43 0.50 0.53 na 
bubble m t i o n  0.38 na. 0.48 na.  

Gravi~thkkeninx 

satling ve1ociîy c& 3.9 4.5 3.4 na.  
maximw~011~811eatidn % 2.0 2.4 2.6 na.  

Mc~hauical thkkennina 

MLSS at 3900 p / 10 min % 8.0 9.3 6.7 na 
MLSSat 1000m/3mll i .  % 2.4 2.9 2.7 na.  

The a-factor with bubble aeration in phase 1 varied between 0.3 and 0.5 at a sludge concentra- 
tion of S to 12 kg ML SS/^^. The average a-factor at 10 kg ML SS/^^ was approxirnately 0.4. 
With a surface aerator 15% higher values were achieved. In phase 3 the average a-factor with 
surface aeration increasad to 0.5-0.6, pmbably due to system improvements resulthg in a lower 
energy input. The average settling velocity at the beginning of the gravity thickening test 
amounted to 2 - 6 cmh, dependent on the sludge concentration. The maximum concentration 
after 24 hoorn was lower than 3%, indicating that gravity thickening was not efficient. The 
maximum sludne concentration with mechanica1 thickenine amounted to 6 to 9%. - 
Since the staG-up of the MBR system the flocs - - I 
deoreased to a smal1 tioc size with an open stnic- 
ture. since the startup monocultures were present. I 
The size of these m&nocultures increased a little, 
and sometimes the monocultures were larger than I 
the flocs present. In the end of phase 2 th&number i 
decreased dramatically. Nmally, some crawling 
ciiiites (Aspidisca) and he-swimming ciliates 
(Euplotus) were obsenred. Their occurrencc indi- 
cated a welí-aerated system with minor dishir- 
bances. Especially dwing the start-up some fila- 
mentous organisms occurred, bui the number L--.-- 1 
steadily dropped below 1 (according to Eikelboom). Flgure 53 - Mlcroseopie view of tbe icthted dndgc 



7.4 Membraoe performance 

The resuits of the whole research period are presented graphically in the fold out page and 
further explanation is given in the text. The data presented is damped to aid readability and 
conclusions are made regarding the membrane performance and the relevant operating & design 
criteria. 

It was expected that the maximum achievable flux would be 32.5 llm2.h fora period of 3 days 
continuous (20.3 llm2.h net originally specification). The cleaning was estimated at twice per 
year and the cleaning mode was set according to Mitsubishi's specifications of a maximum of 
5,000 mg/] NaOCI followed by an acidic solution. Relaxation was used between process modes 
and no other recovery steps or modes were anticipated. 

Períodically the Mitsubishi membrenes have relaxation. During the research period the ratia 
between net and gross flux was 79 to 87%. All data for flux in the graphic is gross flux. 

7.4.1 Phase I - Primury sertkd wastewarer andpre-prec@itaíion 
Srarr up and Definitions 
To achieve a stable biological start up the system was run at the 24 hour average daily flow rate 
of 32 m3/day. The latter was later increased to 45 m3/day to increase the biological loading and 
increase sludge growth. The membranes detennined the flow through the system and the feed 
pump followed via a set level in the bioreactor. 

In June 2000 the pilot showed stable enough operation with an acceptable sludge growth to 
proceed to a proportional flow control at a ratio of 833:l to that of Beverwijk WWTP. The 
penneabilíty of the Mitsubihi pilot plant steadily decreased from 500 Il(m2.h.bar) to 50 
lI(m2.h.bar) in a 5 month duration. Limited recovery of permeability was seen during periods OF 
DWF, and changes in the process mode conditions had little effect on the permeability decay. 

In Figure 54 a giaphical representation of the first p h w  is presented. 

iiure S4 - Pcrniaabiiitv aad erma flux of <he Mitsubbhi plW plaat 



Some recovery was seen during longer periods of system shutdown, and as a result this mode 
was later incorporated into the systems soAware (night relaxation) during phase 2 with some 
success. One concern for the capillary type fibre membrane used by Mitsubishi was the 
potential to sludge up with thick, non-removable sludge. This r a i d  serious questions about the 
systems integrity. The latter was also a possible (theoretical) exptanation of why the 
permeability only declined. On two separate occasions an electrical fault in the instrumentation 
caused the system to dewater, and as a result the sludge was thickened to 25 kg ML SS^'. 
Unda these condiiions the membranes were extremely vulnerable to sludging, but after simple 
re-aeration of the filtration tank and the establishment of a workable dissolved oxygen 
concentration, the system was set back to prows with no apparent permeability loss. It must be 
stated that the Mitsubishi module displayed negligible sludging during the pilot trial, despite 
the original concerns. This was put down to the pre-screening used and the turbulente 
generated in the filtration m e .  

P d  tests 
A 95 hour peak test was executed. During the pak test the maximum hydraulic loading of the 
pilot was 10.2 m3/h. This corresponded to a net flux of 28.1 I/(mz.h) and a gross flux of 32.5 
u(m2.h). The process temperature was 20-21°C. The permeability and the flux before, dwing 
and after the peak tests are presented in Figure 55. 

I 
Finre 55 - Permnbillty and groas flux during puk tutlng 

Before the peak test statte& the permeability vsried from 270-350 I/(ma.h.bar), depending on 
DWF flow variations. On starting the 95 hour peak test, the permeability rapidly decreased and 
subsequently slowly stabilised at 140-150 I/(mz.h.bar). Stopping the peak test caused the 
permeability to rccover steadily to about 175-200 I/(mz.h.bar) in a period of 24 hours. In the 
following days the permeability remained stable at that level, much lower than the permeability 
level befm the pak  test. This caused some concern as a membrane that c m  not m a  
adequately on it's o m  n r d  would rquire intensive cleanhg on a replar basis. Despite the 
latter the membrane was put back to DWF and the permeability returned to it's original 
permeability decline rate. 



From the peak test trial it was concluded that the Mitsubishi membranes could handle a peak 
flow of 28.1 1/(m1.h) net at 20W but with limited stability. The relative bad sludge 
characteristics in this phase (due to high turbulent mixing) probably had a negative influence on 
the membrane performance. Further peak tests were not carried out and more effort was spent 
on the membrane recovery. 

Cleaning procedure 
On 9/8/00 the frist chemical CIP cleaning with NaOCI, NaOH and HCI was executed in-silu in 
biomass. This cleaning was not totally according to the official Mitsubishi CIP procedure, and 
the permeate pump was too smal1 to facilitate an effective back puk ,  as the pilot plant was not 
desi ed for it. The effect of the cleaning was limited as the permeability remained at 200 P' I/(m .h.bar). A second chemical cleaning on 22/08/00 was carried out in a period of 
electrical/sofMare pmblems and this cleaning also had limited effect on the membrane 
performance, as the permeability increased only slightly. During the second cleaning a 5,000 
ppm NaOCI solution was pumped through the membranes in a closed loop at 40°C, also in-situ 
in biomass. The second clean was according to Mitsubishi procedures for in-situ cleaning. 

7.4.2 Phase 2 - Primaiy sertted wastewater and simultaneow precipifaîion 
The system was cleaned using the intensive cleaning procedure during 21 and 22/09/00, this 
invatved tank drainage and internal and extemal membrane cleaning with NaOCI anti citric 
acid. This cleaning returned permeability to 250 I/(m2.h.bar), but within one month dropped to 
50 l1(m2.h.bar). At such low permeability the only course of action was to return the system to 
wntinuous penneate flow. At this stage it was decided to modi@ the system. Technieal 
adjustments wwe made as wel1 as changes in the software. This rebuilding of the pilot was 
carrÍed out between 0111 1/00 and 15/11/00, and in this period the system was hilly tested and 
the membrane permeability returned to a respeeîable clean process starting point of 400 
v(m2.h.bar). The intensive cleaning procedure used was in accordance with Mitsubishi but used 
a longer contact time than the cleanings procedures d e d  out up to that time. The intensive 
cleaning procedure was pmven and the fouling was found to be predominantly organic, in the 
form of surface fouling, covering an inorganic iron based fouling on the membrane surface. The 
results of phase 2 are show in Figure 56. The simultaneous precipitation in the bioreactor was 



Afier adjusting the pilot plant, it was ran at a constant gross flux of 5.4 v(mz.h), which 
suggested a net flux of approximately 4.6 l/(mz.h). In this short period of constant low flow, the 
penneability decreased from around 380 to around 320 i/[m2.h.bar). 

During the subquent two weeks the constant gtoss and net flux were increased to 9.5 I/(mz.h) 
and 8.2 I/(m2.h). in this period the penneability decreased further h m  around 320 to around 
220 v(m2.h.bar). Despite the introduction of a back flush mode, the pemieability decreased 
rapidly even at constant low flux. Many fonns of optimisation were tested in the above phase 2 
period Unfomutately, the introduced back pulse procedures only had a limited effect. The Same 
conclusion was dram from the introduction of extended back-puls procedures. Finally a 
relaxation period of 4 h o m  from midnight unti14.00 a.m. was introduced and tested in phase 3. 

Phase 3 - Ruw injluenr and simultaneous precipitation 
The system feed was changed on 10/1/01 and fully operational on l llllO1. Two additional 
cleaning procedures were carried out. On inspeetion of the module it was found that the 
membrane fibres were weakened. Mitsubishi was also present to witness the damage to the 
fibres anti samples were taken back to Japan for investigation. The fibres had been chemically 
weakened, caused by over contact with NaOCI, possibly h m  the procedures carried out in 
September 2000. It was decided to replace the old module and to test the membranes at a higher 
flux in the last two wwks. Prior to installation of the new module the old one would be cleaned 
a c d i g  to a standard Mitsubishi intensive cleaning procedure but at a lower NaOCI 
concentration of 1.000 mgll. 

The results were surprising. At higher Buxes of 18 and eventuauy 21 ll(m2.h) gross (15 and 18 
v(m2.h) net respectively) the membrane showed a steady decline in penneability - the same 
trend from on the beginning of the research. It was clear that this membrane could be operated 
in a wntinuous pemieation mode at higher fluxes than previously tested. The decline could be 
caleulated as it was almost linear, and the time interval btween in-situ or intensive cleaning 
wuld be easily detemiined. The latter was a new philosophy for the operation of the Mitsubishi 
membrane in accordance with the Dutch situation. After two weeks of high continwus flux the 
membranes were cleaned using a standard Intensive Cleaning procedure but at 1,000 mgfl 
NaOCI - the cleaning was successful and the process permeability returned to 350 I/(m2.h.bar). 

On 22/2/01 a new module was installed and run in at constant low flux. The back-flush and 
night relaxation procedures were also incorporated. Preliminary results appearcd to be positive. 
and the goal was to push for higher fluxes with the incorporation of maintenance cleaning 
(MC) rather than intensive cleaning (IC). Figure 57 displays the pmgress of the MC procedures 
and the membrane performance until the beginning of July 2001. 

The new module was not directly subjected to routine MC procedures but ran accordiig to the 
Mitsubishi standard criteria of low, but continuous flux. The first 1.5 months yielded the same 
result as at the beginning of the pilot study - a continuous decline in penneability. MC in air 
procedures were started on 27t3101 but not as a routine but more as a semi-intensive clean and 
were actually started on an already fouling membrane. 



7.4.4 Phase 4 - Raw intuent with biologicalphosphorus removal 
After 4 MC procedures were carried out in a period of 3 months it was clear that the procedure 
had an advantage but only minor, as the permeability decline remained prominent. It was 
establisbed that the MC back flush flux was of critical importaace and this gave rise to the 
EMC procedure - enhanced maintenance cleaning in air. The general MC in air procedure 
remained intact but the back flush flux was forced to 20 l/(mZ.h). The laner guaranteed that al1 
fibres received an adequate pressure differential and back flush volume. 

The results of the tirst EMC were most positive, and subsequent EMC procedures on a routine 
basis have helped maintain a high and stable permeability of around 400 l/(mz.h.bar). It is 
believed that at the lower back flushing fluxes the capillaty fibres were not equally flushed, and 
as a result preferential cleaning took place (usually on the cleanest fibres). The latter would 
facilitate the linear permeability decline already wen. The use of high back flushing fluxes 
eliminated the preferential cleaning and thw rstumed the total membrane surface to tüll 
availability. The latter procedure is not uncommon on capillary drinking water membranes. 

The period afier I July 2001 saw a further development of the EMC. What beeame evident was 
the necessity to maintain a routine EMC rather than ad-hock cleaning. The latter was 
emphasised prior to the onset of wlder weather where a number of weekly cleans were dmpped 
fmm the schedule, the subsequent EMC procedures themafter lacked in efficiency and the 
system became more temperature / fouling sensitive. This was seen in a reduction of the base 
line permeability of 200-300 l/(m2.h.bar), see Figure 58. 



@re 58 - Pemubllity md Iciapemtnre for prograrion of EMC procedura 

As seen in the foldout gmphic net fluxes of 20.8 v(mz.h) have been successfully achieved for 
up to 5 days. A net peak flux of 31.25 I/(m2.h) was tested for 5 days and displayed a rapid drop 
in penneability, this however was directly ~ccompanied by a full recovery promoted by the 
EMC procedures. As already discussed the Mitsubishi membrane displays drong temperature 
dependability, above lS°C the membrane performance was reliable, under IO°C the 
penneabiiíty was strongly dependent on the process temperature and the EMC procedure was 
unable to maintain a stable operating condition. It should be noted that the pilot (located 
outside) saw an extremely low temperahye of 2.70C dwing DecemberlJanuary, and under the 
S°C for 1 week, here the penneability mched its lowest base h e  of only 30 v(m2.h.bar) and 
the membrane flux had to be reduced. A smal1 modification to the EMC amounting to a simple 
cleaning temperature increase from 15% to 30°C facilitated a full recovery to the cold weather 
penneability base h e  of around 250 I/(mz.h.bar). The -tial to return to proportional flow is 
now under investigation. 

Figure 57 and Figure 58 show a distinct relationship between pemeability and prooess 
temperature. This was paitly related to the viscosity, but mainly to the physical characteristic of 
the membrane itself. The predominate fouling charaoteristic remains cake tilbation but the 
penneability trend follows the temperature variation. 



7.5 Conclusions 

The biologica1 performance was acceptable but less than wrpected according to theoretica1 
design calculations. This was due to a combination of technica1 malfunctioning of the software 
programme, low and inegdar feeding conditions and the sub-optimal biological process 
control. 

The sludge concentration in the aeration tank was kept at a level of around 10 kg ML SS/^), to 
avoid p rob lm in the membrane zone and 10 optimise the oxygen transfer in relation to the a- 
factor. The a-factor had increased during the research, mainly due to system improvements 
resulting in a lower shear stress for the sludge. In phaw 3 the a-factor was as expected f r o ~  
literature. 

A peak flux of 28.1 l/(m2.h) net was achieved for the required operating period of more than 3 
days continuous (95 hours proven) at a temperature a k v e  20aC. The membrane was unable to 
satisfactorily process successive large peaks during successive RWF conditions. Continuous 
flow mode seemed to be the best mode of operation for the module. 

The maximum continuous design flux above temperatures of 10°C was established at 15 to 18 
l/(m2.h) net. At these fluxes a cleanhg in the fom of in-situ or intensive could he planned e v q  
2-4 months of operation. The required cleaning fhpency of the module is 4 to 6 times per 
year, at lower chemica] concentrations than expected. 

A new module was installed and run in at constant low flux. The new module has been pushed 
for higher fluxes with the incoporation of maintarance cleaning (MC) rafher than intensive 
cleaning (IC) and later by enhaneed tnaintenance cleaning (EMC). Results appeared positive 
and the EMC pmved to be a successful routine procedure. Back flushing at 20 V(m2.h) also 
proved to be advantageous to the metnbrane performance in combination with the EMC. The 
expected cleaning frequency based on the preliminaty results with the new module is 1 to 2 
times per year IC in combination with a weekly or 2-weekly EMC. 

The incorporaiion of the EMC has lead to repeated peak tests of 20.8 I/(m2.h) for up to 5 days. 
A net maximum peak flux of 31.25 V(m2.b) was tested for 5 days and displayed a rapid drop in 
permeability, this however was directly accompanied by a full recovery pmmoted by the EMC 
procedures. The EMC procedure is being ffirther devcloped and wil1 be optimised in the naar 
future for propartional flow, the procedure is flexible and can be a&pted to difficult process 
conditions, such as extreme low proces5 temperatures. 
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Standard Maintenanee Cleaning Procedure according to Mitsubishi specification 
intensive Cleaning Procedure according to Mitsubishi specification 
Intensive Cleaning Procedure i n c ~ t ~ e ~ t l y  execuîed 
Optimisation of in-situ cleaning (Chemicals, Back-flush, extended BF, relaxation) 
Test p d o d  dwing RB1 
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in this chapter the perfonmmce of the X-Flow pilot 
plant is described. in section 8.2 the system contigura- 
tion and design data are given. In section 8.3 and 8.4 
respcctively the biologica1 anti membrane performance 
are presente& Finally in section 8.5 the conclusions are 
summansed. 

The pilot was in operation since week 18 of the year 
2000 and shown on the photogiaph in Figure 59. in 
week 26 of the year 2001, a new pilot plant has been 
talren in operation, which is shown in F igm 60. 

In Table 17 the main activities are sUmmanaed and 
divided for the four phases. 

Figore éO - Pbatogrnpbs of tbe new X-Fiow pilat p h t  

in the period between the weeks 20 and 22 of the year 2001, the old pilot plant was still in 
operation but at a very low level. The sludge was thickened in order to produce seeding sludge 
for the new X-Flow pilot installation. Therefore, the results for the weeb 20-22 are not t a b  
into account. The new pilot installation, with 8 X-Flow modules and a capacity of 10 m3/h, is in 
operation since June 2001. 



8.2 System configuration 

I l l 
proportional flow with l im ia i  pe& flow, ineluding chemieal cleaning 

0611 1/00 - adjusmenis opastional Mnings membrane system 

The configuration and design figures of the two X-&w pilot plants is schematically presented 
in Table 18 and Table 19. 

pbase 3 

week 02-1 1 

week 12 

wmk 13-14 

phase 4 (ntw pilot plint) 

week 20-22 

week 23-26 

week 27-34 

week 35-52 

The configuration and some of the process settings were changed dunng the research period. 
On 6 November 2000 (week 45/2000) the settings of the membrane installation were changed, 
based on tests performed by X-Flow. From these tests it was concluded that the cross-flow 
should be increased at peak flow. The details from the new settings are described in seetion 8.4. 

For the aeration of the sludge in the compartments N1 and N2 there is one compressor. The 
awation in compartment N1 can be shut down by the aeration control. The aeration control was 
based on the oxygen measurement in the second aeration compartment (N2). 

nw innuent wlth slmultainws pmlpi t i t ion 
IIMI/OI-I1/05MI weck02/Zûû1-19/200t 

optimisation o f  p ~ s  settings. higher wntinuous flux 

new module installed 

umsluii flow with peak test, optimisation maintenancedeaning 

raw innuent with biologiral pbaphorns r e m v i l  
IU05101-31/12/01 wesk20R001-52/2001 

low flux, prepamions for new pilot-insmllation 

no pilot plant in opration 

new pilot plant. start up 

multiple module sequencing, maintenance cleaning and peak repring 

1 



pracefa p u t  

uinuent pump 

aeration tank 

thc hydraulic design load is in& &ring phase 1 of the pilot research 
thcfaTicdosing~stoppsdaî I 1  May2001 



irocea part par(uIyter 

R ~ U C I I ~  pump capacity 
R W  design flow 
Design flow 

Rnucnt screni w 
slot sim 

eration tank total volume 
- anaerobic volume (A) 
-anoxiccomp. (D) 
- anoxidoxic eomp. 0 1 )  
- oxic mmpartment 023  
- membrane mQdules(M) 

th aeration tank 
l de r>  
oom~nsso~ capaciw 

m b e r  of modules 
surface each 
surface total 
max. net flux (at R W )  
air flusb 
air flush ONtOFF 

contmuow air IIft 

Pu- N2 -> M 
i n ~ i a l  D + A  
intemal N2 -> D 

unit vahe 

m3h o -  10 
m3h 10 
m3/d 50 

mtitlg drum 
mm 0.50 

m3 40.8 
m' 12.0 
m3 7.0 
m' 10.5 
m3 10.5 
m' s 0.80 

2 parallel mats 4 modules with 5.2 mm Nbcs and 4 modules with 8.0 mm  bes 

Biological performance 

Procass conditions 

The main process conditions are presented graphically in Figure 61 to Figure 63. The main 
average process conditions during the phases of the pilot research are presented in Table 20. 



Y ealculation based on thc activated sludge volume excl. anmbic tank (28.8 m3 

The design flow at dry weather flow conditions amounted to 9.0 m3/d for the old pilot plant and 
50 m31d for the new pilot plant. The average influent flow during p k  1, 2 and 3 varied 
strongly due to long rain weather conditions. The average flow was lower than the design flow, 
mainly due to technica1 reasons: software and e l d c a l  problems and frozen feed pipes and 
feed pump. In phase 4 the average daily flow of the new pilot plant was lower than the design 
flow, due to failures in the membrane section. 

The set-point for the sludge concentration was 10 kg ML SS/^'. The p m s  conditions dwing 
the four research periods differed significantly as show in Table 20. Besi&s the large influent 
flow variations also the pmess temperature and the biological loading changed. 

Results 
The main biologica1 panmieters are presented graphically in Figure 64 to Figurc 66. h Table 21 
the average feed and permeate eoncentrations are prcsented. 



%n 62 - Bbbghl lording d t ö e  X-Fbrv pilot p h d  





GOD remaval 
The COD-effluent concentration was relatively low due to the fact that non-soluble fraction 
was completely removed by the membrane filtration, COD mnoval efficiency remained at 90- 
94%. 

Nitrogen r e m l  
At the beginning of December 2000 the nitrogen total penneate concentration increased to a 
level of over 30 mg Nmdì The nitrate concentration was almost zero. which suggested that the 
ammonium concentration had increased. The inhibition of the nittification process was proba- 
bly due to a NaOC1 overdosing during a number of cleaning cycles. This was caused by a 
failure of the process control. 
in phase 4 the nitmgen removal improved significantly to a nitrogen effluent concentration 
lower tban 8 mg N d .  This is partly due to the low loading of the pilot plant in this period. 

Phosphonrs rernovul 
In phase 1 it was not possible to achieve a phosphorus effluent wncentration below 1 mg P& 
at a M e P  dosing ratio of 1.2. Both the removal efficiency of the primary clarifiers and the 
sludge production were too low. in phase 2 an a v q e  permeate concentration 1.5 mg Pmari/l 
was achieved at a relatively high dosing ratio. The peimeate concentration decreases in phase 3 
to < 1 P,Jl. In phase 4 the phosphoms influent concentration was relatively high and the 
sludge loadiig was relatively low. As a consequente the phosphom effluent concentration was 

1 mg PtoaJ1. 

8.3.3 Sludge characteristics 
The main sludge characteristics are presented in Table 22 



The DSVI was relatively stable at a level of 80 to 90 d g .  Both the CST and the Y-flow can be 
related to the sludge concentration. The viscosity of the MBR sludge varíed from 5-10 mPa.8, 
which was relatively low for the applieú sludge concentrations. The sludge viscosity also 
appeared to be related to the sludge wncentration. 

The a-iktor with bubble aeration varied between 0.4 and 0.8 at a sludge wncentration of 7 to 
11 kg MLSSI~~.  The average a-iktor at 10 kg M L S S I ~ ~  was appr~ximately 0.6. With a surface 
aerator values 15% higher wem achieved. In phase 3 the average a-factor with 8urfacc -ion 
increased to around 0.7-0.8, which was related to the relatively low sludge concentration (7-9 
kg MLSSI~') in this period. 

The average d i n g  velocity at the beginning of the gravity thickening test amounted to 3-10 
c m 4  strongly dependent on the sludge wncentration. The maximum concentration &er 24 
houra was lower than 3% in general, indicating that gravity thickening was not reaily efficient. 
The maximum sludge concentration with mechanica1 thickaiing was 6 to 8%. 

The floc stnicnue of the MBR sludge has changed dramatically from flocs with a medium size 
and a compact stnicnue to a vcry smal1 me, like pin flocs with a somewhat open stmcture. Of 
wwse the number of flocs also increased due to the inmased dry mlid content of the s-. 

Since the summer of 2000 the floc hm becoa 
dniser and solid. the size was very d. Tl 
number of mono cuitucea has more or Ie 
stabiliacd to a email number per sample, but 
by the end of phase 2 the number had de- 
creaeed dramatically. 

I 
a ~hc test li. aumber of filamentous 1 
orpanisms innrased to 1 (Eikelbaom), but 
h i n g  the last phase the number v& 
b e e n  1 and 2 acwding Eikelboom. Tl 
type was not identihi, but appeared flr 
b d a  DWhg phase 3 the  fl^^ Wem üîOre Fig~re67-Mkraeopkv*wátùe.c<intddmdge 
compact, and the aumber of crawling ciliahs 
were incrtasing steadily. 

The results of the whole research period are presentcd graphically in the fold out page and 
further expianation is given in the text. The data present4 is damped to aid readability, and 
wnclusions are made regarding the membrane performance and the relevant operating & design 
aiteria. 

It was expected that the maximum achievable flux would be 60 v(m2.h) net for a period of 3 
days wntinuous. The cleaning was estimated at routine intervals dependent on the p d i l i t y ,  
2-4 times per year was suggested and the cleaaing mode was sa acumiiig to X-flow's 
specifications of NaOCI solution followed by an acidic solution. Back flush was used between 
process modes and no 0 t h  recovery stepdmodes were anticipated. 
The X-fbw installation has been under constant development and optimisation. hiring the 
research period the ratio b e e n  net and poss flux varied between 60 and N%, depending on 
the research pxiod and the feed flow. 



8.4.1 Phose I - Primay settled wastewater and pre-precipifution 
Srart up and defnitions 
The membranes were set up in a semicross flow system (-1 mts) and set to run at a constant . 

flux of 15 v(m2.h) gros. AABer the biologica1 systm was estsblished this was increased to 25 
l/(m2.h) gross. It should be noted that the flow through the system was controlled via the I 

permeation rate wupled to the biorwctor Level. In both circumstances the average feeà flow 
suggested a membrane efficiency of 60-65%. 

ABer a short period of time it was clear that the semi-cross flow system was not performing, ,t 

with high energy usage and unstable operability. The system was modified to a low pressure i 
eross flaw (LPCF) system based on experience with vertical air4ushing. The pressure dmp I 

over the module was r e d 4  and the speed of sludge and air in the tubes reduceû to Imk. A 
permeate extraction pump was used to generale a trans-membrane pressure (TMP) acms the 

I 

membrane due to the absence of the cross flow drivíng force. Increased stability and operabilitg. 1 
was brought to the installation as c m  be seen fmm the companson betwem Figure 68 and 
Figure 69. 

Aftet the modifications, the pilot plant was continuously fed with a relatively high influnit flow 
of 525 Vh, which related to a p s s  flux of 25 v(m2.h) on tbc membrane wíth a 72% efficiency. 
The new codguration allowed the membrane ta recover and wo& d e r  less strenwus 
processing conditions. Since recovery was seen, with o& the low presswe cross flow (LPCF) 
and aeration on, afîer an electrical problem. The system was considered ready for proponional 
flow. 

The proportional flow was started at 24/07/00 at the design flow of the pilot plant (9.5 m3/d) 
with a d i g  to the Beverwijk WWTP of 4500:l. As a consequente the gross flux decreased 
to an average of 15 l/(m2.h). The grass flux remaincd relatively low until the end of the 
proportional flow period as there was no real R W  situation. D u ~ g  the proportional fiow 
period the penneability slowly demeases from 270 l/(mz.h.bar) to 250 Y(m .h.bar). This was 
probably due to slime formation on the pennate side of the module as a result of &er growth. 



This phenomenon was visually registered and a regular chemical back-flush prevented this 
subsequently. 

I 
Figrn 69 - PermaMliíy iid flux of tLe ad1ptd X-flow pilot plint 

The first peak test was executed on 7/8/00. The gros flux was 60 I/(m2.h) with a net yield of 50 
I/(mz.h). The peak test lasted 4 hours. As a result of the peak flow, the permeabilily decreased 
catastrophiially h m  250 I/(m2.h.bar) to mund 75 l/(m2.h.bar) suggesting that the X-flow 
membrane was not able to handle a peak flux of 50 I/(m2.h) net let alone the design peak flux of 
net 60 I/(m2.h). 

The wnclusion of the peak test was thaî the header wnfiguration did not function wel1 and 
generated t w  much pressure loss. During back-flush, not only pemieate but also air was 
brought into the system and as a result the efficiency of the back-flush was probably too low to 
keep the membme clean. The headers were enlarged and thereafter the system was set back to 
proportional flow. Howwer, during a RWF situation on 14/08/00 the penneabili dropped 
rapidly to mund 50 I/(m2.h.bar). ûn visual inspection it became clear tbat about 6w of the 
tubes were blocked with thickened sludge. The tubes were manually cleaned with a lance and 
as a result the permeability increased to more than 300 I/(m2.h.bar). 
ûn 28/8/00 a seoond peak test was executed. The gross flux was 45 I/(mz.h) or 33 I/(mz.h) net. 
Again, the tubes blocked and the permeability had decreased significantly. The adjustments to 
the headers did not seem to have the desired effect, or the flux required was just too high. 

There followed a period of wnsiderable flux optimisation, using variation cmss-flow, aeration, 
relaxation and chemical injection modes, the peaks are show in Figure 70. The permeabilily 
and gross flux were made more stable and some penneability recovery was secn. 
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The system was set to continuous mode of permeate extraction from on 1111U00. ï ñ e  
optimisation remained and was further developed. In full-scale a part of the MBR system would 
be shut off at low flows during the night (except for RWF conditions), thw modules would 
always be allowed t0 relax. To simulate this p d u r e ,  the operational settings were changed 
on 02/û1/01. Since that time a relaxation period of 4 hours was introduced. 



8.4.3 Phase 3 -&w injawnt gnd simuItaneouspxecipitation 
The system was yet further optímised undet the cmstant flow conditions using a maintenancc 
cleaning (MC) of once per week. The gross flux was eventually set at a constant 28 V(mz.h) 
gross, but the permeability remained low. Unfortwnately a major problem occumd with the 
control system of the pilot, on 1&2-01. The permeation remained on whilst the bioreactor level 
deereased. ûuring inspection, it seemed that the module was not recoverable and wnsequently 
a new module was Installed. 

As ex- the new, clean module performed wel1 under constant flow conditions, it was 
found that this new module could be run at a constant 42 V(m2.h) gros 37 Y(m2.h) net and the 
system remained in an optimisation period with the incorporated MC procedures. The module 
remained in good workable condition until a new pilot was wmmissioned. The single module 
system was used to thicken up a seed sludge for the new pilot to 16 gil before the old pilot was 
decommissioncd on 666lOl. 

8.4.4 Phase 4 - Rmv injuent and BiologicaI P m v a J  
A new 10-12 m3/h X-flow pilot was instaiied in June UN)I, to extcnd and optimise the LPCF 
technique kuiher. The system control was modified to avoid the onset of hibe sluâging and 
excessive pemieation. The system was installed with 4 parailel 5.2nim compact modules and 4 
parauel 8mm compact modules. The 5.2mm modules wem put into operatiw. initially to 
ascntain kompatiible data to that gcnerated by the single module pilot. The system was nm at a 
constant 2.5m3h feed flow on two parallel modules and later set to 301313 for 3 modules. In 
each case the reserve module was taken out of operation and rotated in the module sequencc, so 
al1 modules received the same number of operaîhg hom. Results were ernouraging as 
continmus fluxes were achiewd of 50 Y(m2.h) with an effioiency of above 90%. A peak test of 
70 V(m2.h) was executed bul lead to rapid cak~fiitration and pemieability loss. The module 
however, recovered without additional cleaning steps. Figm 73 below displays data for 1 of 
the 4 5.2mm campact modules, UFI m120. 

Pigore 73 - UP1 m110 module &î8,prioability md glar flux 



The system ran with weekly maintenance cleaning, this was further optimised. The efficiency, 
air scouring and turbulenoc were also optimised under steady state process conditions. Due to 
time wnstraints the effect of 'real' aoss-flow filtration dwing rain weather @ods was not 
assessed, or the effect of daily cross-fiow inereases on the modules cleaning requirements. ït 
should be noted that the modules under the LPCF configuration were ran down to wel1 under 
the lmís and gocd results were achieved at 0.5 mls, the au flow supplied an additional 0.25-0.5 
nu's to the biomass' turbulente but remained constant under normal processing wnditions. With 
ftuther development with the known increased fluxes associated with higher cmss-flow speeds, 
it is believed that the LPCF system could be optimised to achieve the goals set out in the 
projects objectives. 

During the six months of intensive testing of the new pilot the modules were not subjected to an 
intensive clean, maintenance cleaning on a routine basis was adequate to maintain p m s s  
operability. The latter procedure was optimised during the trial and evaitually required less 
than 45 minutes to execute on a weekiy basis. 

General: 
The module appeared not to be affected by temperature varktion, but the data for permeability 
was so unstable that a true comiation wuld not be made. The rapid decreaw in permeability 
eoupled with the fact that the module was always easier to back flush than to extract permeatt, 
suggested the fouling on the module was predominately cake filtration. 

Firstpilot : 
In general, the biologicai perfontmm of the X-flow plot system was not as good as could be 
expected h m  theoretical design calculations. This was mainly due to technica1 failures and as 
a result low and Kregular feeding wnditiom. In periods where the system was functioning 
technically wel& the biologioal performance was als0 seen to improve. 

The sludge concentration in the aeration tank was kept at a level of mund 10 kg M L S S I ~ ~ ,  to 
avoid problems with the membrane tubes and to optimise the energy consumption in relation to 
the a-factor. The a-factor was as ex+ h m  litmture. 

A peak flux of 50 l/m2.h n d  was achieved for an operating period of 4 h o m  continuw al a 
temperature above 20°C. This was unsatisfactory. 
The membrane was unable to satisfactorily process successive large peah during R W .  
Continuous flow mode was found to be the best mode of operation for the module. 
The maximum wntinuous design flux above tempcratures of S°C was established at 22.5 
l/(m2.h) mt and ftuther optimised to 37 I/(m2.h) net. At these fluxes a cleanhg in the fom of a 
weekly maintenance clean (MC) was required with an intensive clean estimatcd at 4-8 times per 
Y=. 
The clcaning of the module at 2-4 times per year was not proven to be correct, 4 to 8 times per 
year was more rerilistic, but at lower chemical concentrations. MC proved to be a most 
successfui procedure as was night-time relaxation. The standard Back flushing procedure 
proved to be a critical aspect on the membmm performance and efficiency. 
The membrane was diffieult to stabilise. At fluxes of less than 20 l/(m2.h) the permeability 
mmbd under control and the membrane achieved stability. Above 20 V(m2.h) the system 
required extensive optimisation to maintain performance between the weekly MC procedure. 



Newpilot : 
in the biologica1 performance of the X-flow system was as good as the theoretieal design 
calculations. The biological phosphonis removal p~ocess was proven to wak and the nitrogen 
removal process was accordíng to the design criteria. Biologica1 phosphonis removal had no 
detrimental effect on the membrane performance, 

I 
The sludge concentration in the aeration tank was kept at a level of around 10 kg MLSSI~', to 

1 avoid problems with the membrane tubes and to optimise the energy consumption in relation to , 
the a-factor. The sludging problem that occurred with the fint pilot was not seen to the Same 
extent in the large pilot, some rapid cake formation was evident but the modules were able to I 

recover without further assistance. I 
I 

A continuous flux of 50 ~"(m'.h) net was achieved for an operahg period of several weeks, I 
even at low process temperatures of >lO°C. This was aided by the rotation of modules in the 
processing sequence (Ml scale simulation). 

The membrane was unable to satisfactorily process successive large peaks beyond 70 I/(m2.h). 1 

Contimious flow mode was found to be the b t  of operation for the module as in the 
first pilot. 

The maintenance cleaning procedure was found to perfom adequately in order to maintain the I 

process penneability under al1 process and tempexature conditions. As confimied by tbc fust 
pilot the normal processing mode consisted of a suction step followed by a short and intonsive 
back wash. n i e  MC procedure was set at lx  per week and dwing the 6 month uial the modules 
were not subjeeted t0 an intensive C ~ I .  i 
The large pilot was fully automated and operated via the telephone/intemet - this proved 
suecessful and as a result reduccd the man hom required for daily supewision. The software I 

was also optimised via the Internet anti the iystem optimised effkiently. 

Due to time limitations, the effect of increased crosa-flow on the cleaning, and the addition flw 
generated for the RWF sifuation were not investigated Here the goal was to ascettain the besl 
ratio for LPCF and full cross-flow under the DWP and RWF circumstances. 'RW hner wil1 be 
investigated further. 



PF 
con 
PT 
OPT 
RB1 
RB2 
Ele 
DL 
TF 
MC 
HT 
XFP 
LPXF 
IC 
BPC 
LPF 
Rx 
MM 
CB 
XFT 
60-70 
80-90 

Transition to Proportional flow (direct signa1 STP Beverwijk) 
Transition to Constant flow 
Peak Flux test period at suppliers maximum flux specification 
Optimised flux tests, aeration flow, relaxation and cross-flow. 
Rebuild 1, reduction in piping resistance - lower Cross-flow pressure 
System converted fiom Cross flow configuration to Low Pressure Cross-Flow 
Electrical Pmblems 
Data logger not on h e  
Membrane module tube flush (mechanica1 cleaning) 
Standard Maintenance Cleaning Procedure 
High temperature caused by Cmss-flow operation 
Cross flow mode of operation 
Low Pressure Cross flow mode of operation 
intensive Cieaning Procedure cosrectly executed 
Extended back-pulse with chemicals 
Limited Proportional flow 
Night time relaxation period incorpomted for 2-4 hrs 
New Module installed 
Complete non-recoverable blockage of tubes 
Cross flow testing 
System efficiency 
System efficiency 
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In this chapter the performance of the Zenon pilot 
plant is described. in section 9.2 the system m- 
figuration and design data are given. In section 9.3 
and 9.4 respectively the biologica1 and membrane 
performance. are presented. Fmlly in section 9.5 
the conclusiws are summmiscd. 
The pilot was in operation since week 12 of the 
year 2000 and shown on the photograph in Figure 
74. in Table 23 the main actinties are summdsed 
and divided for the three phases. 

Flgore 74 - F'Mogmpb Zuum pUot plint 

week41 I manul and c h m i d  recoven cleanine 
weck 48-49 I optimidon tilot ulant confirnration and ol#ation, chanical ncowry clcanina 

week02-19 zw5OOs I  mal flow, optimisation maintarace cleaning 
wek I 1  I nnv m a n k  ieciion (ZW5ûOe) in &on 

weck 50-02 

pbase 3 
optimisation of the mdintaiance clc~y~ing DIOC6dure 
n w  lnllnmt witb s l m t i H i i ~ c  preelpiutiai 
IlfllIOl - l l/0510l wtd<W2001 - 19/2001 

. . -. I wed: 46: one ofthe 3 modules has bem m l 4  I 

w& 12-19 ~ ~ 5 0 0 0  

pbse  4 

The umfiguration and design of the Zenon pilot are presented in Table 24. The umfiguration 
and some process settings were changed dwing the research period. The main changes con- 
cerned the re-circulation flow from the membrane section M to the aemtion tank, as shown in 
Table 24. This re-circulation was switched from N1 to N2 in week 28 to reduce the oxygen re- 
circulation to N1 to favour de-nitnfication in this mmpariment. For the aeration of tb activated 
sludge in N1 and N2 only one compressor was installed. The amtion in N1 could be shut down 
by the aeration control, which was based on the oxygen measurement in N2. Thc m m  bubble 
aeration in the membrane section was at a fixed constant level, but cycled over two of the four 
installed modules at al1 time. 

constant end ncak flow, optimisation msintaiancz clcanina 
nw iilncrit WW b l d q l u l  phwpb~nr  1'emoy11 

12/05/01 - 31/12/01 wed< ZOROOI- 52n001 



Lrocess part parameter unit mSOOa m500i 1 msOOc 
<week 11/2001 > mek llL2OOI 

influent pump capacity mlih r 15' 
RWF design tlow mlih 7.6 
desim flow m3/d 38.0 

influentscrren' type sîatic half d m  with brush 
slot size mm 0.75 

aeration tank total volume (and depth) m3 23.6 26.6 
- anoxic volume (D) m3 (m) 4.38 (1.75) 4.38 (1.75) 
- anoxidoxic wmp. (NI) m3 (m) 7.66 (1.75) 7.66 (1.75) 
- oxic wmpartment (N2) m' (m) 7.66 (1.75) 7.66 (l .75) 
-mombrane îank (M,) m3(m) 3.92 (2.80) 3.92 (2.8) 
- membrane tank (K) m3 (m) - 3.0 (2.0) 

aeration biology compressor capacity ~ m ' h  100 
number of &mes - 24 (2 x 12) 

fenie doshg ' type FeCIS04 
fmic content % 12.3 

surface each module 

> 07/12/00 

intmial N2 +NI 

1 .  the in f lmt  miao semen is in opaation sincc 8 Septank2000 

2: the fmic doaing is in opaation sinee 4 Oaok  2000, and until I I May 2001 
3: the re-circulatim flow h m  N2 10 M. is related to tbc influent flow in a ratio 5:l 
4: the re-circulation flow from N2 to M. is related to the i n f l m t  flow in a ratio x: l (adjused during d) 



In week 11 of 2001 a second membmne pilot system was installed. This sextion contained a 
new Zenon module (ZW~OOC), which displayed an optimieed confíguration compared with the 
"old" Zenon ZW500a module. The secomd installation has a surface area of 60 m2 and a capac- 
ity of 1.7 - 3.0 m3/h. The new installation is fed with a constant flow from the N2 tank, the 
overflow is rehuned to the N2 tank. 

Proeess conditions 

The main pmess conditions are presented graphically in Figure 75 to Figurc 77. The overall 
process conditions during the phases of the pilot research are presented in Table 25. 

The design flow at dry weather flow conditions amounted to 38 m31d The average iduent flow 
dwing the research period varied strongiy due to excessive rain weather conditions. The aver- 
age flow amounted to 140% of the design flow. The design sludge concentration was 10 kg 
ML SS/^'. Due to technical issues and sludge &-watexhg tests at semi-full d e ,  especidy 
dwing phase 1 variations between 8 and 13 kg M L S S I ~ ~  occurred. 

The process conditions during the research periods diffend signifimtly as shown in Table 25. 
Besides the large influent flow variations also the proccss temperature and the biologica1 
loading changed The ferric dosing ratio during the simultaneou~ precipitation periad was 
relatively low. 

The main biological parametera are presented graphically in Figure 78 to Figure 80. In Table 26 
the average feed and permeate wncentrations are swunarised. 

COD remowl 
The COD-effluent concentration was reiatively low due to the fact that the non-soluble íiaction 
was completely removed by the membme filtration. The low COD effluent concentration in 
phase 2 was due to the dilution effect under rain weather conditions. The average COD nmoval 
of the MER system was > 93% for al1 phases. 





L 
Fipm 711 - COD fssd iod permde coacslitntiom of ibs b o a  pilot plint 

I 
Fignrm 79 - Nihgan  M u d  permate -b.tlon o f i k  Zsaon püot pinot 



Nitrogen removal 
in phase 1 the nitrate wncentration in the permeate was relatively high with an average concen- 
tration above 10 mgíl due to the pre-precipitation process. The COD/N ratio of the feed was 6 
which was relatively low. in phase 2 this ratio increased to 8 and consequently nitrogen re- 
moval impmved. in this respect also the RWF dilution effect must be taken int0 account. 
In phase 3 (February 2001) the sludge concentration mcreased to around 13 kg M L S W ~ ~ .  
Visual inspection showed a white air layer on the top of the aeration tank, indicating a decreas- 
ing solubility of au. This led to a longer period of mneous oxygen measurement and a strong 
reduction of aeration input in the aeration tank. As a consequente the nitrification process was 
temporarily disturbed and the Nkj effluent concentration increased to 9 mg/]. in phase 4 the 
permeate nitmgen wncentration was relatively stable. 

Phosphorus removal 
In phase 1 it was not possible to achieve a phosphoms effluent concentration below 1 mg PWfl 
at a M O  dosing ratio of 1.2. Both the removal eniciency of the primary clarifiers and the 
sludge production wem too low. in phase 2 and 3 the phosphonis effluent concentration was 
considerably below 1 mg PWI/l and coupled to a relatively low dosing ratio. The biologica1 
phosphoms uptake of the sludge was relatively high, which indicates the possibility of en- 
haneed biologica1 phosphonis removal. This was demonstrated in phase 4, in which period w 
chemical dosing occurred anti the phosphoms permeate concentration increased to 1,9 mg 
P d .  Nevertheless, the biologica1 phosphoms uptake in this @od was >4% (weight) on 
average. 

9.3.3 Sludge characteristics 
The main sludge characteristics are presented in Table 27. 
The DSVI was relatively stable at a level of 100 to 120 mug. Both the CST and the Y-flow can 
be related to the sludge concentration. The viscosity of the MBR sludge varied from 5-12 
mPa.s, which was relatively low for the applied sludge concentrations. The sludge viscosity 
seemed to be related to the sludge concentration. At lower sludge concentrations viscosity 
deoreased even further to 2 mPa.s. 

The a-factor with bubble aeration was seen to vary between 0.24 and 0.77 at a sludge concen- 
tration of 5 to 15 kg MLSSI~'. The lowest value was measured duruig the low  tempera^ 
tests and was presumably due to the reduced feed loading at that time. The average a-&ton 
range at 10.5 kg ML SS/^^ was between 0.4 and 0.6. With a surface aerator higher values wem 
achieved in phase 1 and 2. in phase 3 the values measured with a surface aerator were 10% 
lower than measured with bubble aeration. 



The average settling velocity at the beginning of the gravity thickening test amounted to 3 - 6 
c a  dependent on the sludge wncentration. The maximum concentration afia 24 hom was 
lower than 3%, indicating that gravity thickening was not efficient. The maximum sludge 
concentration with mechanica1 thickening amounted to 6 to 8%. 

t 

ohase 1 I ohase2 1 ohase3 I ohare 4 

During the nrst p a  of the research the floc 

Sludm characterisrifs 
DSVI m b  110 
CST S 90 
Y-fl0w 8 370 
Vueosiry 
Wscosity value mPa.s 8.2 
sbear ratc 11s 120 
@factor 
surface aeration - 0.5 1 
bubble mtion - 0.41 
GrmOM@ lirickening 

scnling velocity Cmm 4.3 
maxmium 0011~~ulration % 2.3 
Mechanicai thickeninx 

MLSSat3900rpm/10min % 6.9 
MLSSat 1000rwi/3mia % 2.8 

stnichile of the -Zenon pilot sludge changed 
dramatically in time, from medium s i d  flocs 
with a compact stmcture to a very smal1 floc 
with an open stnicture. iater in the research 
the floc became less open and more compact 
again. Figure 81 shows a micmscopic vi& of 
the Zenon MBR sludge. 

M g  the start-up of the pilot plant a few 

120 
100 
690 

9.1 
140 

0.48 
0.34 

3.6 
2.7 

7.5 
2.1 

ñlamentous organisms were-pre&, but their 
number dropped near the end of phase 2. 1 
Since the summa of 2000 mono cultures were found, often larger than the sludge flocs. Mostly 
some crawling ciliates (Aspidisca) and free swimmhg ciliates (Euplotus) were observed. Th& 
occurrence indicated a wel1 aerated systcm with minor dishubances. Since the end of phase 2 
no scale amoebas were observed. 

110 
70 
na. 

8.7 
130 

0.52 
0.64 

4.3 
2.4 

7.9 
3.4 

100 
50 
120 

7.6 
110 

aa. 
na 

na 
aa. 

aa. 
na 



9.4 Membraoe performance ZWSOOa 

The results of the whole research period are p r m t e d  graphically in the fold out page and 
further explanation is given in the text. The data presented 5 damped to aid readability and 
conclusions are made regarding the membrane performance and the relevant operating and 
design criteria. I 

It was expected that the maximum achievable flux would be 41.3 l/(m2.h) net fora pefiod of 3 
days continuous. The cleaning was estimated at twice per year and the cleaning mode was set 
acwrding to Zenon's specifications of a NaOC1 solution followed by a citric acid solution in an I 

intensive cleaning procedure. The potential of mauitenance cleaning was also suggested, but 
not incorporated in the beginning. 
Back flush was used between process modes and no other recovery stepdmodes were 
anticipated. 
Periodically the Zenon membranes were back-flushed witb pemeate as a form of in-situ 
cleaning. During the research period the ratio betwccn n a  and gross flux ranged between 83 to 
85%. 

9.4.1 Phase I - Prinuuy ~eflled wastewater and pre-pracipitation 
Start up and definitions 
To aohieve a stable biologica1 start up the system was m at the 24 hour average daily flow rate 
of 40 m3/day. ï ñ e  membranes however, could not mn at a flow of leas than 3,250 Vh due to the 
uisialled size of the pemeate pump. The laffer situation afforded an iinenninent mernbrane 
permestion pattem based on the bioreactor level variation with only 61% operability of the 
membranes and consequently a re lar relaxation. Related to the average daily flow rate an P effective working net flux of 9 V(m .h) was calculated. 

The graphical fold out displays the gross flux, but dwing these continuous flow repimes the red 
line of gross flux acnially represmts the constsnt running of the pemeate pump at 3,250 Vh 
with the relaxation time incorporated, hence net flux. Al1 gross flux data presented up to a flux 
of 17.7 l/[mZ.h) -, i.e. 3,250 Yh: 184 mSis actually co sated for the automatic relaxation "4". periods. Al1 gross flux data presented above 17.7 V(m .h) IS the actual g ras  flux as tb 
peimeate pump thereafter NIIS continwusly without the. spmdic intemptions of the relaxation 
modes. The laffer procedure occurred automatically. 

FaiInre air distribution system 
The air distribution system of the membrane aeraíion failed 3 times d u h g  phase 1. in noma1 
operation the blower aerated the hvo sets of modules evey 10 seconds by an intennitîent 
aenition control. During these technica1 failures (sec G& - AF) two of the modules wcre 
aerated wntinwusly and the othex two modules wen not aerated at all, permeation however, 
continued. 
The fust failure occurred on 1&/04/00 for less Iban one &y. The hydraulic capacity of the 
membrane filtration system was wnstant (1,667 Vh) and therefore a relatively low nel 
permestion rate. As a-result of this failure the permeability dropped. After nmedying the 
~roblem the system recovered quickly, without chemical cleaning. 
Ön 26/05/00 ihe mond failure~oceurred, this time for the whole weekend. During this period it 
also rained wntinwusly, therefore the hydraulii loding of the membranes was high. As a 
result, the permeability of the membranes deerea8e.d rapidty to 100 v(m2.h.bar). After repairing 
the aeration device the penneability recovered quickly under normal opemting conditions to 
about 260 V(mz.h.bar). The pertneabitity of each set of two modules was separately measured, 
the continuously aerated modules were at 324 l/(m2.h.bar) (clean) and the non aerated modules 
werc at 134 v(m2.h.bar) (die) .  The non aerated modules were therefore considerably fouled 



ûn 15/06/00 the two non-aerated modules were cleancd in three steps. Fustly some residue 
sludge was washed off, then the modules were chemical flushed with chlorine (1,000 mgl, by 
gavity only) and finally the modules were chemical washed with hydrochloric-acid. After this 
cleaning procedure the permeability of the membranes was inoreased to a b t  300 l/(mz.h.bar). 
Fmm 16/06/00 to 19/06/00, the Same aeration device faiiure occurred fot the third time. nie  
effect of the failure was less extreme due to the relativc low hydraulic loading during this 
weekend. The pemeability of the membranes d d  h m  300 to about 200-220 l/(mZ.h.bar) 
but recovered to 260 ll(rn2.h.bar) after the repair was made. 

On 21/06/00 al1 the modules were cleaned in-situ (i biomass) in two steps, an extended back- 
pulse with chlonne (250 m g ,  30 minutes) and an extendcd back-pulse with hydrochloricacid 
(10% pH2.5 for 30 secouds). Due to a power breakdown dwing cleaning, the sludge in the 
membrane filtration system remained at a pH of 5.5 for about 4 hours. AAer this manual 
extended back-pulse the pameability of the total membrane system incicased to about 300 
l/(m2.h.bar). 
To avoid the p ib i l i t y  of further mation device fauures the air distnbution was replaced with 
a more heavy duty device. The lattcr air failures pointcd out a serieus risk involved 6 t h  
submerged membmes. The Theon of the modules is essential and must be treated with 
utmost m in designhg a Ml acalc instaliation. The modules must never be permeatcd or 
oprratedinthetotalabsnieeofaerstioa 

Peak Flux Tedng 
Peak flux testing was d e d  out to establish the maximum operating flux unda the Dutoh 
Operathg Regime (up to 5:1 peaks). Thc ob jdve  was to nui the membranes at a high and 
contuiuous flux for a period of 3 to 4 days, then observe the recovery of the pemieabuity. 
M g  the peak test the influent pump was set to a constant flow of 1,667 üh, resulting in the 
Same biological loadiag as dwing the start up of the rarearch piogram. The pemieate was re- 
circulated back to the bioreactor to artificially inrrease the hydrauiic loadhg of the membranes 
but as not to overload the biological systcm. To simulate the peak hydraulic l&, a permeete 
re-cimilation pump with a capacity of 6,000 Vh was installed in the C P  tank of the pilot, this 
flow was contro11ed to balenCe the total hydraulic loadiag fed to the pilot. The total hy&auiic 
loading was 7,667 lih, which oorresponded with a net flux of 41.7 l/(mz.h) and a gross flux of 
50 I/(mz.h). In Figure 82 the results are gaphically presentcd 

ûnTh~y23/06100,thefirsttnalpeaktestwasstarted.Itwasplanncdtodoan8hourpeek 
test AAer 8 h m  the pressure and permeability wem relatively stable, and it was decided to 
incrrassthedurationofthepeaktest. AAer24hoursthepeaktestwasautomaucally intenupted 
due to a low level indication in the CIP tank. The peak of 41.7 l/(m2.h) net was nat conthwusly 
maintained due to the C P  tank trip, but it could be seai that the pemeabiiity recovercd to its 
original level of 300 l/(mz.h.bar) after relaxing for a period of 12 hom. 

For a fuaher period of 104 hom the peak test was allowed to continue with the result that the 
permeabiity dropped 60m 350 to 240 I/(mz.bbar). Thereafter the system was set d i d y  to 
pqmtionai flow (Dm, the absence of flow peaks in this period allowed the pemeabiiity to 
recovex back t0 300 l/(mZ.h.bar) and remaincd stablc. ït should be noud that the peak test was 
canied out at an average prmms tanpaahue of 22S°C. The oxygen concentration in the re- 
cimilatcd permeate was about 5 mg Ofl  dwing the peak test trial resulthg in a deterioration of 
the nitrogen removal proces. 





The iaat period of phase 1 leadii into phase 2 saw huge amounts of min£all a dscrccue in 
average proicss t4mperanire and a stepwise rapid deatase in membrane penneability. No 
recovery was possible befom the next peak RWF attacked. Tb membraaw suggested 
liimitatio115 t0 succussive pe& fluxes. 

9.4.2 Phase 2 - Primmy senled wastewater ond siml(IImre0wprecipitotion 
The chemi i  dosmg to the pilot plant war cbanged from pn-pipitstion to simuItaneoua 
pipitation on 4 Octobsr 2000. The performance of the mnnbrane system for that period is 
pnsait#i m Pigure 84. 



During the period 18/08/00 to 03/12/00 the system received numerous RWF pcaks where the 
membrane system was forced to run at its maximum design flux, the average temperature for 
this period was also low at 12OC. but ranged from 20 to 10°C. It was seen that the penneability 
reacted in a step wise manner which, if not given enough time to recover, continued in a steady 
downwards trend, eventually tripping the system out on the maximum allowable TMP. 

The system was also cleaned for the second time using the intensive cleaning procedure, apin 
the module was sludged and the cleaning procdure appeared once again to be relatively 
ineffective at restoring the original penneability. This time a penneability of only 210 
l/(m2.h.bar) was achieved. 

It was wncluded that the Zenon membrane system had dificulties in handling peak fluxes if 
not allowed to sufficiently recover. After a peak flux, followed by yet more peak fluxes, the 
permeability decreased without recovery, as a result the permeability decrease in time was 
relatively rapid. This was probably due to the system configuration, which caused sludging of 
the modules. The configuration of the membrane section was therefore optimised and modified 
in the fint week of December 2000. The adjustments to the system refemd to the introduction 
of a maintenance cleaning and technica1 changes to improve hydraulic patterns and reducing 
sludge concentration in the membrane tank. In this penod both recovery (Intensive Clean) and 
maintenance cleanings were executed. The results of these cleaning procedures are described in 
this section. 

Intensive and maintenme cleaning 
On 5 December 2000 a regular major chemical cleaning was executed with NaOCI and citric 
acid. As a result the permeabiliíy increased from around 150 to 320-350 l/(m2.h.bar), a level 
which was expected for Zenon membranes. The maintenance clean was required at an interval 
of lx per week. The procedure was c h e d  out in air, b a d  on previous noneffective in-situ 
results. This air cleaning was easy to perfonn and less chemical was wasted int0 the biomass. 
The fust MC was carried out with only NaOCI and the second MC only with citric acid. The 
independent use of the chemicals in the MC procedure had little to no effect. The 3rd and al1 
subsequent MC procedures were carried out with a combination of both chemicals and seem to 
be effective. The effect of the maintenance cleaning is presented below in Figure 85. 

I 
p r e  85 - Permcibility uid fiux durin# tbe m8intanaace clcuinp procedures 



During the Ciuistmas m o d  of 2000, snow melted causing huge R W  peaks for a 12 &y 
period at 12 to 10°C, the membranes in combination with the MC produre treated the peaks 
with no problem with a full recovq in permeabiiity in the subsequent 15 days of cold DW. 
The maximum peak flux seea was 46 I/(m2.h) p s .  

Phase 3 - Ruw Infuent and simulîaneous precipitation 
The system f& was changed as of 10/01/2001 and fully operational on 11/01/2001. The design 
maximum flux was adjusted to 35 I/(mz.h) nct as suggeeted by Zenon. AAer a problematic swap 
over to raw feed caused by the huge amounts of screeninge b e i  produccd aad feed filter 
screenings collection capacity. 'iñe pilot was set back to proportional flow afta a 7 &y period 
ai 1,667 ML 
Dwing the beginning of Febnuuy 2001 The Netherlands was blankete. in snow which rapidly 
melted. This melt water caused a very low waste water temperature of 7OC and associated gross 
fluxes of 35 Y(m2.h). The membrane, which was receiving maintenaacc cleaning every week, 
was absolutely clean ai a permeabiity of 280 Y(mz.h.bar) at 12OC. The combination of high 
flux and low temperatun caused an extreme decline in process permeability, eventually causing 
the membrane system to almost hip out on high TMP. The peak was caught in time and the 
maximum flux adjustcd to 30 I/(m2.h) net which cauned the permeabiliy to stabiiise mund 100 
Y(m2.hbar). The maximum p.ak flux was further optimised to 32 Y(m .h) net at 7OC. Once the 
peak subside. the MC procedures recovered the permeability back to the original 280 
l/(m2.h.bar) at 12T. 

Phase 4 -Ruw Influent with biologicd phosphoncs removal 
The system was allowed to run undcr normal pioportional flow conditions for the rcmaining 
w o d  of thc snidy, this was in order to ascertain the most optimum MC procedure and get an 
insight int0 the life expedancy of the module. In May 2001 the iron h i n g  was m a a d  the 
biological system aliowed to perfm without chemical p h o s p h s  -val. The latter yielded 
a surprisingiy high level of P removal under biological conditions, where the DN ume was 
probably operating as a partially anaerobic zone (nitrate and DO concentrations were low in the 
cimilation stream). The absence of iron salts had no affect on the perfom1~11ce of the 
membranes. 

In W b e r  2001 the MC for the ZW5OOa modules was changed, dec t ing  the general trend in 
chemical use and the EOX discharge requirements set in 0 t h  European c o d e s .  The 
performance of the membrane suggested no detrimental effect regarding altmiative chemicai 
usage. In Eebruary 2002 the ZWS00a module was cleaned with an Intensive proccdun 
a c d i g  to the standard supplia procedure for cleaning. The permeabiiity was sem to return 
to the originai pro- permeabiiity as at the beginuing of the pilot trial. The life expedancy of 
the module wuld not be assessed within the duration of the research. 

Erom on November 2001 the DS in the circulation to the membrane m e  was measured using 
on-line instrumentation - Modífïed Turbidity measurement fiom E&H. The return sludge from 
the membrane unie was als0 mcasund The data proved to be reliabic to thc extent that the 
siuplus sludge pump could be directly coupled to the bioreactor sludge DS measwemmt. This 
was positive regarding the @d build up of solids in the relatively smal1 MBR volume. 



9.4.5 ûeneral Points 

Mode@equency d eflciency 
Despite the changing of the Back-flwh frequency dwing phase 2 no positive effffits can be 
wncluded h m  the data coliected. This area of potential optimisation must be addressed 
further. Cumtly the system is optimised for a recovcy of 84% and there are no arguments to 
suggest that this wuld not be further increased to 9û% with m f u l  process optimisation. 

Temperatwe Efat d Penneability 
As mentioned elsewhere the permeability has not been wmcted for temperature back to a 
standard referencc temperature. Figure 86 depicts the difference between actual measured 
permeability and temp&ture co& permeability fora referente temperature of IS°C. 

The corrected permeability to 15% (the average wastewater temperature at Beverwijk) show- 
no major deviiion from the acnial measwed value b a d  permeability at the process 
temperstun. The above, in combination with the relatbely low measured viseosity of the 
biomass, suggests that the viscosity effect of water hap little to do with the decreases in 
permeability at lower temperatures. This leads to a diffemit methodology for permeabiiii 
dec- in a Zenon MBR The cumes suggest a rapid transition over to cake filtration at 
increasing flux rates. The back-flushing of the module goes some way in fe-establishimg the 
wat61 iayer on the membrane but the MC procedure remvers the membrane surface for a bener 
more stable water layer, ready for filtration. 

The biologica1 performance of the Zenon pilot system was in ~ccordancc with the theoretica1 
design calculations. The COD removal was wnstant at high levels, nitrogen removal was ss I 
expected, except for phase 3, which was explicabte to oxygm input problems. Simultaneous 
phosphonis removal gave better effluent quality then pre-precipitation, even at vmy low f& 
dosing ratios. It was a highly probable that biological P - m v a l  occurred. 



The sludge concenhation in the aeration tank was kept at a caicentration of 10-11 kg 
MLSSI~', to avoid problems in the membrane zone and optimisation of the enagy 
consumplion due to an optimal a-$ctor. This factor was as expeckd from literature. 

A peak flux of 41.3 l/(m2.h) net was achieved for the required opcrating period of more than 3 
daya caitinuous (104 hours pmven). 
At reduced temperahue, 10°C, the peak flux of 41.3 l/(mz.h) net was achieved for 17 hours 
More the maximum specified TMP was reached. At lower temperahues of S to 10°C the 
maximum design flux should be lowered to a more opcrable 30 to 32 l/(mz.h) net. 
Use of the routine MC procedure in combination with hetter fltration tank hydro-dynamics has 
Whially eliminated the kwwn sludging problem of the ZWSOOa module. 

The expect.d intensive cleaning of the module twice per year was proven to be pessimistic. The 
use of the routine maintenance clean in air suggested that the intensive cleaning procedure was 
nducedto lxperyearatworst. 

During the wurse of the MBR research prognimme at Beverwijk W W  it came to light that 
Zenon would discontimie the produc(ion of the ZWS00a module in hvow of the new ZWSOOc 
module or "octopus". AU fuii scale municipal systams after January 2001 would be 6tted with 
tbc ZW5Wc module - this module however, was not tested for the full soak MBR installation 
anticipated for Beverwijk. 

Zenon claimed: 
0 The new module displayed negligible sludging as compared to the ZWSOOa module 

The module was mamifacaircd using machines able to aupply a hetter quality, the 
membrane remaincd unchanged (suppmted fibre). 
Air w o n  through the 6bres was increased, thw reducing concentnition pockets 
whilstalsodecreasingthetotalairrequirnnent 

0 The fibre packing density was increaaed, remicing fwtprint of installed modules for a 
given membrane area. 

The constniction and operation of the module was discussed and a new pilot was placcd 
alongside the existing ZWSOOa pilot. The pilot took sludge from the biology and returnad thia 
sludge via an OV* back to the biology. al1 permeate produced was retumed to the biology, 
thus cnating an off-line testing facility irrespective of the proportion flow of the ZWSOOa pilot. 
The foliowing objectives were defined: 
1. The new module would be tested at various sludge recimilation rates to iaCrcaSc the 

possibility of sludging, combined with pak flux testing. 
2, The module would be ran with al1 optimisations h m  the ZWSOOa module, including: 

air-cycling, back-flushing and routine maintenance cleaning. (NB the ZWSWc module 
has d y  one permate header as compand to two headers on the ZWS00a module). The 
ZWSOOa module would also be optimiscd as not to sludge. 

3. ifitem 1 was successful the module would he tested for peak flux. 
4. if item 3 was satisfactory, the chemical wnsumption of the module dwing MC proca 

duns would be optimised. 

Overail the objectives were to ascertain the utmost limits of the new module in a short time 
frame. The objectives were tested in a period of 4 months, until the end of the main stmm 
research programme. The results are displayed in Figure 87. 



During duly items 1 through 3 the MC procedure nmainad unchanged mutine. No periplumi 
pnrameters were adjwted on the module, e.g. efficiency, p m s  time, back-flush time, air flow. 
etc. One major differente between the ZWSOOc and ZWSOOa is the base l i  clean prooess 
permeabifity. Due to the single permuite header of the ZW500c module the permcate transpori 
system generates a smal1 additionai pressme drop in comparison to the two headed ZWSOOa 
module. ï ñ e  differencc amounts to a lower clean proceas penneability in the ZWSOOc module 
of 50 ~[m'.hbar) a d  ranges üom 225 to 270 V(m .kbar), wherem the ZWSOOa module ranges 
from 280 to 325 V(m2.h.bar). 

S@ Item l - studging 
A h r  a bedding-in period of two weeks at a constant flux of 25 V(m2.h) net and a sludge c h -  
lation ratio of 41 (bascd on net pmneate flow) the sludging test commenced. Aq 8 hour 35 
J/(mz.h) net peak was set each day followed by a constant flux night-time operation at 20 
y(m2.h) net to faciitate recovery. At al1 times the cirnilation ratio was fued according t0 the 
q u i d  weekiy ratio. Figue 87 displays 5 distind sludgdpameate ratios. The ratio of 4: 1 was 
testad fitat as this was the design basis for Zenon municipal MBR's. This was followed by 3 1 .  
2.91 and 2:1, before being retumed to 4 1 .  

The. ratios, 4:1,3:1, and 2 3 1  yieided no sludging deviation in the pcmieabílity curve and the 
trend foliowed the tempture  profíle. At these ratios the peaks and recovery peri& wcre 
easiiy procesd The older ZWSOOa module e x p s e d  an onset of sludging at ratios of Icss 
than 3.5: 1. The tinal ratio of 2: 1 suggested tbat the module was beginning to foul with a minor 
loss of pmcesa pmnesbility that did not foilow the temperature profile, but displayed 
charaeteristics of cake futration. îñe return to a ratio of 4 1 ,  accornpanied by the routine MC 
prooedm reîumed the membrane t0 its original pmneabüity. 

The module was subsequentiy removed h m  the filmtion tank and inspected - negligible 
sludge build up was seen. It appeared that sludge had been buildiig up but was dislodged by the 
air and moveable bottom header. Considerable amounts of sludge had fallen out of the module 
in the 5 week test and had scttled on the bottom of the tank This sludge most definitely origi- 
nated from the membrane áue to the fibre impressions in most of the sludge debris. 



It was concluded that the ZW5ûûc module was a significant improvement on the Z\KSOOa 
module ngarding sludging. The ZWSOOc module, under the opcrating emironment tceted did 
not sludge up, but muisportcd the sludging gemraki to the bottom of the tank The  latte^ 
implied that at hl1 scale a sludge removal systcm should be built under the mem-. The 
phsnomena of sludging and sludge deposition h m  the module gave rise to how muc4 and how 
fast. These items would be addressed in the following research programme, but until nich tune, 
The ZWSOOc module should not be operated at ratios of less than 2.5:l. 

Shtdy item 2 - optima'sarion 
The oprrability of the ZW5Oûc module proved to be exactly the same as its pdemwr.  The 
single pemieate header yielded no apparent disadvantage Mi the beginniag despite the o m  in 
baeciine prooess pesmeubility. Due to the W i t y  to sludgeq more membrane surface area 
was available for nItnition, thus reducing the shap dacrrnse in pemeability at the onset of 
peak fluxes. 

Since the incorporation of the routine MC procedure on the ZWSOOa pilot the membrane had 
not sludged and wil1 be left running to ascertain the long tam effect of MC opaation. The 
ZWSOOc module was als0 nui with weckly MC procedures. 

Serdy item 3 -@k testing 
The objective here was to Lcep the sludge cimilation ratio constant at thc design basis of 4:l 
and stcadily increase the net flux extracted. B a d  on thc success of the comecuüve peak tests 
of 8 h m  per day over one wak, the flux would be increased for the foUowing week by 5 
l/(mz.h). As in study item 1 the 8 hour daily peak was followed by a rccowy step at U) 
v(m2.h). The test was started with a net flux of 40 l/(m2.h) and ieoreased through 45,50,55 and 
60 v(m2.h) net At this stage the peak flux could n0 longer be inCrraeed due the permtate pump 
capaciîy. In geneml the 8 hour peak fluxes saw the typical step decune in permeability but 
always recowed to the originai permeability aftCr the racovery period. As in study item 1 the 
permeab'ity trend followed the temperature profileII as ahown in ngUn 84. 

The 8 hour peak flux tcsting was followed by a week of i ccov9  at 20 l/(mz/h) and ncovery 
was sten. This was immediately followed by a Conunuoua peak test at 60 l/(m2.h) net fa as 
long as possible. The system continucd for 9 days, including two MC prooeduns (mubiie) 
clearly seen in the pcrmeability profilc. The membrane never reached its maximum trans- 
membrane pressure but the back-flush piesnue reached its maximum safaty pnssun, noting 
that the back-flush flow was 125% of the penncate flow. The membme was inepectcd aftCr the 
contiauous peak flux and the Same phenomena of sludge deposition was seen uada the module 
the module iteelf had leas sludge entrainment as eomparcd to study item 1, suggesting that 
sludge cireulation was more critical regardkg sludpjng than higher fluxes. 

The d u 1 e  was allowed to mmver for two week and the recovery was substantial, each 
SUCCCSB~W MC procedure retumed more penneab'ity. 

Study Item 4 -MC ehemical optimisation 
The membrane was set at 35 l/(m2.h) net continuous psmitata extfaction and a sludge 
ckdationratcof4:l. TheidcawastoslowlyremioetheNaOCIMCstepfrom6to 1 thus 
reducingthechemicalusageinstcpsof 17%.~citricacidstepwasalsoreductdintimefimm 
6 t0 2 steps, thw redwing the cibic acid conslllllption by 66%. The opsimised cleaning was set 
at 4 N a 1  steps followed by 2 citric acid steps. The latter was maintained for the rest of the 
study. Pigure 88 displays the remaindcr of the ZWSûûc membrane performance, 



Bwring in miad that the net flux was oontinuowly high, it was expected that the pnmeability 
would declhe at aa incrcaped rate. At opcnting tsmpeniturai of 20°C and h e  the high flux 
had Uttie effect on tb pameaòidity dacline, As the pnrcess tempenmire decrad the 
permeabiity became difficult to recstablish with the weekly MC procedure. Evenîually it was 
~ncluded that the -bram was fouling acoording to pore fouling, bh-fouiíng or staling, 
rather than the typical cake-fo1111l1ti00, and the MC pmccdun; had W e  to m effect on the 
recovery. of tlre thrae ZWSOOc elements was rcmoved and rehuned to Zcnoni Canada 
whan it would be investigated thoroughly. A A elemenî was set in its place. The single clean 
element and h e  remainiig two 'dirty' elemeote cwtinued to foul rapidly (most wo* being 
Qne by t b  new elemenQ, and accelmited due t0 thc lowa opaating temparmins associated 
with the winter paiod. Within 6 we& the ZWSODc wan fouling at such a rate that an Intensivc 
Cleuning protedure was newssrvy. 2enonas rewaroh on the removed element j'ielded an 
intens& oleaaing procadure that should recova the mcmbUane completely. This was camcd 
ont intlmpiiot inweek20f 2002. Thecieaningproiedure~ of limitadsuccess d t h c  
Eembranail w m  itcovereû t0 only 82% of the kginal pnictss penneability. Tb paiad afbr 
the IC pmcedwe saw cold prweas tmnpaahves w h  the MC pmcadun did little t@ help the 
pemeabíiity deciine, the d e o h  remained rapid. 

The above ohenomena could not be related to the manbrane mataial itself or the pn>ccss 
conditiona i&nd the module, as the ZW5ûûa module cxpaienoed none of the permeability 
declines of the ZW50Bc. Undcr oold pmmdng oonditions the ZW5ûûa modules were 
ncovaing with a simple MC prooodure and at no stage pui the processing of water at risk The 
ZWSOOc module perfamiaecc in comparison to ths 23'51% module was less reliable, but the 
water processing was als0 never at risk. 



Despite the claims of the supplier reganüng the single header pennente extraction on the 
ZW5ûûc module, the resuits express a clear detrimental p e r f m  of the ZW5ûûc module in 
direct relation to the double beaded ZW5ûûa module (more m at lowcr pn>cessing 
temperatures). The latter is not expnssed in flux perfomiancc but more in temis of 
recoverability and proces8 reliability. It must be etnssed tbat the 2N5ûûc module was pushcd 
exîremely hard reganüng flux rate, but this would only act to increase the onsd of fouling that 
the module would have experienced over a much longa @od of time at a h e r  flux. The 
ZW5ûûc module nquires íiuther investigation and optimisation befon it achievw an 
equivalent status of the ZW5OOa module. 

The ZWSûûc module as a concept is a good idea Regafding sludging and peak flux it out 
perfomis it pmb~8&01. However, the two header coniïguration for pcnneate extracüon may 
have been better suited for reliable proces8 operathm on the longer tena 

Tbe ZW5ûûc showed negligible sludging within the module itself but taidcd to deposit the 
sludge blocb under the module. The sludging @eet is still present but is shiM to a simpie 
mechanical mmval of the sludge at the bottom of the tanL. The sludge build q and deposition 
rate must still be ddined. Sludge cimilaton ration of grretg than 2.91 (based on net pemicate 
flow) would be amiisable. 

The maximum short tam peak flux was not established due to limitatim of the pilot, however 
an 8 hour peak flux of 60 l/(m2.h) net was wiceessfulty achieved. The latter raisai qucstions 
reeerdingthemaximumdeeignfluxforthehitohsituaxion,thiswillbsestablieh6d 

A maximum contuiuous flux of 60 v(m2.h) net was achievcd for 9 days before the pilot iimited 
furtlaa progression. The latter raid questions mgarding design flmes for c o n t U i ~ ~ ~ ~  flow 
installations or nxed flow comparimentalised municipal systeme. 

Chemical rcduction in the MC in air proCedun reganüng NaOCI COflWllption yielded porcible 
remictions of q t0 50%. 

The ZW5ûûc module apptared more temperahire nensitive than the ZWSûûa module. The 
ZWSOOc as a result of lowcr operathg tempmihues wan more d i f i d t  to recover with MC 
pcdu ras  end only achiemi 82% of it's original penneability after an inteneive c l d g  
produre. The permeability decrraaed rapidly under mld processing conditiona whmas the 
ZW5ûûa module wuid bc ~ccovereai. 

The ZWOOc module displayad many improvemcnts over Ihe ZW500a module mgarding pak 
fluxw andthe lackof shidging. Howeva, thereduetioninpameateheadasfromtwotoone 
may have adveraely effectcd the penneation charactmstic of this module c d ~ t i o n .  Scnow 
thought must be put into the concept of a ZW5ûûc module with two pameata headera in & 
t0 gain the advantages of both module typcp. 



ZENON 

PF 
con 
PT 
CT 
RB1 
RB2 
RB3 
a 
AF 
MC 
MC1 
MC2 
IC 
ICx 
F141 
Fx35 
h30 

Transition to Proportional flow (direct signa STP Beverwijk) 
Transition to Constant flow 
Peak Flux test period at suppliem maximum flux specification 
Artificiaily induced Coid Test using 22 kW cooler. 
Rebuild 1, filbtion m e  modificatiens for inqnoved mixing 
Feed pumps set to raw influent and fced filtcr set up modified 
Screenings collection and filter position improved 
Alarm, system tnpped automatically &e to circumstances 
Membrane module Aeration system failure 
Standard Maintenance Cleaning Procedure according to ZENON specification 
Maintetiance Cleaning Procedure with NaOCI only 
Maintenance Cleaning Procedure with aiîric acid only 
ïntensive Cleaning Procedure according to ZENON specification 
ïntensive Cleaning Procedure incomctly executed 
Standard maximum net Flux phase 1 and 2 
Standard maximum net Flux phase 3 and 4 
Maximum net Flux set point dwing extmne temperature conditions 



Zenon 





The micro-screens differ in working (filtration) principle and filter rnesh; a ribrating screen. 
(0.75 mm), a cylindricril screcn with rotating bmh (0.75 mm), an internally fed dnunfikter 
(0.50 mm) and an in ted ly  fed mtary wedgewire scnen (0.25 and 1.0 mm). The choise of 
t h a  mi(ro-screens was based on a short litemiure survey a d  limited by the pctical applica- 
bility and wsts. 

The airn of the side study was to investigate the performance of different iypes of micro-screem 
(including maintenanee and cleaning requirements) and to quantify the removal efficiency on 
the relevant parameters. 

The micro-8~~~ens have been testcd in phase 2 and 3 of the research. 

The systems show significant differem wmmming íhe solíds production, the SS and COD 
removal and îhe maintenance requirements. Thc most interesthg results for phase 3 (raW 
wastewater) are pre%ented in Table 28. 

The drum filter retained tbe highest amount of h t s  and solids, and produced the highest Imiount 
of smaiings. The drum fdter was the only one which was discontinuously cleaned (rinssd), 
nd t ing  in a sludge layer on the filter surface aûd cnisequenty an artificially ob* finn 
filter medium (precoat). Strikhg is that in wntrcist t0 the ether screens no hair was found in 
the dnun filter screenings. 

The SS removal efficiency of the continuously c l 4  systems is 3040% in generai, which U 
nlatively high. The application of a micro screen will influeace &e biologica1 perfomisncc of 
the system as the surplus sludge. production will dccrease and the sludge composition will 
change. The COD removal efficiency for a wntinuoudly cleaned micntscreen arnouuts 10- 
15%. The applícation of a mioroacncn M11 influcncc the denittification potential of íhe MBR 
system. In case of strict efluenî requirements the choice of thc micm screen type and mesh sizc 
should be thmughly considered. 

Some general observatioas were: 
the specific 8ereenings retention for raw arastewater @base 3) was 30-80 times bigger than 
fot pre-sedimentatcd wastewater (phase 2); 

o the use of a 1.0 mm filter mesh for the mtiuy wedgewire screen resulted in a much lower 
screenings production; 

o from visual ob-tions it was wncluded that the d g s  of the continuously cleanod 
screens (al1 exccpt for the drum filter) had a similar composition and contained coarse or- 
ganic material (leaves, seeds) and hairs. 



Al1 scrcau, operated automatically and did not require special attention during d opera- 
tion. Túe mainîenance requkments were different for the four systems. The mtating bnish 
raked screen did not require any maintename at all. 

F m  the observations during the si& study it has bacane clear that in case of raw wastewater 
the use of a micro-screen is ddinitely required. 

MBR tcchnology has s e v d  advantages compsred to traditional activated sludge pnxxsees. 
However, om of the main disadvantages is the nccc58ity to routinely clean the membranes. 
Cleaning of the membranes, irrespective of the procedure uscd has a bock on effect to the 
mcmbrane iifsexpectancy and there af ie^ operational replacement d s .  A d d i t i d y  the 
chemicai usage reqwred for c l d g  puiposes impacts a toxic shock on the biologioal systan, 
as well as a concentrated corrosive shock for the membram material of constniction. 

It was of tantamount importante to unundertale an investigation into the mechanics behind the 
iaembnme operation, the types of fouling that can promote membrane gerfonnance decline, and 
methods t0 clean the membranes in the most opîimal manner, both h an envinmmental and 
eumomicai standpoint. Once investigated an optimised operaîing window d d  be dcîìned for 
all relevant circumstances involved with MBR membrane operation. 

Fouling within MBR systems applicable to the treatmcnt of municipal wastewater is a complex 
phenomenon, mainly due to the problemaîic and variable composition of the raw wastewater 
and thc suspension raquiring îiltration. nie biologica1 suspendon (activatfd sludge) not only 
contains biologioal flocs, f o d  by the conglomeration of minoorganism8 within a floc 
matrix, but a h  a whole range of noluble, insoluble and oolloidal cmpmds ,  e i k  bought in 
by the inûuent to be treated or resulting from bacterial metabolim 

In simple tenns the objective of this side study was to bring the fouling and cleanhg methodol- 
ogy under control witbh denned safe operational parameters. The pilots w u e  already pr0teCt.d 
against the red MBR 'meaibrene killer' - hak, debris and coarse matcrial. As the 'latter had 
baendocumentodonmimennisfull~einstallation.Thisinmind,thepn-traatmenttothc 
installations was als0 studied wuier si& study 1.1t was important to this study item that túe 
most common cause of mcmbrane performance detmoration be categorkally eliminated. Ths 
only fouüng perminad within the MBR contigurations was that related to the biobgical proc«ls 
and the pemieate extraction. This basis was the foundation to developing optimised operathg 
criteria 

Farling Expectations 
Si fouling mechanisms were expccted to ocnir in MBR micro- and uh-filtration applica- 
tions, and were split int0 WO sub-categories of micro-fniling and macro-fouüng. 



Each mechanism was investigaki, practically and historically to understand the basis of foul- 
ing and to envisage potential solutions. 

Faeiors affecing fouling 
The nature and extent of membrane fouling was expectd to be influenced by the following 
factors: 
1. The physicalchemical nature of the membme 

r Hydrophilic characteristics of membrane matmal 
e Surface topography 

Charge of the membrane 
e Poresize 

Swface modification 
2. The physicalchemical natureof the solute 

Sludge and effect of EPS (side study 3) 
e Waterphase 

3. The contiguration of the system and dyuamics 
e Temperature 
e Hydrodynamics 
e Pressure 

The lauex were tested analytically as well as practically on the pilots. 

Fouling in praetiee 
To assess the membranes for the above expected fouling phenomena the membranes were 
subwed to various scanning electron mimseopc tests, including SEM (EDX), Cryro-SEM, 
and CLSM. The samples included, new membranes, dirty membranes and membranes after a 
oleaning procedure and each sample was scanned on the surface and as a cross section. Com- 
parisons were made of the systems and conclusim drawn. 

Controlling influrnces and 1001s 
h practice the most important fouling mechanism seen was cake formation. Other fouling 
mechanisms were of importaam but remained under coatrol via maintenance cleaning or 
p-s optimisation. To control fouhg in MBR aystems the focus must be on thé controS of 
cake formation. Certain factors of inîluence were ddioad with a high priority and tools werc 
found to bring these factors under control. The most important factors associated with cake 
f m t i o n  were: 
- Debris 

Sludge 
Hydrodyuamicdaeration 

- MC 1 IC (Maintenauw and Intensive Cleaning) 
- P-soptimisaition 

Each of these factors was investigated and t h e o w  and numemus links made in order to gain 
control over the onset of cake formation. This was achieved in the fom of process operating 
windows which were clearly defined for each systcm. 

Cleaning 
Commonly a membrane is considered to be clean when a pemieability is obtained of a wmpa- 
rable new membrane. Actually, it may mi be poarible to obtain the initia1 clean water pemic 
ability, as this pemieability usually drops to a ptable value after just a few ms. The importancc 
of resteg the clean water penneability cao be over emphasised, leading to an excessive (non- 



economioal) cleaning lbmy. The most important critab regardhg whethg a cleaning is 
successful or not shouid be that the previous (clean) process penneability is restored (first few 
runs afier installation or previous cleaning). 

Based on the fouling factors identified and isolated in the previous d o n  the membranes were 
subjected to a number of cleaning procedures to ascertain the type and quantity of the f o u l i  
It s h d d  be noted that the effectiveness of a partinilar cleaning procedure directly nlates to the 
fouling occuning during n d  processing. 

As a mle the type of fouhg dctennines the type of cleaning required. 

Types of cleaning 
Two main types of cleaning can be distinguished: chemical cleaning and mechanical cleaning. 

1. Chemical cleaning 
Chemical cleaning is essentially a physicaí-chemical reaction between the cleaning chemical 
and the foulaat. Dwing a chemicai clean the fluid meahanios, temperature and mmtact should 
be wnsidered. 

2. Mechanica1 cleaning 
Mechanical cleaning is a term uscd for the physical removal of suspendcd soli& tiom the 
membrane material. Mwhemcal cleaning is usually based on turbulente and fluid meahanica 
and in extreme cases m a n d  participation. 

- C i i o n ,  based on a shear rate of sludge over membrane 
- Air-flush/aeration, a h  based on a shear rate of an &-water mix 
- Back-flush, a reversal of the fútrate flow 
- Relaxation, shear rak at thc outside of the membrane (by aeration) and no pameate 

promiotion. 

"""""p& out wium the prmm faiiai a major way,.the c imw 
that the membranes wouid be darnagcd is high The piocedun invoives the ranoval of the 
membranes h m  heir normai environment, and with the use of hose pips, brushes, sponges 
etc the membrane surîàce is cleaned. 

Main relations in cleaning 
ït can be c011cludcd that wery type of fouling that occurs d i n  the munbnme can be treated 
with simple chemicais and procedures mder simple hydraulic parameters. Fa& chemical uscd 
can be, if necessary, subetituted for other more specific cleaning chanioals compatible to the 
membrane rcquiring cleanio& e.g. detergente for nmoving oil, fat and gnase. 

In municipl MBR systems mainly bio-fouling, aná cake formation occur. Bio-fouling can be 
treated with an NaOCI cleaning eventually followed by an acid cleaning. Cake formation can be 
treatbd hydraulically. ûptimising the hydrauiic cleanhg was an imporiant aspcct to prevent 
foulhg of memhranes, and was directly reiatcd to the membrane configuration and process 
control. Considering the simplicity of the chcmicaî and hydrauiic pmdum ail fonm of 
fouling for most types of wastewater can be tackled with the Same degrre of success as neen in 
the pilots. 



The ftequency of the IC (Intensiw clean) or MC (Naintenance clean) chemical cleanings are 
much lower than the frequency of the h y w i c  cleaning. The most important aspect is to 
optimise the hydraulic cleaning and usc the IC or MC as-the back up procedure for p- 
integrity. 

OveraU deanimg ind foullng evaluation of MBR Systems 
The most important aspect is the operation of thc MBR to prevent the fonning of a cake on the 
membranes, followed by the m o v a l  of thc cake layer and the cleaníng of the membranes with 
chemicals. 

Operation window of MBR sy~tem 
S m e  basic mles were defined to prevent cake formation on the membranes. These d e s  wem: - use a membrane with a high maintainable pemieability; lower velocitics to the membran~ 

surface prevent cake formation. 
- reduce dead zones in the membrane modulJtank, and avoid a too high packing density o f  

the membranes. 
. selecl responsible operathg fluxes, howcver, dwing pcaks temporary higher fluxes c .  

bc maintained. 
- generate larger sludge flocs to allow a more pcrmeable cake layer on the membrane. 
- install and maintah good biologica1 conditions thus preventhg the fxmation of EPS and 

filamentous organisms. 

If a cake layer is formed some actions can be undcrtaken to remove the cake layer from the 
membnuie. The most important tools to remove the cake laya are: 
- high nirbulencelrecirculation of the fluid in the membrane tank, but the sludge flocs 

must not be macerated or stressed (This will cause a less permeable cake layer on tb 
-1. 

- temporally more air bubbling or intermittent air can b& down the cake layer on îhe 
membnuie. A high aross-flow alongitbrough t b  membranes wil1 also help. 

- where p i b l e ,  a back flwh is effective, but will only help the membrane if the fre- 
~nency is high. In the fust 3 - 4 minufes of a pmcess mode the main part of the cake layef 
is fomied. 

- relaxation of the membranes is very effective to m o v e  the cake layer. Disaavantage i# 
that the membrane system reduces pductivity. 

103 Side stady 3: Energy consumption I a-faetor 

The MBR oaa be build vny compact because high sMgc concentrations can be maintaincd. 
Recent -ch showed that oxygen transfer rate at high sludge concentrations was vcry low. 
This implies that the energy consumption of aeration will be higher in a MBR than a conven. 
tional sy9tcm. 
This side-study was performed to examine the mechanisms which influence the a-factor in a 
aeration system and to formulate the ideal setting fora MBR refenhg to oxygen input. 

The study was split int0 two parts: 
l .  A theoretica1 part containing a literature study and a brainstorm; 
2. A practica1 part containing a microscopie study. spccific measurements on the pilot- 

installations and smal1 experiments. 



î ü e  transfer of oxygen from air into water depencis on the eharactcristics of the transfer laycr, 
air bubble size and man residmce time of the bubble in the water. These last two paramatere 
depend strongiy on the viscosity of the solution to be acratcd. Viscosity it self can be influenccd 
by reactor wnfiguration and mixinglaeration device and by the conccntration and the chanioter- 
istios of the activated sludge. 

Bacteria are ablc to influence the a-factor by the 
way they grow. Under some conditions they 
produce exctesive amounts of extracellular 
polymmo substano«l @PS). This EPS makes 
the sludge voluminw thereby increasing the 
viscosity of the sludgc (sec Figure 90). EPS can 
also have a high content of protcins thcrcby 
malong the sludge hydmphobic. Some EPS is 
loosely attached to the t b c  and thercforc easily 
ex& in the water-pk. Dw to latter diver- 
siîïcation and mimgnie cauees it is difftcult to 
find a common factor rcsponsible for stimulating 
the production of EPS. -ra 9û - EPS d* 

Growth of filamatow bacteria in the sludgc will incrcase the sludgc vohune and thus increas- 
ingtheviscosity. SomcSomefilameBfouirareknowntobehydrophobicandtocxcrcte 
hydrophabo compounds in the water-pbasc thus creating thcir o m  mvinnmient. 
Large mioiobial exciettd int0 the water, soluble microbial prodwts (SMP), wili be 
raairied by the manbraoe of a MBR and not weshod out l i k  in a conventionel system. These 
compounds are then ablc to inhcnce the d o n  charaotcristics or foul the m e m W .  

Ex&mmta wcre perfonned to detamhe if the water-pk caotainod w m p o d  responsible 
for lowcring the a-factor. They showed that thac was n0 accumulation of campoda in the 
weter* rcsponsible for lowcring the a-factor. This ~ h i e t  that the cause of low a-factors 
meanued lap in the sludge -011 and sludge chsractcristics. 
That thwe characteristcs wcre closely link4 to the viscosity was proven by ploning the 
gathacd viswsity and a-factor data wer a period of thne months. A nearly straight relation- 
slip showcd up, whem the a-factor dccread at a incrcasing viscosity. This implies that the 
viacosity of the shidge in a MBR should be kept as low as possible at higher sludge concentra- 
tion. 
S i  there wem n0 significant diffcrcnccs bctwecn the m a n  a-factor of the 4 piiot- 
installation8 d0 ~011~1usions d d  be dram about the optimal sludge cmpositioa Howcver, 
sinoe exccssive growth of filamaitous W a  and EPS produaions wcre not obscrved during 
the test pcriod, it can not be uxcluded that îhcsc growth f m  have a negatiw intlucnce on the 
a-factor. 
The vhcosity assay shows that viscosity is stnmgiy irúïuenced by the mixing eeetgy. This 
implies that the cboice of d d m i x i n g  device aad reactor configuration wili be a vmy 
important aspect in engbering a MûR at higher sludge c011cc11traîions. 

Ons of the main advantages of the MBR system is the "superior" effluent quality that can be 
achicved. Tbis item will be thoroughly investigated in the STOWA project on the MBR piiot 
Maasbommel, which will start at the beginniog of 2ûû2. To Uwtrate: in Figure 91 the dnucnt 
of the Bmrwijk WWTP sccondary clarifier and tb MER pilot plant8 pemicate are shown. 



The goal of the side study was to muisure 
the most important effluent parameters and 
to get a global overview on the expectcd 
efíiuent quality. 

Literature ronronew 
In general d y  COD, BOD, SS and nutrient 
removai in MBR systems are described in 
literature. The mults on nutrient removal 
wem often very g o d  due to the very low 
loading of the systems. The SS penneate 
concentration was usually below detection 
level. 

For a number of (hl1 scale) installations the microbid parameters were measured and pub- 
lished. In general, the removal of total and faecal wlifonns was around log 6, the -val of 
v i m  was varying from log 2-4. An advantage of thin disiiection method is that the micro- 
mganisms are totally removed and not just inactivated with a risk of re-activation. 

Only few publications wen found in which attention was paid to the removai of micro- 
poiluîants. AOX's, medica1 substances, pesticides and endocrine substances (phthalates) were 
measured in both the MBR's permeate and the immenstaad WWTP effluent. The AOX level in 
the MBR pcmieates was equal to t b  conventionai effluent. For al1 the 0 t h  substances signin- 
cant lower concentrations were measured in the haBR peweate. 

Mearurenrents 
The meawrement pmgnunme was defuied in association with the USHN project group and thff 
STOWA steering committee. The sampiiig and analyses have been executed by different 
laboralories. The mwured pammeters are: 

microbiml panimeters: wlony number (22*C), thennotolerant wli-bacteria, bacteriophages; 
heavy metais: As, Cd, Cr, C q  H& Pb, Ni, Zn. 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH'sJ; 
extractable organic halogens (EOX's); 
phthalates. 

Pesticides have not been measured as the mcasuremcnt pe-riod was mainly in winter time, 
period in whicb pesticides are not expected to be tniceable in wastewater. 

The main results from the measurements are: 
thermotolerant coli-bacteria are removeú completely; 
the results on bacteriophages showed relati& &jor variations, in general it can be con. 
cluded tbat the bacteriophage concentration in a MBR pameate was 100 to 1,000 times 
lower than in the WWTP effluent; 
the -val efficiency of the heavy metal wmponcnts depends to what extent the maal is 
attached t0 the sludge; especially Cu, Hg, Pb and Za are mnoved significantly; 
the PAH's are almost completely attached to dudge, which implies that by decresimg the 
effluent SS concentration, the PAH's level can be reduced to nearly complete remod, 
as NaOCl is used for membnuie cleanin& chloríne compounds are introduced in the MBR 
system on a regular basis and, as a consequente, high peak EOX concentrations were mearv~ 

d. 



in a full scale design attention should be paid to the cleaning procedures, to limit the EOX 
increasc in the penneate. 

MBR technology has several advantages compared to traditional activated sludge pmcesses, 
e.g. high effluent qualily, l i t e d  space requirements and modular set up. However, one area of 
wncern where very little wo& has been canied out is that of MBR sludge traitment. Due t0 
higher stress conditions the MBR sludge composition (floc size and stnicture) differs from 
wnventional RWïF"s. The aim of this study was to investigate the trwitmnit characteristics 
and possibilities of the MBR sludge in relation to that of a conventional W W P .  A rcscaroh 
programme was defmed and split int0 three sub-categories: digestion, thickening and d e  
watering. 

l. Digestion 
A batch and semiumiinuou8 test was wned out on the various MBR sludges available from 
the MBR pilots, and compared to the conventional Beverwijk WWV. 
The batch test yielded the maximum gas production of each MBR sludge and appcared similar 
to that produced by the conventional activated sludge. In light of these positive results a serni- 
continuous digestion test was executed on one MBR sludge (Zenon) and compared to a 
iaboratory referenec plant meiving a mixed sludge feed of primary and secondary sludge. 
The acelimatisation of the digester to the MBR sludgc took 2 months and as a result the 
hdings were limited. After a stable p&od was achieved the gas production was at 75% of the 
batch test for a similar 23 &y retenîion. in wmparison to the mixed sludge reactor thc results 
were por with only 35% of the gas produotion achieved. 

2. Thickning 
The MBR sludge was compared for thickening on Wo 
áevices, a belt-thickener and a centrifuge. 
in phase 2 the belt thickener yielded positive results 
but at higher, non eccniomid polymer dosing ratcs. 
The polymer dosing was reduced significantly once the 
MBR fecd waters were set to rawlscreened infiuent in 
phase 3. Here the results were wmparable to that of 
conventional adivated sludge thickening. 
Sludgc thickening with a centrifuge proved to be 
possible without polymer on the conventional 
activated sludge bui yielded only 80% recovery on the 
MBR sludges. 

F b r e  92 - Tbickeitng cramfiuc 
3. De-waîering 
A laboratory scale nfter press and a centrifuge were used to dewater the various sludge 
samples. Direct dewatering was not possible with the filter press as the flous produced wcre 
smal1 and relatively unstable under the conditions of high shear and pressure (6.5 bar). 
The cenrrifugc yielded better results and w m  comparable to the conventional activated sludgc 
on the same equipment. It is believed that the higher specific gravity of the MBR sludge aided 
the dewatering prosms. A full scale centrifuge was useâ to dewater the conventional sludge 
and the DS% reached was higher than that of the test equipment. The latter however could not 
be extrapolatod to the MBR sludge. 



EVALUATION 

Biologica1 pe$ormanee 
The biological performance of the fow systems is 'sed in Table 29 and split into the 
fow different phases. M g  t h e ~  pham not oply the pre-treabnent and the phosphorus 
removal process was different, but als0 process conditi&E& slÏÍdge loading, temperature and 
hydraulics. Judging the data one has to realise that the pilot plants have regularly been opti- 
m i d  to achieve better perfo-ce. These technical adjustments and specific tests to examine 
the membrane perfomiancc (cold water and peak tests) gave forescen (major) dieturbances in 
the biological performance. Furthnmore the pilot plants were designed to operate undcr the 
conditions of phase 1, i.e. primary settled wastewater a d  pre-precipitation. Without major 
adaptations the pilots were also deployed for phases 2,3 and 4. 

From Table 29 the following conclusions can be dmwn: 
a The operational conditiom of phase 1 were comparable to the design parameters. The 

differences between the design of Kubota and Mitsubishi on one hand, and X-Flow and Ze- 
non on the other hand are related to the different d e s i m .  As can be sccn from Table 29, 
during the different pham the opaational load on the Kubota pilot plant has inweased. Re- 
lated to thc maximum hydrauiic load applicable on the Mitsubishi pilot installation, the bio- 
logical load was signincantly lower compared t0 the 0 t h  pilots. This gave certain problems 
concernhg sludge quaiity and amscquently membrane performance. h au phases the N- 
load on the pilot systems rcmained more or less the same, due to the relatively d effect 
of precknfication and prccipitatim on N-influent concentrations. 

a As a consequente of a COD/N ratio of lower than 6 dwing phase 1, the average TN concen- 
tration amounts to a level higher than 10 n@. h phase 2 this ratio climbcd up to 7.7 and 
influent concentrations dropped down &e to extreme rainfall. Despite the lower process 
tempenihires the TN pcmwite concentrations were below 10 mgli, except for the X-Plow 
pilot. This was dne to technical disturbances and adaptations. Although the CODN ratio in 
phase 3 increased further to 9.1, the TN concentrations increased to a higher level. Also here 
the circumstances mentioned befme were the main causes. Lookhg at the technical and 
technological Iimitatiom (a.o. the i i i ted recirculatim flow capacity) of the plot installa- 
tions without doubt it wil1 be possible to achieve lower TN concentrations at Mi 'kale. This 
item is further disCussad at the end of this paragraph. 
P-removal dwing phase 1 with prc-prcoipitation was not optimal with average penneate 
conccntrations above 1 mgll. This was mainly due to the extreme varying influent umcentra- 
tions and the pn>cese control of the chemical dosing installation at the Beverwijk WWTP. h 
phase 1 this pn>cess was not optimised as the membrane performance was of much more 
importancc. During the phases 2 and 3 with the application of simultancous precipitation it 
has proven to be possible to achieve very low permeate concentration. Starthg at Me@ ra- 
tios similar to the previous pre-precipitation phase (1.0 - 1.2), TP concentratioas below 0,l 
mgA were achieved, even without an optimal chemical dosing control. The chemica1 h i n g  
set points were changed to get the requued permeate concentration of 1 mg P d .  Based on 
the results achieved it can be stated that it is possible to reach very low Pcoacentrations, 
giving the impmim that also biological uptake plays a significant d e .  
Sincc March 2001 the possibilitics of 100 % biological P-removal are investigatcd in the 
Kubota pilot plant. Since then, the phosphosus permeate concentration decreased rapidly t0 
<0.2 mg P d  and remained stable for a few months. Since May 2001 aU pilot plants are in 
operation without additionai chemical phosphom removal, the new X-Fîow pilot is als0 
d g u r e d  with an anaerobic tank. AU pilot plants show enhanced biological phosphais 
removal and relatively low phosphorus penneate concentration, taking int0 account the high 
influent phosphorus concentrations and large fluctuations. 



MLSS wneaihation @ 12 l O 10 10 
Total volume m' 30.8 34.2 5.7 23.6 
Sludge Ioad kg CODl(kg MLSS d) 0.049 0.043 0.073 0.074 

kg Nl(kg MLSS.d) 0.008 0.007 0.012 0.012 

Phir 1 - Pllrmiw reitkd wutmiter ind ~rc-mui~itatloo 

Sludge load kg COD/(kg MLSS.d) 0.054 0.043 0.070 0.075 
kg N/(@ MLSS.d) 0.009 0.008 0.012 0.012 

MLSS wneaihafion s" 10.5 8.9 7.5 10.4 
Pmkessiaiipaature OC 21 20 23 20 
COD conmbation I dticìency m @ / %  32191 31 I91 32 191 31 193 
TN wncsnhation I efficiency m @ / %  11181 I21 82 16175 13/80 
TP meaibation l dticiency m@ 1 % 2.8 I62 2.1 174 2.5169 1.5180 
Sludge production I sludge age kgkg COD- I days 0.31 170 0.27 l 87 0.24 l66 0.27 151 
DSVI I CST mug I seconds 80/50 1301130 90160 1101W - 

Phue 2 - M m i W  reitled wisl 

Sludge load 

MLSS amcmbation 

COD mncm<ration I efficiency 
TN meaibatin> l efficiency 
TP concalaation I dticiency 
Sludge production l sludge age 
DSVI I CST 

viter and riaiultaneaas p 

kg CODl(kg MLSS.d) 
kg NI&g MLSS.d) 

OC 
mgA I % 
m @ / %  
m@ l % 

k& COD- I days 
mik I Jecaids 

Pbue 3 - Riw bflumt iad siaialtialoor ~recI~&Wio11 

Sludge load 

MLSS wnmûution 

-tcmpwai= 
COD concalbation I efiïcieny 
TN wnmtraiiw l efficinrcy 
TP ~ ~ ~ m i t i o n  I d c i m c y  
Siudge produnion I sludge age 
DSVI I CST 
Pbue 4 - R.w Inflaent ind blolodal D ~ O S D ~ O N S  removd 
Sludge load kg COD/(kg MLSS.d) 0.100 0.084 0.063 * 

kg Nl(kg MLSS.d) 0.009 * 0.008 0.006 * 
MLSS mmûath @ 10.8 11.6 10.6 
Profais tempaanire '=C 19 I8 n.a 
COD conmbation I dticiency m@ I % 32 l95 34/94 36/94 
TN coneaibntion l efficiency m@ l % 11 181 9/85 8186 
TP wnanmition l efficiency m@ 1 % 0.8 l93 1.2190 1.4 188 
Sludge productlon l dudge age kgkg COD-4 I days 0.34 130 ' 0.49 l26 0.50 l34 ' 
DSVI I CST mVz I sewnds 90150 100180 100170 
# ralculatim bascd on <he activatcd sludge volume excl. d c  tank 



e The sludge production of the pilot plants was similar oompared to traditional aotivated 
sludge systems. ïñe  differences between the pilot installati& mainly occumd due to the 
techical disturbances mentioned before and the soale of the tests, giviag Iliaccura- 
cies. As expected, the specific sludge production for phase 1 was significantly lowm than 
for the following p k .  Thc significantiy lowm sludge production in the X-Flow pilot 
plant is mainly caused by the high dciency ~ ~ C T O ~ K ? T C C I L  

e The sludge c ~ i c s  expressed as sludge volume index were exocilent dwing al1 
phases, with en exccption for the Mitsubishi pilot in phase 1. This was mainly due to the 
mechanica1 stress caused by high velocity pumps and the relatively low sludge load. For de- 
sign purposes it is of great importante to make the ria choiccs for technica1 equipment, 
sinc+ the floc stniobire influcnca, the membrane perfonnance. 

e The energy ~0118umption and input of ail pilot installations was (much) higher than the 
expected energy mpimment in a N a d e  plant, which is s 1 kwh/m3. 

Nitrogen remval 
The effect of the pilot plant wnñguration and design capcity on the niîmgen renuwal potential 
of the pilot plant, is demonetnted with Pigure 93. In this figure the relative size and the capac- 
ity of the intemal mcimhtion flows îïum the four pilot piants is schcmatidy presented. 

Kubota 
V = 29,3 m3 101 
(excl. Anaëroob))- 

t 500 I Memarane tank 

In phase 4, when the COD avaiiability was not limiting, the recirculation flows wera the main 
fsctor inîlucncing the nitrogen -val capacity of the pilot plants. As shown, the membrane 
compartment of the Kubota pilot plant is relatively large aud the mirculation flows are reia- 
tively small. As a consequencc the ex+ and rcaüsed nitrogen m v a i  capacity in this pilot 
plant is the lowest. Changing the raOuOulation flow from the membmm tank to the denitrifioa- 
tion tank didn't have a significant effect on the results. Th. 0th- three pilot p b t s  have iarger 
recirculation flows and thacfore show a bmerperfomuuicc on nitrogen removai. 



Membrune performance 
The membrane performance of the four systems u mmuwiscd in Table 30 and split into the 
different research pbases. Dwing these phases the membrane sysiems were al1 optimiscd anti 
adapted many times. Therefore it is not possible to wmpare the results h m  the phases without 
thc background demibed in the previous chapters. It can be stated that al1 systems perfomaf. 
better as the research pertod pmgressed. 

Fnm Table 30 and more indepth results h m  previm chapters the following conclusions cm 
be dram: 
e nie maximum design flux for the pilot plant8 r a s  mainiy b a d  on manufachuers experi- 

ence anti design philosophy. During the different pha9es it has been proven that this experi- 
ence was not gained under specific Dutch cicumstimcts. Especially the strong varying in- 
fluent flows influenced the Dcrfomiance of the mcmbrane systems, much more than cx- 
pected, als0 wmpared to the $ifferent ptrsaDrent steps and &s tempemhws. 

Daily flow 
Mcmbnne Mfsa 

Avsage daiiy flow 

W o n  
CF / PF CF => PF 

Avwgo daily flow 
Maximum flua nel 
htratiai arc. to PF 

CFIPF 

IC I IC I IC 

canti- wntimous ace..to PF 
PF-CF PF=>CF 

IC + 

1) CF = consiani flow I PF = proportional f lw ,  acc. = d n g  
2) IC = inûamk clean I MC = maintarnnee clean I EMC = aihsnecd nmintarnnec clean 
3) h m n g  terpxraturrs bclow 10 'C maximum flux was muictai U) 30 a d  35 y(m2.h) 
4) Intaisin cicaninn madurr. olanncd for weck 10 in 2002 J 



e As a consequente of the introduction of a relaxation mode in the proccss control, K u h  
perfomed better than expected. During al1 fow phases the maximum net flux was main- 
tained at 41.7 l/(m2.h), which was presumably not even its maximum. This flux was com- 
bined with high permeability's and wnsequently enough reserve capacity to be able to cope 
with long term rain Ml conditim. 

e The Mitsubishi system successfully perfonned a peak test at the design fl=, at a relatively 
high temperature. During the whole research period it has been proven t$at the system is not 
capable in deaiiig with large hydrauiic fluciuatim. Since phase 3 the pilot m 4 t h  an op- 
timised process control at higher wntinuous fluxes. Under these circumstances including 
(enhanced) maintename cleaning, the system perfonned well, accepting a low and relatively 
stable decrease of penneability. Recently a peak continuous flux of 31 I/(m2.h) has been 
achieved for a 5 days period, at a temperature of >20°C. 

e The X-Flow system was desigaed too optimistically. Comparab1e to the Mitsubishi system, 
the X-Flow module performed optimal in a constant permeation mode. With an optimal 
p-s control including MC and relaxation, both the old and the new pilot plant systern 
wuld be run 4 t h  wnstaní high fluxes. 

e The Zenon ZWSûûa system has show to be reliable under the originai design fluxes, in 
which a lowa peak flux in phases 3 and 4 (without plimary claifiostion) was forcseea 
With the transition üom IC to MC at the end of phase 2, the system was capable of handling 
peak flows, without loosing exccssive permeability. 

e The ZWSOOc module disphyed many improvementa over the ZWSOOa module mgarding 
peaL fluxes, chemical consumption and the lack of sludging. However, the ZWZWSOOc module 
appeared more temperature sensitive than the ZWSOOa module, as a result of lowa operat- 
ing temperatures it was more difficult to recover the performance with MC procbmues. Tlae 
reduaion in permeate headem from two to one may have adversely effected the penneation 
chanictsnstic of this module umfiguratioa 

e Under f u l l 4 e  conditions membrane tanks wil1 be designed with a specifíc hydrauuc 
capacity. Under DWF conditions and dwing night membnuie tanks wii l  be out of operation, 
having the oppominity to be lee in a relaxation mode. It has to be r d i  that these circum- 
stance8 are much more optimal compand to those unda which the pilot plants were oper- 
ated. 

e In detemiining the applicability of a MBR system, the maximum achievable flux and umse- 
quently the required membrane surface, is one of the parameters. Besides d, alm the 
membrane compactnesa and wnsequently the required membraoe tank volume and foot 
print, play an important rolc. From this point of view the Mitsubiihi, Zemm and Kubota 
double deck system system have an adventage. - 

e Bami on the experienct gained at the &verwijk WWTP it &s neccasary to further opti- 
mise the cleaning procedures and establish further savings on chemical wnsumpüon Un- 
dmftanding of cleaning procedures and its influence was nec«isary to achieve d t s  and 
satistjhg membríine life time @ons. Tcchnical and techno1ogical suboptimal opera- 
tions related to cleaning procedures and process wntrol lead to the replacement of the Mit- 
subishi and X-Flow module. 

e Under normal prowas conditions the foiiowing cleaning fresuency is predicted: 
3 for the Kubota system 1 time per year IC; 
3 for the Mitsubishi system at high umstant fluxes and dependent on proceas tempera- 

tures a regular (evey week) enhanced MC probdure in combinaiion with 1 IC per 
Y=, 

3 f o r t h e X - P l o w s y s t e m a t h i J g l w n s t a n í f l ~ ~ e 8 a n d d e p e n . n t o n p r o w a s ~  
a regular (ewy week) MC procedure in combination with 1 IC per y w ,  

3 for the ïenon system a regular MC (every week) and om. IC per p r .  



rn The chemical dosing required for the fow systcms (as expeeted at the start of the research 
project and as used at the pilot plants after the optimisations described above), is summa- 
rised in table 30. Based on these figures it is concluded that the chemical consumption of the 
Kubota and Zenon (ZWSûûc) pilot plant has been significantly duced  and has reached a 
low level. The chemical consumption of the Mitsubishi and X-Flow pilot plant is (still) rela- 
tively high. 

rn Dwing the research period al1 four systems have been optimised and developed considera- 
bly. At this moment both the Kubota and Zenni system are wel1 estabiiihed and within a 
wel1 defined operating window reiiible for ure in thc municipal wastewater matkt for 
Duteh circunistances. Alm the Mitsubishi and X-Flow system have significantly pmgressed. 
From results obtained, it is cxpected that with constant flow operations, optimised pn>cess 
control and cleaning procedures (MC + IC) reliable systems wil1 be realised, althougb k 
ther test wo& has to be carried out to prove the expeotations. 

Design 
The design of MBR installations for municipal waste water treatment up until now was based 
on experience gained in industrial applications and normal design procedures for traditionel 
municipal wastewater treatment. The results achievcd on the Beverwijk WWTP have made 
clear that regarding the design phiiosophy for MBR installations for full scale municipai 
WWTPs, the following items have to be taken int0 account: 
rn Pre-treatment of the influenî is of utmost importatw. Abrasive components. fat and hair 

have ta be removed by fine SC- to prevent problems with the membranes. Depending on 
the specific situation and furtheî technica1 and technological requirements, a choice for an 
optimal screen has to be made. 

rn Fot a MER installation fulfilluig N and P reqiiuWnenîs, h e  direction of the re-circuiation 
flows especially from the membrane tank have to be considered seriously. In this respeci it 
is important to realise and caldate the differences between an intemal and external plaoe- 
ment of membranes. The control of the nitrogen removal proces on one hand and sludge 
concentration in the membrane zone on the 0 t h  hand must be separated, if stringent nutri- 
ent removal is required and risk for sludging membrane modules have to be mhimid. An 
Mportant characteristic of a MBR in this respect is the intensive aaation in the last com- 
partment of the installation. As a consequente the permeate is extracted at the location with 
the highest nitrate concentration. To be able to reach a lower TN permeate concentration, 
high recirculation flows should be introduccd in the system configuration design. Further- 
more it is important to consider the inîluence of inîïuent components and microbi products 
related to the placement of membranes and the overall design of a MBR installation. 

rn Considcring a full scale design of a MBR installation it is impossible to exmte an intensive 
clean manually as is done at the MBR installations world wide in operation. For appiication 
the technology at bigger capadties, an automatic cleaning system has to be developed This 
item is very much related to the conception of a standard membrane tank, to be dedoped 
for the demonstration installation. 



Conocming chemical membrane cleaníng, attention must be focuscd on the daxuuie of the 
chemical use, the rsuse af chemicals and thc use of altemative (Iess harmful to the envi- 
ronment) chemicals. 
Related to a standard membrane tank it is unportant for the end customer to have the avail- 
abiiiîy of membram modules of different types, alt fitting in one standard civil canshuctioa 
Sludge treatment of MBR installations seems to be not signincantly different from sludgc 
treatment h m  traditional WWTP's. Based on the results so far the choice between gravita- 
tional and mechanicai dudge thickening ha8 to be reflected. 
As the membrme performance is strongly related to the sludge chanicteristics, the usc of a 
selecter tank may, also fora MBR system, be an option. 
In general the MBR technology is rather new and liie al1 other technologies, wnsists of 
c& risks which have to be evaluated. A conscientiously executed risk analysen is mxa- 
q, giving back ground and motiwtion for proces& parts and equipment to be implemented 
or designed redundant. An example worthwhue to mention here is the air supply to the 
membrane modules. Without any doubt it can be said that this proccss is of utmost impor- 
tante to be 100 % reliable. 

costs 
Although the pilot study ai the Beverwijk WWïP was not aiming at a direot relationship with 
casts of a MBR installation, information is available h different feasibility studies in which 
the costs for a MBR- and traditional instaüation under different -es are wmpared. In 
Figure 94 îhe investment costs for a ncw WWTP are compared. 

The investment costs for a completely new MBR installation aimed at n o d  dnuent require- 
men& is cumntly more expensive than a traditional WWTP. The decreas for the civil con- 
etnicton does not oounterbalancc the costs for the extra mechanical equipment and membrane 
modules. ïñis wnclusion can change dramatically if it is a matter of extension for a spcdic 
WWTP which would otherwise require too much spacc. Also if a more stringent dnuent 
qualityisnquind,thecostcomparisoncancurrently equalorbebetted fortheMBRaltema- 
tive. 

For the above pnsented MBR system with the more stringent efnuent requkments for niim- 
gen, p h o s p h ~ ~ ~  and disinfection, the mual wsts are wmpared in Figure 95. 



The mual costs of a MBR 
installation are strongiy 
influenced by the depreciation 
for the mechanicai equipmcnt 
and the replacement of the 
membranes. Cummtiy the 
latter is very difficult t0 
prcdict, while practica1 
experience ûom 3 to 8 yean 
is not enough for a reaiistic 
estimation. With manufaotur- 
ers, the discussion around 
lifetunc leads to capacity 
giiarantees. 

Regarding variable casts, Tradional MBR 

especially the energy con- 
sumption is an intcresting m r e  % - oïtb u n d  eab far or ~ b i d l ~  d or 
item, which is mainly deter- MBR *dos, witb more mat  aIlomt reqnqdrraui<r 
mincd by the a-factor and 
cmsqumtiy the energy for 
d o n .  In the feasibility studies mentioned befom, a-facm of 0.40 - 0.45 have been used for 
caldation purposes. Based on the mlts of pilot s& measurements, side study 3 a d  fuil 
d e  measurements at WWTP9s in Oamaay it is exp.md that these values are toa low. Cost 
differences between a MBR a d  traditional WWTP concerning manpower, chemicai c<msump 
tion and sludge treatment is supposed to be muiimal 



12 CURRENT STATUS AND PERSPECTIVE 

In the course of the pilot trial, many of the unceaainties involved with the MBR teohnology 
were casidered and tested All the nsks addressed at the onset of the pilot trial were 
pinpointed and eliminated where possible or signifioantly rrduced t0 acceptable levels, Despite 
the denned openting windows, d1 four pilot systems can be fuaher oplimised and or developcd 
in the following directiais: 

Kuboto 
A reduction of chemical consumption for the cleaning procedure. The procedure is med and 
works, but the lack of flexibility in the procedure ca- biologica1 stress. 
An iacrease of efficiency and net flux. This would further reduce the installed membrane 
surface requirtd and therefore investment cast. The efficiency is CORISCN~~~VC at present and 
the limits are loosely defined 
Proof of the Long term operation of the Double Deck concept. This must be reliably 
established for the Dutch circumstances. Then is one refennce pilot which is being 
operated for one year in Japan unda almost constant flow conditions. 
Investigation of gravity flow. 

Mitsubishi 
An incnase of the net flux efficiency (ratio betwem net and grom flux) may be possible. 
Optimisation of cleanhg procedure and thc reduction of chemicals must de0 be d d e r e d .  

x-!OW 
An optimisation of the process control and the operation philosophy. Regacding maximum 
achievable opaatuig fluxes and cleaning aiteria on the long term. 

0 An increase of the efficiency under all operating criteria is required. 
e A reduclion of the chemical consumption for the cleaning procodun must be considered. 

A comparison of 5.2 and 8.0 mm diameter tubes must be canied out. 

Zenon 
Fwther development of thc ZWSûûc module, with Wo pemieate headers in &t0 gain the 
advantages of both module types. 
A further optimisation of the chemical consumption is required 

It is the intention to continue the pilot plant research at the Beverwijk WWTP and combine the 
further development on the long term effects of the membranes and the education of operating 
persormel. 

At tbis moment both the Kubota and Zenon system are well established and withui a defined 
operathg window reliable for use in the h t c h  municipal wastewater markt. Als0 the 
Mitsubishi and X-flow system have significantly progressed From results obtained, it is 
expccteù that reiiile systems wili  be realised, althougñ further test work has t0 be &ed out 
t0 prove the expectations. 

The objectives originally set for the pilot plant study at the Beverwijk WWTP have been 
achieved to a suitable level of satisfaction and most aitical items have been addressed and 
quantified. After one year of intensive research and further development the technological 
feasibility of the MBR concept for the Netherlands has b.en proven and suitable to be extended 
t0 demonstrati011 d e .  The step from fundamental development OU pilot d e  t0 application on 
demonstration d e  can now be made. 
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GLOSSARY 

Activaud sludge 

Aerobic condition 

Alpha factor 

Anaerobic condition 

Anaerobic digestion 

Anoxic condition 

Back puise I flush 

Cake filtration 

Chemical pipi tat ion 

Biological mass (flocs) produced in the treatment of wastewater by 
the growth of suspended bacteria and other micro-organisms under 
ambic or anoxic conditions. 

Descriptive of a condition in which dissolved oxygen is present. 

Ratio of the oxygen transfer coefficient in mixed liquor to the oxygen 
transfer coeff~cient in clean water. 

Descnptive of a condition in which dissolved oxygen, nitrate aod 
nitrite are absent. 

Anaerobic proces which d u c e s  the organic content of siudge. 

Descnptive of a condition in which dissolved oxygen is absent and 
niûite or nitrate are present. 

R e v d  flow through the membnuie to nmove fouling on the 
membrane surface. 

Fitration a m s s  an artiíicial layer on the surface of the membme. 

Conversion of components dissolved in water int0 undissolved fom 
by cheniical reaction with a precipitant. 

Claning in place / CIP Storage tanlt for pmea te  to enable flusbing of the membrane 

COD 

cross flow 

CST 

Deniûification 

DSVI 

Disinfection 

DWF 

Flux 

Chemica1 oxygen demand; Mass concentration of oxygen equivalent 
to the amount of dichromate consumed when a water sample is treated 
with thst oxidant under defllied conditions. 

A term wed b r  the flow of liquid across the membrane surface. 

Capillary suction time; A method to m m r e  the filterability of 
activated sludge. 

Reduction of nitrate or nitrite to b i t e  mainly nitrogen gas by the 
action of bacteria. 

Diluted sludge volume i n k ,  Volume in millilitres occupied by l g of 
activated aíìer d e m e n t  under speeified wnditions for 30 minutes. 

Treatment of wastewater or sludge to d u c e  pathogenie activity 
below a specified level. 

Dry weather flow; Flow at the wastewater treatment plant unaffected 
by rainfall or snowmelt. 

The flow of liquid througb a speeific membrane surface area. 



Intensive cleaning (IC) A cleaning operation to return the membrane back to the onginal 
permeability. 

Low pressure cross flow Cross flow system with low speed, low pressure (generared by a 
(LEF) permeate pump) and vertical air-flushing. 

Maintenance cleaning A (periodically executed) prevnitative cleaning of the membrane. 
(MC3 

Membrane 

Micro filtration 

MLVSS 

MTR (Dutch) 

Nitnfication 

Penncabiliîy 

Penneate 

Pre-precipitaiion 

Proportional flow 

Pm1 

Relaxation 

Respiration fate 

R W  

A device for the separation of sludge fiom water. 

Filtration of particles to gmter than 0.05 w. 
Mixed liquor suspended solids; Concentrafion of suspended solids in 
the mixed liquor. 

Mixed liquor volatile suspaided solids; Concentmtion of organic 
suspended solids in the mixed liquor. 

Abbreviation of Maximum Allowable Risk. 

Oxidation of ammonium salts by kctena. Usually, the end product of 
such an oxidation is nitrate. 

Kjeldahl Nitrogen (alm TKN); Mass concentration of the sum of 
organic and ammoniacal nitrogen. 

Total nitrogen; Sum of the maas concentrations of Kjeldahl, nitrite 
and nitrate nitrogen. 

A measure for membrane I"formance (Flux / TMP). 

Efîluent from a MBR installation. 

Chemica1 precipitation in the primary clanfier. 

A feed flow following the WWTP influent fluctuations. 

Total phosphoms; Mass concentration of the sum of organic a d  
inorganic phosphoms. 

Mode during which no permeation of the membrane OCCUTS. 

Rate of oxygen consumption due to respiration. 

Rain weather flow; Maximum flow of wastewater a plant is designed 
to treai. 

M c e  for removing ooarsc particles and objects h m  a flow of 
wastewater. 



Simultaneous 
precipitation 

Sludge 

Sludge age 

Sludge dewatering 

Sludge loadiig 

Sludge treatment 

Chemica1 precipitation in the activated sludge system. 

Mixture of water and soli& separated h m  various types of wastewa- 
ter as a result of natura] or artificial processes. 

Calculated time required to waste the total inventory of sludge being 
in the process tanks. 

Further process of reducing the water content of sludge, usually by 
mechanica1 means. 

inad of pollutmts entering the biologicai treatment per unit mass of 
mixed liquor suspended d i &  of mixed liquor volatile suspended sol- 
i&. It should be indicated whether the basis is total or volatile sus- 
pended solids. 

Processing of sludge for its utilisation OT disposal, eg sludge thicken- 
ing, sludge stabilisation, sludge conditioning, dewatering, diying, dis- 
infection, incheration. 

Specific surplus sludge Ratio of mass suspended soli& of surplus sludge to unit mass of COD 
pradnction removed. 

Surplus sludge 

Suspended solids; Mass concentrations of solids in a liquid normaily 
detennined by filtraîion or centditging and then drying al1 under 
si>ecified conditions. 

Sludge that is removed from an activated sludge proces. 

Trans-membrme pressure; Dnving f m e  q u i r e d  to filter soli& fiom 
liquid. 

Ultra filtration (UF) Filtration of particles larger than 0.005 p. 

A m& to measure the dynarnic viscosiîy of activated sludge. 



APPENDIX l - PARTLCIPANTS 

d Grontmij 

Warerschap m Rijn en IJsrel 

ZUIVERINGSSCHAP 
RIVIERENLAND 



ORGANISATION I CONTACTPERSONíS) I ADDRESS 
Client 
Waterboard Ir R.M.W. Schema 
Uitwaterende Sluizen 
in Hollands Noor- 
derkwartier 
(USHNI 
STOWA Ir P.J. Roeleveld 

Ir J.M.J. Leenen 

Exerution 
DHV Water BV 

Manufecturers I Re] 
Kubota Corporation 

Solis 
Engineering BV 

Mitsubishi 

Grontmij 

NMT 
(supplier X-Flow) 

Postbus l 5 
1 

1135 ZH Edam 
Tel. 0299 391427 
Fax. 0299 391 180 
Email: r.schemen@ushn.nl 
Postbus 8090 
3503 RB Utrecht 
Tel. 030 2321 199 
Fax. 030 2321766 
Email: roeleveld@stowa.nl 

leenen@.stowa.nl I 

Ir H.F. van der Roest 
Ir J.G. van der Molen 

Postbus 484 I 

3800 AL Amersfoort 
Tel. 033 4682407 1033 468 2331 
Fax. 033 4683769 
Email: helle.vanderroest@dhv.nl 

ian.vandermolatii.dhv.nl I 
mentatives 
Shiro Kuriyama Kubota Corporation 

No. 1 Tenterden Street 
London W I R 9AH UK 
Tel. +44(0)20-7629-6471 
Fax. +44(0)20-7629-69 15 
Email: skunva@kubotalon.co.uk 

F.L. Kouvelt Zuiveringweg 92 
8243 PE Lelystad 
Tel. 0320 - 292020 
Fax. 0320 - 292029 

Mr. Masumi Shinohara 
Email: kouvelt(iusolis.nl 
3-1 Mamnouchi 2-chrone 

Cbiyoda-ku 
TOKYO 100-8086 
JAPAN 

Ir S.G.M. Geraats Postbus 14 I 
Ir R.N.A. van Kempen 3730 AA De Bilt 

Tel. 030 6943210 
Fax. 030 6956366 
Email: bert.geraat@grmtmij.nl 

roeier.vankemm@mmtmii .n1 
Dr. Ir H. Futselaar Postbus 89 
H. van Dalfsen 7550 AB Hengelo 

Tel. 074 2422009 
Fax. 074 2500509 
Email: info@noritmt.nl 



Ir W.G.J. van der Meer w 
Zenon b.v. k Geraci 

Proiect wouv 
ISA Dr.-ing. E. Dorgeloh 
der RWTH Aachen Dipl.-ing. E. Brands 

ex) ISWA Stuttgart Dip1.-Ing. B. Gander a 
SAG Ingenieure Dipl.-Ing E. Back 

TNO-MEP Ir R. van Houten 
Ir H.H. Brouwer 

TU Delft H. Evenblij 

E.G. Kool van Langenkghe 

Tel. 058 2945594 
Fax. 058 2945384 

D-40721 Hilden 

6920 AE Duiven 
Tel. 026 3120522 

Mies-vander-RoheStrape l 
D-52056 AACHEN 
Tel. +49 241 805208 
Fax. +49 241 8888285 
Email: dorgeloh@isa.Nvth-aachen.de 

brands@isa.nvth-aachen.de 
Hegelweg 17 
D-72793 PPULLINGEN 
Tel. +49712173155 
Mobile +49 1703813219 
Email: Berthold.miender@t-online.de 
Harveninger Weg 23 
D- %W81 ULM 
Tel. +49 7319641230 
Fax. +49 73 l60663 
Email: sae-ineenieureíÚli~f-online.& 
Postbus 342 
7300 AH Apeldoorn 
Tel. 055 5493991 
Fax. 055 5493410 
Email: houten@mep.tno.nl 

Postóus 5048 
2600 GA Delft 
Tel. 015 278 2258 
Fax. O15 278 4918 
Email: h.evenblii@cite.hidelft.nl 
Zemikepark 8a 
9747 AN Groningen 
Tel. 050 5777850 
Fax. 050 5778910 
Email: inf&.brcc.nl 



Alfa Laval 

Ex~ert  erouv I Steel 
Waterboard 
Rijn & Llssel 
(WRIJ) 

Waterboard Holland- 
se Eilanden en 
Waarden 
(ZHEW) 

DWR 

GTD 

Waterboard 
Rivierenland 
(W SRL) 

Waterboard 
Regge en Dinkel 
(WRW 

C. Visser 
C. Schuddeboom 

Fax. 030 2420412 

AC Doetinchem 

Ir J.W. Mulder 3300 AL Dordrecht 

Dr. J.C. h i t h o f  

I 
el. 020 4602785 

280 AG Boxtel 




